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Abstract 
  
A significant problem for satellites, vacuum electron devices (VEDs), and particle 
accelerators is multipactor: an avalanche of vacuum electrons caused by rapidly recurring 
secondary electron emission (SEE) stimulated by a time-varying electric field. The 
consequences of a multipactor event range in severity from a temporary disruption of the 
affected electronic device to permanent damage if the multipactor leads to an electric 
discharge. Since the 1960s, when multipactor gained significant notoriety as a problem, the 
vast majority of multipactor suppression methods involved geometrical modifications, 
surface coatings, electron conditioning, electrode biasing, and applied magnetic fields. The 
limited success of these methods combined with the demand for higher frequency, higher 
power, and multicarrier systems has caused satellite engineers to impose power level 
restrictions as the primary multipactor suppression method.  
In the past 10 years, new research into an old multipactor suppression method has 
shown great potential. This method relies on the principle that rough surfaces emit fewer 
numbers of secondary electrons than smooth surfaces of equivalent material. The 
secondary electron yield (SEY) – defined as the ratio of the number of electron emissions 
escaping the surface to the number of electrons that initially impact the surface – provides 
a critical parameter in the multipactor process. If the dielectric surfaces of microwave 
windows and the conductive surfaces of radio frequency (RF) and microwave devices can 
be roughened such that their SEY is less than unity, multipactor becomes impossible 
because there can be no growth in the vacuum electron population.  
v 
 
This research applies modern micro- and nano-scale design and fabrication techniques 
to create microporous and nanoporous surfaces to study the fundamental principles that 
describe how surface topography controls SEY. The primary surface feature characteristics 
studied are aspect ratio (the ratio of feature height to width) and distribution density (the 
spacing of the features). Two semi-empirical models were developed to help predict the 
SEY of a porous surface. The first model was based on a simple two-dimensional (2D) 
pore structure; the second model was based on a more accurate three-dimensional (3D) 
pore structure. The models were validated by comparing predictions to experimental SEY 
measurements made on microporous gold surfaces. All of the porous gold surfaces used 
for testing were designed, fabricated, and characterized at the Air Force Institute of 
Technology (AFIT). SEY measurements of the porous gold surfaces were made using a 
pre-existing SEY apparatus located at the Materials and Manufacturing Directorate of the 
Air Force Research Laboratory. Additionally, a new, more accurate SEY measurement 
apparatus was constructed for dedicated SEY measurements at AFIT.  
The more accurate 3D model predicts that a porous gold surface with pore aspect ratios 
of 2.0 and a distribution density (porosity) of 0.5 will control the maximum SEY to unity, 
providing a multipactor-resistant surface. These models, along with the experimental 
results, also confirm an important understanding: the ability of an artificially roughened 
surface to control SEY is not a function of the surface feature size; rather, it is a function 
of surface feature aspect ratio and distribution density. 
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ENGINEERED SURFACES TO CONTROL SECONDARY ELECTRON YIELD FOR 
MULTIPACTOR SUPPRESSION 
 
I. Introduction 
 
This chapter introduces the topic of multipactor and provides the scope and objectives 
of this research effort. The first section briefly describes multipactor, including why it is 
significant. The second section defines the two types of multipactor and breaks down the 
physical process involved in each type. The third section discusses the level of interest in 
multipactor research, including the industries focused on understanding and controlling 
this phenomenon. The fourth section presents the topic of multipactor suppression. The 
chapter concludes with the scope and objectives of this research effort. 
1.1 Multipactor Overview 
Multipactor is a complex and potentially destructive phenomenon that can occur in 
microwave and radio frequency (RF) circuits under high, ultra-high, and extremely high 
vacuum conditions. Often described as an “avalanche” of electrons, multipactor consists 
of a rapid growth in free electrons under the influence of a time-varying electric field [1]–
[5]. The electron avalanche typically peaks at a steady-state level (referred to as saturation), 
within 50 to 300 RF cycles producing electron densities on the order of 1011 to 1012 cm-3 
[5], [6]. There are numerous undesired effects caused by multipactor including 
1) microwave cavity loading and detuning [7]–[10],  
 
2) substantial RF power dissipation [7]–[11],  
 
3) generation of harmonics [9], [10], 
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4) noise enhancement [8]–[10], 
 
5) localized heating and out-gassing of exposed surfaces [7]–[11], 
 
6) breakdown or microwave discharge [7], [8], [10], [12], [13], and 
 
7) damage to RF windows or RF circuit components [7]–[10]. 
An important aspect of multipactor is the wide range of frequencies (MHz to GHz) and 
geometries in which it can occur [8], [14]. Consequently, multipactor is a critical problem 
affecting particle accelerators and space–based communication systems because of their 
use of microwave circuits in a vacuum environment [9], [15]–[17].  
1.2 Types of Multipactor 
Given the two primary requirements necessary for multipactor (vacuum and a high 
frequency electric field), there exist a wide variety of environments and conditions under 
which multipactor can occur. To better distinguish different varieties of multipactor, two 
distinct types are defined: two-surface (metallic) and single-surface (dielectric). The first 
observations of multipactor were of the two-surface type [18]. This may help explain why 
two-surface multipactor has been studied significantly more than single-surface 
multipactor [19].  
1.2.1 Two-Surface (Metallic) Multipactor 
Two-surface multipactor involves a metallic gap and an applied high frequency electric 
field while under vacuum. In his seminal paper on multipactor, Rodney Vaughan describes 
two-surface multipactor as “a sheet-like cloud of electrons oscillating between two 
surfaces, driven by and in synchronism with an RF field” [7]. Figure 1 provides an 
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illustration of the two-surface multipactor process. The process initiates when one or more 
seed electrons (also known as initial or primary electrons) are positioned in the gap. 
Sources of seed electrons include: 
1) field emission from a macroscopic irregularity on a sidewall [16], [20], [21], 
 
2) electrons native to the space environment (i.e. Van Allen radiation belts or 
space weather events) [9], 
 
3) electrons released via the photoelectric effect from the sidewalls of microwave 
components in particle accelerators [9], and 
 
4) electron cascades produced by cosmic rays [16], [20], [21]. 
Once established in the gap, the seed electron is accelerated towards one of the sidewalls 
by the RF electric field oriented perpendicular to the sidewalls (Figure 1a). Upon impact 
with the sidewall, the seed electron causes secondary electrons to be emitted under a 
process called secondary electron emission (SEE). If the sidewall material has a secondary 
electron yield (SEY) that is greater than unity (δ > 1), the number of secondary electrons 
Figure 1: Illustration of the process for a two-surface (metallic), first-order multipactor. 
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will be greater than the number of incident electrons (Figure 1b). If the secondary electrons 
are emitted in synchronism with the reversal of the RF electric field, they will be 
accelerated toward the opposite sidewall. Upon impact with the opposite sidewall, the 
secondary electrons stimulate new secondary electrons based on the SEY (δ) of the 
opposite sidewall (Figure 1c). If the electron transit time across the gap is equal to half the 
period of the RF electric field, the process will be repeated continuously leading to an 
avalanche of electrons. For example, a single electron in a waveguide constructed with 
material having an SEY = 2, would grow to 250 ≈ 1015 electrons after only 50 RF cycles. 
Because the phenomenon requires SEE to occur in resonance with an RF field, two-surface 
multipactor is also referred to as “secondary electron resonance” and “resonance secondary 
electron emission” [18], [22], [23].   
1.2.2 Single-Surface (Dielectric) Multipactor 
By contrast, single-surface multipactor involves a dielectric surface, a high frequency 
electric field oriented parallel to the dielectric surface, and high vacuum pressures or lower 
[19], [24]. This type of multipactor is common in high power microwave systems and linear 
accelerators because of the use of RF windows [8], [24]–[29]. The primary difference 
between two-surface and single-surface multipactor is the dielectric material. Unlike 
metals, which tend to be very good electrical conductors, dielectrics can possess a fixed 
charge distribution. Thus, when the dielectric emits secondary electrons, a net positive 
charge forms at the dielectric surface, which establishes a static electric field. This static 
electric field acts to draw electrons back to the dielectric where they can generate additional 
secondary electrons. Figure 2 provides an illustration of the single-surface multipactor 
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process. The process initiates in a similar manner as two-surface multipactor: one or more 
seed electrons are positioned near the dielectric surface. The seed electron, under the 
influence of the time-varying electric field, gains energy as it accelerates parallel to the 
dielectric surface. If the dielectric contains a region of positive surface charge, the seed 
electron’s trajectory will bend toward the surface (Figure 2a). Upon impact, the seed 
electron can initiate secondary electron emission. If the SEY of the dielectric material is 
greater than unity (δ > 1), there will be more secondary electrons than incident electrons. 
Once emitted, the initial velocity of the δ secondary electrons moves them away from the 
dielectric surface. These free electrons gain energy from both the RF and static electric 
fields as they accelerate on a trajectory towards the positively charged dielectric (Figure 
2b). Upon impact, the δ secondary electrons initiate the emission of δ2 secondary electrons 
(Figure 2c). As this routine plays out, an avalanche of electrons is created which transfers 
 
Figure 2: Illustration of the process for a single-surface (dielectric) multipactor. 
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substantial energy from the RF electric field directly to the dielectric surface. This energy 
causes localized heating that can lead to dielectric window cracking and failure [18], [19]. 
Because the RF electric field runs parallel with the dielectric surface, new secondary 
electrons are always able to gain energy from the RF electric field, regardless of the electric 
field’s phase angle. Thus, the resonance condition necessary for two-surface multipactor, 
is absent from the typical single-surface multipactor [8], [18]. It should be noted that single-
surface multipactor can involve an RF electric field oriented perpendicular to the dielectric 
surface – an example of this is a dielectric tube [30]. In such cases, the perpendicular RF 
field can drive a resonance condition between the RF period and the electron trajectory 
duration [30]. However, most cases of single-surface multipactor do not involve such a 
resonance condition. Ultimately, the removal of this resonance condition in most single-
surface cases tends to increase the difficulties associated with preventing multipactor 
damage to dielectrics used in vacuum RF systems [8], [31].  
1.3 Interest in Multipactor Research 
Although multipactor has been studied for nearly a century, it has received relatively 
little attention in the broader scientific and engineering communities, failing to even be 
recognized in textbooks [7], [19]. The author attributes this “limited publicity” to three 
primary reasons: 
1) multipactor failed to gain widespread acceptance as a useful scientific or 
engineering application [7], [16]; 
 
2) undesired multipactor events affect a small set of unique scientific and 
commercial industries that range from particle accelerators and magnetically 
confined fusion apparatus to vacuum electronic devices and space-based 
systems [8], [14], [16]; 
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3) the few commercial industries that must account for multipactor label 
significant portions of their research as proprietary [8], [14]. 
Recently, interest in multipactor research has been growing on both the application and 
prevention fronts. Applications that have been studied include electron gun technology, 
plasma display technology, and sensitive receiver protection [8], [32].  In fact, the first 
publication describing multipactor was an attempt to use the phenomenon to amplify low 
intensity television signals [33]. However, the vast majority of multipactor research has 
been, and continues to be, focused on prevention [7], [16]. This prevention-focused 
tendency may be best summarized by Rodney Vaughan, who wrote in his landmark paper, 
“multipactor in this sense is recognized as being far more often damaging than beneficial” 
[7]. Despite the historically narrow applications of multipactor research, its interest is on 
the rise as modern demand for better and more capable space-based communication 
networks have increased the need for higher power, multicarrier communications satellites 
which are at increased risk to multipactor [3], [16]. This increased demand has driven a 
growing appetite in the satellite design community, to develop better tools and solutions to 
suppress multipactor in satellite payloads [31], [34]. 
1.4 Multipactor Suppression 
As Vaughan points out, the majority of multipactor research is conducted to find 
methods of suppression [7]. A critical factor in multipactor suppression is the type of 
multipactor that might occur (dielectric or metallic). Historically, multipactor suppression 
follows three primary approaches. 
1) Conditioning – a process whereby a controlled multipactor is intentionally 
initiated to remove adsorbed gas and other non-native materials from the 
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surface which lowers the SEY and prevents the occurrence of a future 
multipactor [8], [18], [28], [35]–[37]. 
 
2) Surface Coatings – lowering the SEY of the exposed surface by coating the 
original surface with a low-SEY material can restrain the electron avalanche 
[7], [8], [18], [28], [35], [38], [39]. 
 
3) Geometrical Modifications – changing the physical layout of an RF system 
(e.g. electrode separation or RF window location) to impose unfavorable 
multipactor conditions [7], [8], [35], [38], [39]. 
Although conditioning can provide effective suppression, it is a lengthy and time-
consuming process that requires the equipment necessary to initiate a multipactor [8], [35]. 
Surface coatings may be the most thoroughly researched method but cannot be applied in 
all situations and are often plagued by degradation over time [8]. Geometrical 
modifications are perhaps the most widely favored suppression method due to their 
simplicity and effectiveness [7], [8]. However, there are many situations where design 
constraints render geometrical modifications impossible, spurring the need for other 
effective suppression methods. Beyond the three primary suppression methods (which 
approach suppression passively), other more active methods have been explored. These 
methods include applying static electric or magnetic fields to alter electron trajectories or 
applying RF power abruptly to raise the electric field strength above the multipacting zone 
[35], [39], [40]. Another, more exotic passive method of suppression involves filling empty 
spaces of the discharge region to reduce the mean free path of the electrons [38].  
Multipactor suppression is also pursued using a more systematic approach involving 
the development and refinement of design and test standards that ensure production 
systems are multipactor free [31], [34], [41]. This approach is essential when dealing with 
space-based systems where a single multipactor event can destroy a satellite with no hope 
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of repair. The European Space Agency (ESA), National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), and many commercial organizations have developed or adopted 
stringent design principles and rigorous testing methods to develop multipactor-free 
systems [31], [34], [41]. The most proven design principle is the use of power margins 
which involves restricting the maximum power of a system to an acceptable margin below 
the multipactor threshold [31], [34], [41]. Power margins solve the problem of multipactor 
by limiting the electric field strength, which reduces the SEY, preventing the secondary 
electron avalanche. The tradeoff with power margins is the self-imposed constraint that 
power will be limited to below some pre-determined threshold, even though the system can 
provide more capability when operating above that threshold. Ultimately, this “multipactor 
design-and-test” approach has led to more reliable systems based on conservative power 
margins [31], [34], [41]. However, as more powerful and more complicated multicarrier 
communication satellites are designed, multipactor prevention via power margin design 
and test becomes more challenging and expensive and can lead to overly conservative 
margins [16], [42], [43].  
This research investigates a promising suppression method that has historically 
received little attention. This method involves artificially roughening or engineering a 
surface to reduce the SEY of a surface. During the 1930s and 1940s, research exploring 
methods to control SEE in vacuum electron devices (VEDs) demonstrated the first use of 
this method to reduce the SEY of metallic surfaces [37], [44]–[46]. In order to artificially 
roughen a surface these pioneering researchers used various techniques including burning 
turpentine to deposit a carbon soot layer, spraying a carbon soot suspension, and depositing 
various metals through sublimation or evaporation [37], [44], [45]. However, these SEY 
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reductions were difficult to precisely control due to the crude surface engineering methods 
available at that time. Figure 3 shows microscope images of two of these artificially 
roughened surfaces, fabricated in 1937 by Bruining et al. (the agglomerated particles in 
Figure 3b were assessed to be ~100 μm in diameter) [44]. A subsequent investigation into 
this method was studied by R. Hayes 50 years ago as part of an effort to raise the power 
handling capacity of RF windows used in high-power microwave tubes [18]. According to 
the theory provided in their final report, grooving the surface of a dielectric RF window 
suppresses single-surface multipactor “if the grooves are perpendicular to the direction of 
the electric field” [18]. Their experiments involving 1.50, 0.75, and 0.37 mm sized grooves 
in alumina (Al2O3), beryllia (BeO), and quartz (SiO2) windows, provided encouraging 
results for single-surface multipactor suppression [18]. Of note, they report better 
suppression results using the smallest groove size and when the grooved alumina window 
crests are coated with titanium suboxide (TiOx, where 1 < x < 2) [18].  
 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 3: Microscope images of artificially roughened surfaces fabricated in 1937 by 
Bruining et al. using carbon soot deposited by a flame of burning turpentine (a) and 
spraying an alcoholic suspension of soot (b) [44]. 
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Despite the obvious potential for multipactor suppression provided by the previous two 
research examples, the vast majority of multipactor suppression research has focused on 
other methods [26]–[29], [35], [36], [38], [47]–[67]. Only in the last ten years has there 
been a revitalization of research focused on using engineered surface topographies to 
control SEE for multipactor suppression [10], [39], [68]–[75]. A primary reason for this is 
the widespread ability to engineer the surface topography of a material down to nanometer-
sized features using modern micro- and nano-structure fabrication techniques. Figure 4 
illustrates how an engineered surface can control SEE by creating opportunities for the 
recapture of secondary electron emissions. Advantages of this approach to multipactor 
suppression include the relaxing power restrictions and avoiding geometrical alterations 
that are not always practical. Several recent research efforts involving both modeling and 
experiment of engineered surfaces have shown tremendous promise for reducing the SEY 
of both metals and dielectrics [10], [39], [70]–[75]. However, because this approach is 
Figure 4: Illustration showing how engineered surfaces can control secondary electron 
emission (SEE): (a) SEE from a smooth surface; (b) recapture of SEE from an engineered 
porous surface. 
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relatively new and unstudied, additional research is necessary to prove the concept and 
determine optimum surface topographies. The illustration in Figure 4b indicates that the 
amount of SEE recapture will depend on two important parameters: (1) the surface density 
of pores, which is known as porosity (i.e. how tightly spaced are the pores) and (2) the 
aspect ratio of the pores (i.e. the ratio of pore height to pore diameter). Consequently, these 
two variables are hypothesized to be the critical design parameters in the development of 
engineered surfaces for SEY control. However, this hypothesis must be verified through a 
comprehensive study involving both theoretical modeling and experimental measurements.  
1.5 Research Goal, Questions and Approach 
When undertaking a long and difficult research effort, it is important to identify a clear 
and concise goal for the effort. The goal provides overarching guidance and leads to the 
formulation of specific questions that, when answered, achieve the goal. Those specific 
questions also lay out a research approach consisting of specific objectives that provide a 
roadmap for the researcher.  
The goal of this dissertation is to determine optimal surface topographies to control 
the secondary electron yield for the purpose of multipactor suppression.  
Below are five questions that should be answered to achieve this goal. 
1) What is the relationship between total SEY and porous surface parameters of 
aspect ratio and porosity? 
 
2) Does the absolute feature size of a patterned surface play a critical role in 
controlling SEY (i.e. how do microporous surfaces compare to nanoporous 
surfaces with regard to total SEY when they have equivalent feature aspect 
ratio and spacing)? 
 
3) What are the research community recognized (i.e. published) SEY 
measurement methods and what are their tradeoffs? This question is necessary 
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because a significant part of this dissertation will involve designing and 
constructing a new SEY measurement system for the Air Force Institute of 
Technology (AFIT). 
 
4) Can existing micro- and nano-fabrication techniques create large-scale 
topographies of consistently spaced and sized pores or other features and if so, 
what are these techniques? 
 
5) How do extreme changes in temperature modify the topography of a porous 
surface and affect the ability of the porous surface to control SEY? 
The answers to these questions will enable significant progress toward multipactor 
suppression through engineered surfaces. The research approach needed to answer these 
questions involves eight intermediate objectives. 
1) Develop and analyze an SEY model for a porous surface assuming a 90° angle 
of incidence for the primary electrons. 
 
2) Design microporous and nanoporous surfaces with varying aspect ratios, pore 
spacing, and pore sizes. 
 
3) Develop a fabrication process and fabricate the microporous and nanoporous 
surfaces 
 
4) Characterize the pore size, shape, consistency, and chemistry of the fabricated 
surfaces. 
 
5) Construct an in-house SEY measurement system. 
 
6) Perform SEY measurements of the fabricated surfaces at a 90° angle of 
incidence. 
 
7) Analyze the results to validate or refine the proposed SEY model for porous 
surfaces. 
 
8) Determine an optimal porous surface design for multipactor suppression. 
The scope of this research is evident from the aforementioned approach and includes the 
design, fabrication, characterization, and testing of engineered surfaces to validate a new 
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SEY model in addition to designing, purchasing, constructing, and validating a new SEY 
measurement system. Although not explicitly included in the research questions or 
approach, multipactor suppression remains the overarching goal. As a new area of research 
for the Air Force Institute of Technology, these five questions and eight objectives provide 
a well-focused initial effort that can easily be expanded to include other materials (e.g. Ag, 
Cu, Al, and Stainless Steel), topographies, and non-normal angles of incidence as follow-
on work.  
1.6 Summary 
This chapter introduced the topic of multipactor beginning with why it is a subject of 
interest for satellites, VEDs, and particle accelerators. The two distinct types of multipactor 
were described: two-surface (metallic) and single-surface (dielectric). A short discussion 
on multipactor research interest was provided, which provided an explanation for the 
historically small amount of interest in this subject. An overview of the primary multipactor 
suppression approaches and techniques was given along with the unique approach pursued 
in this effort which has until recently been largely ignored. Finally, the overarching goal of 
this research effort was presented, along with research questions and objectives that 
provide the approach and scope of this dissertation. 
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II. Background 
 
This chapter provides an in-depth review of the published literature on multipactor and 
SEE. Section 2.1 provides a historical review of the multipactor phenomenon from its first 
observations to the present. Section 2.2 discusses key factors that affect two-surface 
multipactor including the synchronism condition necessary for two-surface multipactor 
and a background on the SEE phenomenon and the critical role it plays in multipactor. 
Finally, Section 2.3 provides background on recent efforts to use porous surfaces to 
suppress SEY for multipactor suppression. 
2.1 Historical Review 
The first known observation of the multipactor phenomenon occurred in 1924 by C. 
Gutton during experimental investigations into low-pressure gas breakdowns at high 
frequencies (1 to 100 MHz) [76]. Subsequent work by Kirschner (1925) as well as C. 
Gutton and H. Gutton (1928) and H. Gutton (1930) provided additional details on this new 
phenomenon. However, it is unclear if these pioneering experimentalists in the field of gas 
breakdown knew the underlying mechanism behind their observations [14]. In 1934, in an 
effort to design better television systems, P. T. Farnsworth published his idea for an 
amplifier that made use of the phenomenon observed by the Guttons and Kirschner [33]. 
Farnsworth reported on “a new method of amplifying very feeble electric currents by 
making use of secondary electron emission,” a method he titled “Secondary Electron 
Multiplication” [33]. For accurately describing the phenomenon first reported on by C. 
Gutton ten years prior, Farnsworth is often credited as the first to “recognize,” “identify,” 
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or “discover” the multipactor phenomenon [7], [8], [16]. The process described by 
Farnsworth involves repeated occurrences of SEE as the source of electron amplification, 
similar to the method of electron current amplification provided by photomultiplier tubes 
(PMTs). However, whereas PMTs use electrodes (called dynodes) biased with constant 
voltage, Farnsworth’s design used RF-biased electrodes operating at 50 MHz (see Figure 
5). Although Farnsworth viewed this phenomenon as a useful signal amplification method, 
he also reported on the ability of these oscillations to destroy the tube [33]. Farnsworth 
eventually demonstrated his electron multiplication tubes in Chicago at a 1936 meeting of 
the Institute of Radio Engineers, referring to the devices as “Multipactors” [77]. However, 
by the late 1930s, researchers had identified a saturation mechanism attributed to space 
charge forces that ultimately limited the success of Farnsworth’s “Multipactors” for use in 
electron amplification [14], [78]. By the 1940s, the term “multipactor” had been transferred 
from Farnsworth’s devices to a term describing the phenomenon of secondary electron 
resonance [7].  
 
 
Figure 5: Farnsworth’s 1934 radio frequency electron multiplier tube design [33]. 
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During the 1930s, while Farnsworth was attempting to use multipactor for television 
signal amplification, researchers exploring low-pressure discharges at high frequencies 
began to propose theories to describe multipactor. Henneburg, Orthuber, and Steudel 
published one of the earliest well-known theories in 1936. Their publication provided three 
important theoretical contributions for two-surface multipactor, based on the assumption 
that the secondary electrons are emitted with zero velocity [8], [14], [79]. 
1) They derived the resonance condition on the electron transit time across the 
two-surface gap [8].  
 
2) They identified the RF electric field conditions necessary to support a stable 
multipactor [14].  
 
3) They reported on a “phase-focusing” mechanism that leads non-resonant 
electron emissions toward a resonant phase over several half-cycles [8], [14], 
[79]. 
Although their emission velocity assumption was eventually refuted, their work provided 
an early reference for future multipactor studies. A subsequent study conducted by 
Danielsson in 1943 provided a theoretical analysis of previous gas breakdown experiments 
conducted by Backmark and Bengston [76]. In his analysis, Danielsson proposed a 
breakdown mechanism that closely resembles the two-surface multipactor description 
provided previously in Section 1.2.1. The mechanism proposed by Danielsson’s was 
appropriately labeled “secondary-electron resonance breakdown,” which provided an 
alternate and more descriptive term for multipactor [76]. 
In the late 1940s, Gill and von Engel performed a series of experiments on low-pressure 
(~1 mTorr) RF discharges and noted a curious property. At pressures above rough vacuum 
(i.e. greater than 1 mTorr), gas discharges were found to be similar for electrodes whether 
biased using a direct current (DC) or an RF voltage [80]. However, at rough vacuum 
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pressures and below, initiating a DC discharge might require thousands of volts, whereas 
an RF discharge could be initiated with as little as a hundred volts [80]. Gill and von Engel 
correctly postulated that a secondary electron resonance mechanism was enabling these 
low pressure RF discharges to occur at relatively low voltages [76]. Their 1948 publication 
is considered to be the first systematic study of multipactor and, although it supported 
Danielsson’s broad concept of secondary electron resonance, it contained several important 
mathematical differences [76]. In their paper, Gill and von Engel laid out clear evidence 
supporting the theory that the electron growth necessary to attain a low pressure gas 
discharge, occurs by secondary emission and not from gas ionization [80]. They 
demonstrated this by showing the breakdown field for a high frequency gas discharge under 
low pressure is independent of the gas type and pressure [76], [80]. Furthermore, Gill and 
von Engel used experimental results to outline regions of multipactor susceptibility (now 
called susceptibility curves). Perhaps most importantly, Gill and von Engel invalidated the 
emission velocity assumption used by Danielsson and Henneburg et al. by demonstrating 
the sensitivity of these regions to non-zero emission velocities [8]. Rather than replace the 
zero velocity emission assumption with a complicated distribution of random emission 
velocities, Gill and von Engle introduced a constant parameter k, equal to the ratio of the 
secondary’s impact velocity to their emission velocity [14]. Although there is no physical 
basis for the assumption behind this new parameter, it is a useful simplification for 
determining discharge conditions in terms of external parameters such as applied voltage 
magnitude/frequency and electrode separation [8], [76], [81]. This is because k does not 
depend on these external parameters, although it does depend on the secondary emission 
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properties of the electrode material [81]. Multipactor theory based on this assumption is 
now referred to as the “constant-k” theory [8], [81].  
The next milestone in multipactor theory development came in 1954 when Hatch and 
Williams published follow-on results to Gill and von Engel. Hatch and Williams continued 
using two important assumptions from Gill and von Engel: the constant-k assumption and 
the assumption that secondary electron velocities are normal to the electrode surfaces [76]. 
However, using a new experimental technique, Hatch and Williams were able to measure 
the upper breakdown curve, which enabled the first complete plots of the multipactor 
susceptibility regions previously developed by Gill and von Engel [76]. Figure 6 shows the 
experimental setup used by Hatch and Williams in their 1954 publication. An important 
achievement for Hatch and Williams was the agreement attained between theory and 
experimental measurements, a problem that plagued Gill and von Engel [8], [81]. Figure 7 
illustrates the good agreement Hatch and Williams obtained between measurement and 
theory. Another contribution from their paper was further demonstration of the relation 
between cutoff frequency and electrode separation as shown in Figure 8. In 1958, Hatch 
and Williams published follow-on work that expanded their theory to include higher-order 
modes up to 9/2-cycle. They also introduced a new parameter called the frequency-gap, or 
“fd”, representing the applied voltage frequency times the electrode separation [82]. This 
new parameter allowed for comparisons of multipacting data over a wide range of 
conditions, simplifying the process to characterize a specific system for multipactor [82]. 
The utility of the Hatch and Williams theory for constructing multipactor susceptibility 
curves established their work as the cornerstone of multipactor theory for decades to come 
[8]. 
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Figure 6: Multipactor experiment setup used by Hatch and Williams in 1954 [76]. 
 
Figure 7: Hatch and Williams multipactor susceptibility plots developed by experimental 
measurement (a), theory (b), and both measurement and theory (c) [76]. 
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In 1961 A. J. Hatch reexamined previously developed multipactor theories (including 
the constant-k theory) that were based on the assumption that all electrons traverse the 
interelectrode gap in an infinitesimally thin sheet (i.e. the electron “bunching” range is 
zero) [79]. In his 1961 paper, Hatch replaced the zero bunching range assumption with a 
finite bunching range of possible electron emission velocities and phases by allowing the 
constant k to vary in the range 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞ [14], [79]. Hatch explains the logic of this range 
physically by noting its requirement that electrons arrive at an electrode with an energy 
equal to or exceeding the emission energy [79]. Another important topic raised in Hatch’s 
1961 paper regards the effects of secondary-emission characteristics. Hatch declares the 
 
Figure 8: Hatch and Williams susceptibility curves showing cutoff frequencies (vertical 
dashed lines) for various electrode separations [76]. 
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two most important secondary-emission characteristics of the electrode surfaces are the 
SEY and the distribution of emission energies [79]. Figure 9 shows both the SEY curve 
and the distribution data for the emission energy referenced by Hatch. By noting the slowly 
varying nature of the SEY curve as a function of arrival energy (Figure 9 top), Hatch 
concluded there is minimal electron population enhancement due to SEY unless arrival 
energy varies rapidly with phase [79]. Hatch goes on to note two effects caused by the 
distribution of emission energies (Figure 9 bottom). The first is an electron population 
enhancement at phase angles where resonance occurs near 5 eV (left peak in Figure 9). The 
second is that electrons which do not possess half cycle transit times, broaden the range of
 
 
Figure 9: Secondary electron emission data for aluminum referenced by Hatch in his 1961 
paper showing a typical SEY (δ) curve (top) and typical energy distribution (bottom) [79]. 
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bunching phase angles which helps to offset the previous to effects [79]. Finally, Hatch’s 
1961 paper rejected the “phase-focusing mechanism” first proposed in 1936 by Henneburg, 
Orthuber, and Steudel as a way to describe how non-resonant electrons become resonant 
over several half-cycles by “phase advance or retardation” [79]. Hatch concluded that such 
a phase-focusing mechanism is not possible in multipacting because “a completely new 
crop of secondaries is emitted each half-cycle” [79]. 
By the 1960s, multipactor research was transitioning from a theoretical pursuit to a 
practical matter as engineers working on high-power microwave VEDs began encountering 
component failures attributed to multipactor. Over fifty years later, it is easy for us to 
understand the adverse impact multipactor was playing in these systems, but at that time, 
meticulous experiments were required to prove this fact. One of the biggest unknowns was 
the failure mechanism of ceramic RF windows used in high-power microwave devices. 
Coincidentally, in 1961, two studies seeking to understand this failure mechanism were 
published in the same issue of the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE) Transactions on 
Electron Devices. The first paper, published by Preist and Talcott, examined damage to RF 
windows in klystrons caused by heating [47]. The second paper, published by Vaughan at 
General Electric, examined cracking and puncturing of RF windows in magnetrons [48]. 
Both studies found multipactor to be the underlying failure mechanism (albeit under 
different circumstances). Both studies also included ideas to suppress the multipactor using 
surface treatments or geometrical modifications. Preist and Talcott reported on a relatively 
new type of multipactor involving only a single surface [47]. Although S. C. Brown had 
previously reported on single surface multipactor in 1959, his findings required an external 
magnetic field to bend the electrons back to the surface [83]. By contrast, Preist & Talcott 
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demonstrated that a tangential RF electric field could sustain a single-surface multipactor 
[47]. This new type of multipactor significantly expanded the importance of multipactor 
research by exposing the vulnerability of dielectric surfaces in vacuum to experience 
multipactor. At the same time, Vaughan’s study involving magnetrons, showed evidence 
of a “cross-field” type of two-surface multipactor involving obliquely incident electrons 
[48]. In discussing cross-field multipactor, Vaughan points out the increased risk they pose 
to microwave tubes because they involve obliquely incident electrons, which create larger 
yields of secondary electrons as shown in Figure 10 [48], [84]. Those increased yields 
result in sustained multipactor at higher voltages. Figure 11 contains an illustration of the 
electron paths in a cross-field multipactor. In 1968, Vaughan published results from a 
follow-on study of multipactor in magnetrons. In that paper, Vaughan recognized the 
 
Figure 10: Plot of secondary emission yield (δ) versus applied voltage for various angles 
of incidence for lithium (0° is normal incidence) [84]. 
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ability of magnetrons to experience the single-surface multipactor reported by Preist and 
Talcott, as well as the cross-field multipactor he previously reported [85]. Vaughan also 
recognized that other types of multipactor were possible in magnetrons, and that 
multipactor can occur frequently in magnetrons with effects ranging from “harmless to 
disastrous” [85].  
Throughout the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s numerous multipactor studies were conducted 
in support of governmental agencies and companies working primarily on space systems 
and particle accelerators. These studies examined multipactor in a variety of microwave 
devices including waveguides and RF windows, with the overall goal to find practical 
multipactor prevention techniques [18], [22], [49]. In the late 1960s, NASA’s Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) began sponsoring workshops on voltage breakdown at low 
air pressure. These workshops provided an opportunity for the community of space systems 
engineers to discuss knowledge gained by observations of multipactor. One of the papers 
presented at the second of these workshops referenced multipactor problems experienced 
by JPL during the Ranger program involving unmanned spacecraft sent to photograph the 
lunar surface [51]. The author of that paper also humbly recognized the need for more 
 
Figure 11: Obliquely incident electron paths associated with cross-field multipactor [48]. 
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research into multipactor power dissipation and geometry restrictions while 
acknowledging the necessity of a trial and error methodology for designing multipactor-
free systems [51]. Other examples of this trial and error design methodology can be found 
years later underscoring the difficulty associated with designing multipactor-free systems 
[56]. 
Despite numerous multipactor studies taking place during that time period, the 
advancement of multipactor theory had essentially stalled [8]. However, advances in 
computing led to the development of multipactor computer simulations for use in designing 
systems less susceptible to multipactor [53]–[55], [57]–[59]. Although these simulations 
were limited to calculating single electron trajectories, they provided a tremendous 
improvement over the alternative trial-and-error design methodology [8]. 
In 1988, Vaughan published a landmark paper on multipactor in which he reviewed the 
field of multipactor research and presented an alternative to the constant-k theory for two-
surface multipactor [7]. Interestingly, this new theory was based on work the 1936 
publication by Henneburg, Orthuber, and Steudel [8]. Derived from first principles, 
Vaughan’s theory included the following assumptions and simplifications: 
1) the initial velocity of the secondary electrons is monoenergetic and nonzero; 
 
2) no magnetic fields are present; 
 
3) space-charge forces are ignored; 
 
4) both surfaces have identical SEE characteristics  [7]. 
Vaughan used his theory to provide the first attempt to analytically estimate the level of 
saturation [7]. In 1995, Riyopoulos et al. extended Vaughan’s theory to account for 
orthogonal electric and magnetic fields by conducting a rigorous mathematical analysis 
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[86]. That same year, Kishek et al. proposed a simple model to analyze a multipactor 
discharge in an RF cavity, providing the first multipactor analysis to account for cavity 
loading and detuning caused by the multipactor current [15]. In 1997, Riyopoulos et al. 
accounted for random secondary electron emission velocities and delay times and showed 
that they are compatible with the phase-focusing mechanism, invalidating Hatch’s 
conclusion from 1961 [1], [14].  
In 1993, the first conference dedicated to multipactor took place. Held every 2-3 years 
in Spain or The Netherlands, the “International Workshop on Multipactor, Corona and 
Passive Intermodulation” (MULCOPIM) has convened 9 times, stimulating increased 
attention on the field of multipactor. Over this time, the number of publications relating to 
multipactor has skyrocketed. Current interest areas of multipactor research include 
multicarrier systems, 3D particle-in-cell (PIC) codes, “ping-pong” modes of multipactor 
involving both single-surface and two-surface, suppression through low-SEY coatings and 
surface engineering, non-resonant multipactor, and applying nonlinear dynamics and chaos 
to more accurately model multipactor [3], [10], [16], [64], [66]–[68], [70], [87]–[91]. 
2.2 Factors Affecting Two-Surface Multipactor 
Many factors can enhance or suppress two-surface multipactor. However, almost all of 
these factors are distinguishable by their influence on two overarching processes involved 
in the vacuum region of a multipactor: electron transport and electron population growth. 
Electron transport is the process by which electrons move across the two-surface gap or in 
the region near the dielectric window. This process is influenced by factors that include 
(but are not limited to) geometry (e.g. gap distance or dielectric window orientation), 
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electric and magnetic field properties (strength, orientation, frequency, phase), and electron 
mean free path (vacuum conditions). Alternatively, electron population growth refers to 
the process that creates the electron avalanche. Driven exclusively by SEE, this process is 
heavily influenced by properties of the surfaces involved (chemistry and topography) as 
well as the energy of the electrons at the time they impact a surface. Figure 12 shows an 
illustration relating these processes to influencing factors and suppression techniques 
including the general suppression methods presented in Section 1.4. Figure 12 helps 
illustrate the versatility of surface treatments (which includes both low-SEY coatings and 
engineered surfaces) by showing how it can affect both the SEY and the emission angle. 
Although this research effort targets multipactor suppression by engineering surface 
topography to control SEY, it is worthy to consider the synchronism condition necessary 
for effective electron transport in two-surface multipactor. Thus, this section will begin 
with a mathematical analysis of this condition followed by an examination of the factors 
that influence SEE.  
 
 
Figure 12: Illustration of the relationships between the two fundamental multipactor 
processes, the factors that influence them, and the corresponding multipactor suppression 
techniques. 
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2.2.1 Analysis of the Synchronism Condition 
This section presents an ab initio mathematical analysis of two-surface multipactor 
under the assumptions and simplifications previously outlined and used by Vaughan. 
Figure 1 provides an illustration that will be helpful to keep in mind during this derivation. 
We begin by considering an electron that is emitted from the bottom surface at position  
x = 0 and time t = 0 with velocity vo. Assuming there are no magnetic fields present and 
ignoring space-charge forces, this free electron is acted upon by the time-varying electric 
field present in the gap which has an associated time-varying gap voltage  
  sin ,   (1)
where  is the voltage amplitude which we assume a constant (i.e. no loading),  is the 
angular frequency of the gap voltage and  is the phase of the gap voltage at time t = 0. We 
now apply the synchrony condition that must be satisfied for a two-surface multipactor to 
be sustained: the phase of the gap voltage must be in synchronism with the electron’s return 
to the bottom surface [14]. Additionally, each time the electron impacts the top surface, the 
gap voltage phase must be a half-cycle different from the phase associated with impact at 
the bottom surface. For a given voltage, only electrons emitted from the bottom surface 
when the phase equals  (or  plus multiples of 2 ) will contribute to sustaining the 
multipactor. These circumstances define the boundary condition  
  		when		 ,							 1, 3, 5, …  (2)
where d is the distance between the two surfaces and N is called the order of the 
multipactor. The order of the multipactor defines how many RF half-cycles occur during 
each electron transit across the gap. Thus, a first-order multipactor (N = 1) represents a 
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case where the electron transit time is equal to one half of an RF cycle. We now express 
the motion of this free electron using the equation 
  sin ,  (3)
where m is the electron mass and e is the electron charge. Rearranging and integrating 
Equation 3 (with respect to time) provides the electron velocity as a function of time: 
 
cos
.  (4)
Applying the initial condition v(t = 0) = vo, we can solve for the constant of integration 
 
0
cos
	 
→ 	
cos
, 
(5)
which provides a final expression for the electron velocity as a function of time: 
  cos cos .  (6)
We now integrate Equation 6 (with respect to time) to determine the electron position as a 
function of time: 
  cos
sin
.  (7)
Applying the initial condition x(t = 0) = 0, we can solve for the constant of integration 
 
0 0
sin
	 
→ 	
sin
, 
(8)
which provides a final expression for the electron position as a function of time: 
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  cos sin sin .  (9)
We now apply Equation 2 (the boundary condition necessary for multipactor) to yield 
  cos sin sin .  (10)
Combining sine terms and solving Equation 10 for  yields  
 
cos 2sin
	where	 1, 3, 5, …	.  (11)
Equation 11 is equivalent to Vaughan’s Equation 3 and defines the synchronism condition 
relating the gap voltage to the emission or “launch” phase of the electrons. An important 
point made by Kishek is that this equation does not mean that electrons emitted at other 
phases cannot contribute to a multipactor [14]. In fact, many of these electrons will 
contribute in a process called “phase-focusing.” Phase-focusing occurs when electrons 
emitted out of phase, undergo a process by which their phase converges with the fixed 
phase [14]. By contrast, phase de-focusing occurs when electrons emitted out of phase, 
undergo a process by which their phase diverges from the fixed phase [14]. The 
determining factor between phase-focusing and phase de-focusing is how close the launch 
phase is to the ideal resonance phase. Myers specified the breakpoint between phase-
focusing and defocusing as 65° (see Figure 13) [78]. In other words, an electron emitted at 
a launch phase between 0° and 65° (before phase reversal) will “catch up” to the ideal 
resonance phase and contribute to the multipactor.  
Having identified the requirement for phase-focusing, we revisit Equation 11 to define 
regions where multipactor is possible (i.e. susceptibility curves). These regions are 
bounded by minimum and maximum gap voltages. We will now derive these gap voltage 
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boundaries beginning with the minimum gap voltage. For a given initial velocity, the 
minimum gap voltage that can sustain a multipactor ( ) occurs when the denominator 
of Equation 11 is maximum, which occurs when 
  tan
2
.  (12)
Noting that Equation 12 describes a right triangle with legs of length of 2 and , we can 
determine cos  and sin  by finding the hypotenuse of the triangle ( 2 ) and 
then applying the definitions of the cosine and sine functions to yield  
  cos
2
,			sin
2
2
	.  (13)
Substituting these values back into Equation 11 and simplifying yields 
 
4
.  (14)
We now make substitutions for 2  and 2 ⁄   into Equation 14 to get 
 
Figure 13: Range of emission phases for electrons contributing to multipactor [78]. 
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1
4
2 8
,  (15)
where f is the frequency in Hertz, d is the gap distance in meters, and Eo is secondary 
electron emission energy in Joules. Because typical multipactor frequencies are on the 
order of a gigahertz and typical gap distances are on the order of a centimeter, we will 
substitute 10  and 10   into Equation 15. Additionally, because 
the SEE energies are on the order of a few electron volts, it is customary to convert Eo to 
units of eV, which we do with the substitution, 1.602 10 . These 
substitutions along with values for m (9.11 10 kg) and e (1.602 10 C) yield, 
 
22450 44900
4
.  (16)
Note that Equation 16 shows a quadratic relationship between the minimum gap voltage 
( ) and the frequency-gap product ( ).  
We now revisit Equation 11 to determine the maximum gap voltage. Kishek et al. 
remark that a closed-form solution for the maximum gap voltage (maximum  or ) 
does not exist for nonzero Eo although it can be solved numerically [8]. Therefore we begin 
with the assumption that Eo = 0 (i.e. vo = 0) which reduces Equation 11 to 
  0
cos 2sin
.  (17)
Equation 17 is maximized when the denominator is minimized with the caveat that  must 
be between 0° and 65° (i.e. phase-focusing is required). This occurs when  0° which 
simplifies Equation 17 to 
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  0 .  (18)
Making the same substitutions previously used for convenience ( 2 ,
10  and 10 ) and plugging in values for m and e we arrive at 
  0 22550 .  (19)
As was the case with  (Equation 16), we note that Equation 19 contains a quadratic 
relationship between  and . Thus, both  and  appear as straight 
lines with a slope of 2 on the log-log plots typically used for susceptibility curves shown 
in Figure 14 [8]. A final remark on the subject of multipactor calculations comes from 
Vaughan who notes precise calculations are “seldom justified” because  the electron 
emission velocity ( ) affects both  and  and is never known with accuracy; even 
worse,  is not single-valued but a statistical distribution [7]. 
 
 
Figure 14: Example plot of multipactor susceptibility curves showing the minimum and 
maximum voltages for 3 different emission energies: 2 eV (solid line); 5 eV (dash-dot 
line); 10 eV (dashed line) [8]. 
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2.2.2 Secondary Electron Emission 
Secondary electron emission was first discovered in 1902 by Austin and Starke who 
were studying the reflection of electrons from metal surfaces [92]–[94]. They found metal 
targets that were capable of emitting more electrons than they were receiving from an 
external source, an indication that the primary electrons were causing additional electrons 
to be emitted from the metal [92]. During the 1930s, researchers at Philips’ Laboratories 
in Eindhoven were studying SEE because of its importance to the VEDs of that period (e.g. 
diodes, triodes, tetrodes) [44]–[46]. In these devices, SEE occurring within the device 
generally had an unfavorable effect on the VED’s performance. Examples of unfavorable 
SEE cited by Bruining include “secondary emission of anode and screen grid in a tetrode, 
the secondary emission of the glass wall, the secondary emission of the grid in a 
broadcasting valve.” Jonker studied the effect of secondary emissions from the anode 
contained within a tetrode and found these emission caused severe distortions in the 
current-voltage curves for the device [46]. Figure 15 shows the effect SEE had on the 
tetrode’s operation: the solid curve shows the ideal anode current in the absence of SEE; 
the dashed curve shows the distorted anode current caused by SEE, and the dash-dot curve 
shows the anode current when the anode is modified to suppress SEE. Thus, these 
researchers began the first-known attempts to suppress SEE and their efforts provide great 
insight to achieve this goal. For example, in 1937, Bruining et al. write,  
“The capability to emit secondary electrons of a soot-covered surface is small, if it is 
struck by primary electrons. Soot is composed of very small particles and has a surface  
which is rich in labyrinths. If a primary electron falls into such a labyrinth it is almost 
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impossible for the secondaries to escape. In this case the secondary emission is low 
compared with a smooth and coherent surface of the same material” [44]. 
Additionally, in 1938, Jonker writes, 
 “The lowest secondary emission is obtained from a layer of carbon which is 
deposited in such a way that the surface is rough or flaky, so that the secondary electrons 
are for the most part captured in the cavities between the grains of carbon and cannot be 
drawn away” [46]. 
Unfortunately, the techniques available to these researchers, to create these labyrinths or 
cavities, were limited by the technology of that era. These techniques included using a 
flame of burning turpentine to deposit a layer of carbon soot, directly spraying a suspension 
of carbon soot, or depositing various metals using sublimation or evaporation [44]–[46]. 
 
Figure 15: Secondary electron emission and its effect on current-voltage curves of a 
tetrode studied by Jonker [46]. 
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By the 1940s and 1950s, decades of experimental research into SEE provided the 
necessary data for comprehensive reviews to be conducted by McKay (1948), Bruining 
(1954), Dekker (1958), and Hachenberg & Brauer (1959) [92]–[94]. While these, and other 
efforts provided increased consensus on the processes involved in SEE, the only universal 
agreement was that a complete and accurate theory of SEE was lacking, owing to its 
complex nature [92]–[98]. Simon and Williams describe SEE as involving three physical 
processes: 
1) generation/excitation of secondary electrons; 
 
2) electron transport through the solid to the surface; 
 
3) electron transport through the vacuum-solid interface [98] [71]. 
Close consideration of each of these processes illuminates why a complete and accurate 
theory of SEE is difficult to attain. Lye and Dekker, who provided a well-known empirical 
model for SEY in 1957, expand on the first two processes listed above. First, they note that 
a true understanding of the first process “requires a detailed knowledge of the band 
structure of the solid, and of the electronic transition probabilities” [96]. Regarding the 
second process, they emphasize the behavior of the excited lattice electrons is “complicated 
by their interaction with other lattice electrons and by scattering due to phonons and lattice 
defects” [96]. Thus, it quickly becomes clear that a complete understanding of SEE theory 
is beyond the scope of this research effort. However, it is nonetheless prudent to understand 
key properties of SEE and the relationships between SEE and other important factors 
involved in multipactor including primary impact energy and material properties.  
Regardless of the type of material, there are two remarkable consistencies for SEE: the 
emission energy distribution and emission angular distribution as shown in Figure 16. The 
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energy distribution is divided into three groups (Figure 16a). Group I consists of elastically 
reflected primary electrons with energy equal to the primary electron energy, Ep 
(sometimes referred to as the impact or incident energy, Ei). Group II consists of 
inelastically backscattered primaries (also known as rediffused primaries) which are 
primary electrons that were backscattered after undergoing one or more inelastic collisions 
within the bulk material. These collisions cause the Group II electrons to lose energy prior 
to their emission, thus their emission energies range from 50 eV to Ep as shown in Figure 
 
Figure 16: Distribution data for secondary electron emission measured from a Ni target 
using normally incident 500 eV primary electrons: (a) energy distribution data; (b) 
angular distribution data [94]. 
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16a. Group III consists of the true secondaries with energies below 50 eV [97]. As Figure 
16a shows, the total number of reflected and backscattered electrons (area under the Group 
I and II curves) is typically small compared to the number of true secondaries (area under 
the Group III curve). This trend has led to an accepted convention of including all three 
groups of emitted electrons under the overarching label “secondaries” [93]. Birdsall and 
Bridges note that the shape of the true secondary distribution curves are remarkably similar 
for all the metals with the peak occurring between 1.2 eV and 2.5 eV [97]. They also note 
that the shape is “essentially independent of the primary energy, Ep, for 20 eV < Ep < 1000 
eV” [97]. Figure 16b shows the angular distribution of secondary electrons, which follows 
the cosine function (i.e. the largest portion of electron emission are emitted normal to the 
surface and there are no electrons emitted parallel to the surface). 
 The most important and useful SEE parameter is the yield of electrons that are emitted 
when a single primary electron strikes the surface. This parameter is known as the SEY or 
SEE coefficient. However, because there are three categories of secondary electrons, there 
are different ways to define and measure SEY, which can lead to significant confusion if 
not clearly communicated. The four types of secondary electron yields predominately used 
in the literature are the true SEY, 
  	
number	of	true	secondaries
total	number	of	primaries
	,  (20)
the elastically reflected electron yield, 
  	
number	of	elastically	reflected	primaries
total	number	of	primaries
	,  (21)
the inelastically backscattered electron yield, 
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number	of	inelastically	backscattered	primaries
total	number	of	primaries
  (22)
and the total SEY,  
  	 	.  (23)
Although each of these yields are distinct, their symbols have only recently become widely 
standardized, thus, older publications sometimes refer to them differently [37], [52], [92]–
[94], [97]. To minimize confusion, this dissertation will use the yields and symbols defined 
in Equations 20-22. Figure 17 shows a generalized plot of each of these yields [99]. 
 The simplest method for measuring SEY is to measure the electron currents going in 
and out of a sample bombarded by an electron beam (e-beam) under ultra-high vacuum 
(UHV) pressures (≤ 10-9 Torr). Under this method, the total SEY is often measured as 
  	 ,  (24)
where  is the total electron emission current (consisting of elastically reflected, 
 
 
Figure 17: General shape of the secondary electron yield (SEY) curves for each emission 
type involved in secondary electron emission [99]. 
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inelastically backscattered, and true secondary electrons) and  is the e-beam current [94]. 
For a given material, two external parameters that greatly affect the SEY are the impact 
energy, Ei, and the impact angle [14]. In 1989, Vaughan published a new, empirical formula 
for SEY, which he intended to replace Lye and Dekker’s 1957 empirical model for low 
impact energies [100]. Vaughan’s SEY formula is 
  	 ,  (25)
where Ei is the impact energy,  is the maximum yield for the material under 
consideration, ⁄ , is the impact energy that causes , and k = 0.62 for 
1, and k = 0.25 for 1 [100]. In 1993, Vaughan’s formula was experimentally 
verified by Shih and Hor using molybdenum [101]. Figure 18 contains a generalized plot 
of Equation 25 showing the salient features used in Vaughan’s formula (  and ). 
The two incident energies for which the yield is unity (  and ) are commonly referred 
to as the first and second crossover points [8]. Kishek provides a simple explanation for 
the shape of the SEY curve noting that low-energy primary electrons are not capable of 
 
 
Figure 18: General shape of the secondary electron yield (δ) curve as a function of impact 
energy (Ei) [14]. 
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liberating many secondaries, and high-energy primary electrons will penetrate too deeply 
into the material for the secondaries to escape [14]. Figure 18 also illustrates an important 
requirement for multipactor: the impact energy must be between  and  the SEY to be 
greater than one (i.e. 1), which is necessary to sustain a multipactor. For metals,  
is ranges from 85 eV to 900 eV with  ranging between 0.5 and 1.7 (see Table 1). By 
contrast insulators can have  up to several thousand electron volts with  as high 
as 15 (see Table 2 below). A general explanation for the difference in SEYs between metals 
and insulators is provided by Dekker [93]. He notes the strong tendency for internal 
secondaries in metals (those that have not yet been emitted), to interact with conduction-
band electrons, causing a rapid loss of energy that leaves the secondaries with insufficient 
energy to overcome the barrier and escape [93]. By contrast, internal secondaries created 
in insulators do not transfer much energy to conduction band electrons (which rarely exist) 
and thus are able to migrate over relatively large distances, giving them greater chance of 
escape [93]. Finally, there are several important trends to note regarding the effect that 
different environmental or material conditions have on SEY. McKay provides a nice 
summary of these factors, which are provided in Table 3 below. 
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Table 1. Secondary electron yield data for metals arranged by atomic number [93]. 
 
NOTE: δmax is shown as δm, Emax is shown as Epm, and the first and second crossover 
points are shown as EpI and EpII. 
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Table 2. Secondary electron yield data for various materials [94]. 
 
NOTE: δmax is shown as δm and Emax is shown as Epm. 
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2.3 Porous Surfaces for SEY Suppression 
 In 2013, Ye et al. published a paper that considered the use of a porous surface for 
controlling the SEY of a material [70]. Figure 19 shows an illustration of the array of 
cylindrical pores modeled by Ye, as well as Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images 
of a silver porous surface they fabricated and tested. In their paper, Ye demonstrated that a 
weighted average, which combines the SEY of the pore regions with the SEY of the non-
pore regions, can be used to model the SEY of the entire porous surface [70]. This weighted 
average model will provide the foundation for the SEY models developed in Chapter III. 
The porous surface shown in Figure 19b was fabricated using photolithography combined 
with an aqueous chemical etch to pattern the pores. The aqueous etch results in pores that 
have a cavernous nature (see Figure 19b). This provides an important takeaway that must  
be considered when creating a porous surface SEY model – namely, the process used to  
Table 3. Effects of physical and environmental factors on secondary electron yield [37]. 
FACTOR  EFFECT ON SEY  REASON 
Material Work 
Function 
Higher work functions reduce SEY   High work functions present high 
vacuum‐energy barriers  
Crystal 
Structure 
Crystal structure is known to affect 
SEY but with no clear trends 
N/A 
Temperature  No direct effect*  N/A 
Electron Angle 
of Incidence 
Larger incident angles (moving away 
from normal incidence) increase SEY 
As incident angle increases electron 
penetration depth decreases 
Primary Current  No direct effect**  N/A 
Surface 
Topography 
Rough surfaces reduce SEY  Rough surfaces increase 
occurrences of electron recapture 
Adsorbed Gas  Typically increases SEY ‐ depends on 
gas type, thickness, and chemical 
interaction with the surface 
Adsorbed layers can yield an 
appreciable number of secondaries 
*indirect effects exist because temperature alters crystal structure and surface chemistry. 
**indirect effects exist because large currents cause surface conditioning [34]. 
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fabricate the pores (chemical etching, laser ablation, electroplating, etc.) will likely result 
in distinct surfaces for the non-pore regions and the pore regions. These surfaces can be 
distinct in both their topography and chemistry, either of which would result in a distinct 
SEY. Thus, the porous surface SEY models developed in Chapter III, must incorporate 
distinct SEY parameters for the distinct pore and non-pore regions of a porous surface. 
2.4 Visual Bibliography of Multipactor Research 
 In an effort to connect together, the previously presented background information, this 
section provides three visual bibliographies that show how various research efforts were 
used to conduct follow-on work in the field of multipactor. The three visual bibliographies 
are presented chronologically from oldest to newest. Figure 20 shows the major research 
efforts conducted during the early years of multipactor research. Figure 21 shows some of 
the major theoretical contributions and advancements made during the resurgence of 
multipactor research that took place in the 1980s and 1990s. The gray boxes in Figure 21 
 
Figure 19: Porous surface study by Ye et al.: (a) modeled array of cylindrical pores; (b) 
scanning electron microscope images of Ye’s pores (created using a silver etch process) 
that show distinct topographies for the non-pore and pore-bottom regions [70]. 
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highlight efforts previously recognized in Figure 20. Figure 22 shows recently conducted 
theoretical and experimental research into multipactor suppression by surface coatings and 
surface structures. The gray boxes in Figure 22 highlight a combination of recurring 
conferences, community best practices, and previously recognized efforts from Figure 21. 
 
 
Figure 20: Multipactor visual bibliography I – origins of research. 
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Figure 21: Multipactor visual bibliography II – modern theories. 
Figure 22: Multipactor visual bibliography III – suppression by engineered surfaces. 
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2.5 Summary 
This chapter provided a chronological review of previously conducted multipactor 
research from its first observations to the present. Noteworthy publications were 
highlighted and, where appropriate, attention was focused on published results that have 
implications for this research effort. Additionally, a topical presentation was made 
describing the two overarching processes involved in multipactor: electron transport and 
SEE. Factors that influence these processes were presented and tied to specific multipactor 
suppression techniques. A detailed analysis of the synchronism condition required for two-
surface multipactor was presented and used to show how susceptibility curves are defined. 
Finally, a fundamental description of SEE was provided including a discussion of the key 
parameter, SEY, as well as the environmental and material factors that influence it.  
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III. Methodology 
 
This chapter outlines and explains the methods used to answer the questions presented 
in Section 1.5. The results of these methods are presented in Chapter IV and analyzed in 
Chapter V. Section 3.1 presents the methodology used to develop SEY models for porous 
surfaces. Section 3.2 provides the engineered surface designs and processes to fabricate 
porous surfaces for experimental SEY measurements in support of model validation. 
Section 3.3 lays out the various methods used to characterize the surfaces (i.e. topography 
and chemistry) of the fabricated designs. Section 3.4 explores a variety of methodologies 
used to measure SEY and discusses their advantages and disadvantages. Section 3.5 lays 
out the SEY measurement system used by the Air Force Research Laboratory Materials 
and Manufacturing Directorate, which was used to collect the relevant SEY data for this 
research. Section 3.6 describes the new, dedicated SEY measurement system, which was 
designed, constructed, and tested as part of this dissertation. Finally, Section 3.7 describes 
the thermomechanical modeling used to understand how extreme temperature changes 
affect the ability of the engineered surface to control SEY. 
3.1 Semi-Empirical SEY Modeling of Porous Surfaces 
Determining optimal surface topographies to control SEE requires an accurate model 
to predict the SEY of an engineered surface. The models developed are based on porous 
surfaces with cylindrical pores because such surfaces can be fabricated for model 
validation through experimental SEY measurements. All models presented are semi-
empirical in nature due to the complex nature of SEE. However, the empirically measured 
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parameters contained in these models could be replaced by an accurate analytic model for 
the specific parameter.  
Figure 23a provides an illustration of the porous surface geometry with two distinct 
total SEY parameters pore and non-pore, which account for all possible secondary 
contributions as defined in Equation 23. As mentioned in Section 2.3, Ye et al. have 
previously shown that a weighted average of pore and non-pore can be used to determine 
an effective SEY for the entire porous surface by using the pore spacing density (i.e. 
porosity) as the weight [70]. This weighted average method provides the fundamental 
equation for determining the total SEY of the porous surface: 
     porous-surface pore non-pore 1Porosity Porosity     ,  (26)
where Porosity is defined as 
 
Surface Area of Pores
Total Surface Area
Porosity  .  (27)
The parameter σnon-pore can be determined by directly measuring the total SEY of an 
Figure 23: Porous surface geometry used for 2D and 3D secondary electron yield (SEY) 
models: (a) distinct SEY parameters used in the weighted average model; (b) pore cross 
section showing distinct parameters for σnon-pore and σpore-bottom. 
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unpatterned region of the non-pore surface. However, the parameter σpore must account for 
both the SEY of the surface at the bottom of the pore and the probability that an electron 
will escape the pore as shown in Figure 23b. As discussed in Section 2.3, it is necessary to 
maintain distinct SEY parameters for the distinct pore and non-pore regions. Figure 23b 
shows how this distinction is made by establishing unique parameters for σnon-pore and  
σpore-bottom. With this distinction, the parameter pore can be defined mathematically as 
   pore pore-bottom escapeP  ,  (28)
where Pescape is the probably of an electron emitted from the bottom surface of a pore to 
escape the pore and contribute to σporous-surface. The parameter σpore-bottom can be determined 
by directly measuring the total SEY of an unpatterned region of the pore-bottom surface. 
The parameter Pescape can be determined using probability theory and the cylindrical 
geometry of the pores. Several assumptions are made during this development: 
1) primary electrons impact the sample at normal incidence, 
 
2) electron emissions follow linear trajectories, 
 
3) electrons that impact the pore sidewall are recaptured, 
 
4) the electron emission polar angle (θ) is a cosine-distributed random variable 
with a range 0 to π/2 (see Figure 16b), 
 
5) the electron emission azimuthal angle (ϕ) is a uniformly-distributed random 
variable with range 0 to 2π, 
 
6) the location of an electron emission originating at the bottom of a pore is a 
uniformly-distributed random variable (r), and  
 
7) all three aforementioned random variables are independent. 
To determine Pescape we first consider a 2D pore and then a more complicated 3D pore.  
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3.1.1 Probability of Electron Escape for a Two-Dimensional Pore Model 
Figure 21 illustrates the geometrical layout and parameters involved in the derivation 
of Pescape for the two-dimensional (2D) pore model, which we refer to as Pescape-2D. The 
maximum polar emission angles that permit electron emission are  
  1 arctan
R r
H
    
 
   and  2 arctan
R r
H
    
 
,  (29)
where R is the pore radius, H is the pore height, and r is the uniformly distributed random 
variable that provides the position of the electron emission as the distance from the pore 
center to the emission site. We now apply the cosine distribution for the polar angle of 
electron emission (assumption 4 from Section 3.1) and sum (i.e. integrate) over all polar 
angles that permit electron escape. This provides the following conditional probability of 
escape (Pescape-2D) that depends on the azimuthal angle of emission, ϕ (i.e. emission towards 
the left sidewall represents ϕ = π; emission towards the right sidewall represents ϕ = 0): 
 
 
Figure 24: Illustration of the 2D pore model showing key parameters. 
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           


.  (30)
The two conditional probabilities in Equation 31 can be combined according to their 
probability of occurrence (i.e. the probability that ϕ = π and the probability that ϕ = 0) to 
determine a mean probability of escape: 
     0escape-2D sin arctan sin arctanR r R rP P PH H   
                     
.  (31)
Applying assumption 5 above and noting that ϕ is a discrete random variable for the 2D 
model with only two outcomes (ϕ = 0 or ϕ = π) provides  
  0
1
2
P P     .  (32)
Substituting the probabilities in Equation 32 into Equation 31 yields,  
  escape-2D
1 1
sin arctan sin arctan
2 2
R r R r
P
H H
                     
.  (33)
Equation 33 provides a mathematical expression for the mean probability of escape from a 
2D rectangular pore given the pore’s shape (height and radius) and a specific location, r, 
on the bottom of the pore. Unfortunately, this is not useful from a practical standpoint 
because the objective with this probability model is to determine a single-valued 
probability of electron escape, given the dimensions of the pore. Achieving that objective 
requires us to select a specific value for the random variable r, denoted rspecific, that best 
represents this random variable over its range, 0 < r < R. We define rspecific as the value of 
r at which the probability of an electron emission for the region defined by 0 < r < rspecific, 
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equals the probability of an electron emission for the region defined by rspecific < r < R. This 
value represents the median of r, denoted rmed, and can be determined by solving the 
following equation for rmed: 
 
med
med0
 
r R
r r
r
f dr f dr .  (34)
For the 2D model, since r maps directly to the emission location it is uniformly distributed 
with a probability density function, fr = 1/R. Solving Equation 34 provides rmed = R/2. 
Substituting this value of r into Equation 33 and replacing the variables R and H in Equation 
33 with an aspect ratio defined as, 
 
2R
H
A
R
 ,  (35)
we arrive at the final model describing the probability of escape for a 2D pore: 
   2escape-2D
1 3 1 1
sin arctan sin arctan
2 4 2 4
R
R R
rP
A A

      
       
      
.  (36)
Combining Equations 26, 28, and 36 provides a complete SEY model for a porous surface 
based on a 2D pore geometry.  
3.1.2 Probability of Electron Escape for a Three-Dimensional Pore Model 
Figure 25 illustrates the geometrical layout and parameters involved in the derivation 
of Pescape for the three-dimensional (3D) pore model, which we refer to as Pescape-3D. 
Determining the maximum polar emission angles for the 3D case requires finding an 
expression for D, the distance between the emission location and the circle at the base of 
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the pore that outlines the pore sidewalls (see Figure 25). This circle is given by the equation, 
   2 2 2x r y R   .  (37)
Converting Equation 37 to cylindrical coordinates by substituting x = Dcos(ϕ) and  
y = Dsin(ϕ) and then rearranging terms yields the quadratic equation, 
     2 2 22 cos 0D r D r R    .  (38)
Solving Equation 38 for D provides, 
  2 2 2sin cosD R r r    .  (39)
Therefore, the maximum polar emission angle, θemit_max, is given by, 
 
2 2 2
emit_max
sin cos
arctan arctan
R r rD
H H
 

           
. 
(40)
 
Figure 25: Illustration of the 3D pore model showing key parameters. 
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Applying the cosine distribution for the polar angle of electron emission (assumption 4) 
and summing over all polar angles that permit electron escape provides a conditional 
probability for Pescape-3D that depends on the azimuthal angle of emission, ϕ: 
   
emit_max 2 2 2
escape-3D emit_max
0
sin cos
cos sin sin arctan
        
    

R r r
P d
H

 
   .  (41)
For the 2D model, ϕ was a discrete (binary) random variable; however, for the 3D model, 
ϕ is a continuous random variable over the range 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π. Therefore, determining a mean 
probability of escape (by applying assumption 5 above) must account for the infinite 
number of equally likely probabilities for electron emission at a given azimuth in the range 
0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π. Summing these infinite conditional probabilities results in the mean probability, 
2 2 2 2
escape-3D
0
sin cos1
sin arctan
2
R r r
P d
H
  


      
    
 .  (42)
Unfortunately, the integral in Equation 42 cannot be solved in closed form. However, a 
numerical evaluation will provide useful results for the purposes of this research. We now 
return to the random variable r, to determine the value, rspecific, at which the probability of 
an electron emission for the region defined by 0 < r < rspecific, equals the probability of an 
electron emission for the region defined by rspecific < r < R. As in the 2D case, this value 
represents the median of r and can be determined by solving Equation 34 for rmed. However, 
whereas in the 2D case, r maps directly to the emission location and thus has fr = 1/R, in 
the 3D case, r maps to a radius of infinite emission locations and thus has a different (non-
uniform) distribution. This distribution equals the ratio of the circumference of the circle 
described by r to the area of the entire region of the bottom of the pore: 
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2 2
2 2
( )r
r r
f r
R R


  .  (43)
Substituting Equation 43 into Equation 34 and solving for rmed (under the condition, that 
rmed must be non-negative) provides: 
 
med
med
2 22
med med
med2 2 2 2 2
0
2 2
2
      
r R
r
r rr r R R
dr dr r
R R R R R
. 
(44)
Substituting this median value of r back into Equation 42 and simplifying yields, 
 
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Finally, replacing the variables R and H in Equation 45 with aspect ratio (Equation 35) 
provides a final model for the probability of escape for a 3D pore: 
   
2 2
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(46)
Combining Equations 26, 28, and 46 provides a complete SEY model for a porous surface 
based on a 3D pore geometry.  
3.1.3 Analysis of the Porous Surface SEY Models 
Although Chapter V will provide additional analysis of the 2D and 3D porous surface 
SEY models, a preliminary analysis is provided here to inform and guide the design of 
engineered surfaces to be fabricated and tested for model validation. To begin, a 
comparison of the 2D and 3D models was performed to assess whether the much simpler 
2D model, provided sufficient accuracy to be used instead of the 3D model. Figure 26 
shows total SEY predictions for a variety of porous surfaces ranging in porosity and aspect 
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ratio. These plots, and the subsequent plots of total SEY predictions in this chapter, were 
based on σnon-pore = 1.7 and σpore-bottom = 1.6. These seemingly arbitrary values were 
selected because they are in the range of measured  maximum total SEY values for gold 
provided in a database of SEY measurements compiled and published by D.C. Joy [102]. 
The value for σnon-pore was chosen to be slightly larger than σpore-bottom to reflect the 
prediction that most surface engineering fabrication processes (wet chemical etching, laser 
ablation, electroplating) will provide lower SEY surfaces at the bottoms of the pores as 
shown in Figure 19. The plots in Figure 26 clearly indicate that the 3D model predicts 
lower total SEY values than the 2D model over the range of values for porosity and aspect 
ratio. This difference is linked directly to the inaccuracies of the 2D model, which are 
 
Figure 26: Comparison of the 2D and 3D porous surface SEY models showing the total 
SEY of the porous surface (σporous-surface), based on σnon-pore = 1.7 and σpore-bottom = 1.6.  
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attributed to the 2D simplification of the azimuthal angle of emission (ϕ) being restricted 
to only two values (0 and π). The inaccuracies of this simplification accumulate in Equation 
36. To better explore the 2D and 3D model differences, a plot of each model’s probability 
of escape (Equations 36 and 46) are provided in Figure 27 along with a plot of the absolute 
difference between the two formulae. The difference between the Pescape models peaks at 
0.068 (at AR = 0.44) and stays above 0.05 over the range 0.18 < AR < 1.17. This is important 
because of the role aspect ratio plays in any engineered surface for controlling SEE. 
Although higher aspect ratios improve electron recapture (thus reducing SEY), they also 
negatively affect the performance characteristics of the RF or microwave device in which 
the engineered surface is incorporated. Additionally, high aspect ratio surface features are 
 
Figure 27: Comparison of the mean probability of electron escape from a cylindrical pore 
predicted by a 2D and 3D pore model. 
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extremely challenging to fabricate with consistency over large areas. Therefore, it is likely 
that engineered surface solutions for multipactor suppression will involve aspect ratios that 
are less than two. From this reason, it becomes essential that any SEY model for an 
engineered surface be accurate over the range 0 < AR < 2. Consequently, the 3D model was 
chosen as the best model to achieve the research goal. 
The second half of this analysis was to use the model “to inform and guide the design 
of engineered surfaces…for model validation.” An examination of the role that surface 
chemistry plays in the 3D model requires understanding the relationship between  
σporous-surface	and the surface chemistry parameters σnon-pore and	σpore-bottom. Equations 26 
and 28 show these relationships to be positive and linear. Consequently, it is important to 
employ low-SEY materials in any engineered surface used for multipactor suppression. 
Another consequence of these relationships is that any engineered surface used for SEY 
control remains susceptible to changes in surface chemistry (adsorption, oxidation, etc.), 
which alter both σnon-pore and	σpore-bottom. An examination of the role surface topography 
plays in these models requires understanding the relationship between σporous-surface and the 
topography parameters Porosity and AR. Let us first consider the “σporous-surface-Porosity” 
relationship. Equation 26 shows an inverse linear relationship between these parameters 
(assuming pore-regions emit fewer electrons per area than the non-pore regions). Figure 
28 shows this relationship over a variety of plots covering a range of feasible aspect ratios 
and using the same values of σnon-pore = 1.7 and σpore-bottom = 1.6. Let us now consider the 
σporous-surface-AR relationship. Equation 46 reveals a nonlinear relationship between these 
parameters which is illustrated in Figure 29 for a variety of plots covering a range of 
feasible Porosity values and using the same values of σnon-pore = 1.7 and σpore-bottom = 1.6. 
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Figure 28: Illustration of the inverse linear relationship between the total SEY of the 
porous surface and surface porosity, based on σnon-pore = 1.7 and σpore-bottom = 1.6. 
 
Figure 29: Illustration of the nonlinear relationship between the total SEY of the porous 
surface and pore aspect ratio, based on σnon-pore = 1.7 and σpore-bottom = 1.6. 
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Remembering the overarching goal of this dissertation is, “to determine optimal surface 
topographies to control secondary electron emission,” it should be noted that both Figure 
28 and Figure 29 indicate a surface design for multipactor suppression when Porosity = 
0.5 and AR = 2.0. This provides a design target for the next section. 
3.2 Engineered Surface Designs and Fabrication 
3.2.1 Design Considerations 
The previous modeling effort helped confirm two design hypotheses: (1) increasing 
pore height (i.e. aspect ratio) will decrease SEY (greater chance for electron recapture), 
and (2) increasing pore density (i.e. Porosity) will decrease SEY (greater chance for an 
electron to fall within a pore). The curves provided in Figure 28 illustrates the importance 
of maximizing Porosity in order to minimize total SEY. The linear relationship is important 
because it means changes in Porosity will yield consistent changes in total SEY…in other 
words, this relationship does not exhibit any “diminishing return” behavior. By contrast, 
the curves provided in Figure 29 show the inverse nonlinear relationship between total SEY 
and aspect ratio. In contrast to the five curves shown in Figure 28, the convergence and 
flattening slope of the four curves in Figure 29 indicate a “diminishing return” behavior for 
reducing SEY by increasing aspect ratio. This important trend provides useful information 
for the designer: pursuing higher and higher aspect ratios to reduce SEY is a misguided 
objective. This conclusion fits nicely with two other noteworthy design trends: (1) as aspect 
ratio increases, surface fabrication difficulty increases; (2) increasing the aspect ratio of 
surface features inside a waveguide or other RF/microwave device can negatively affect 
the device’s ability to propagate RF/microwave waves.  
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The primary challenge to achieving the previously mentioned porous surface design 
for multipactor suppression (Porosity = 0.5 and AR = 2.0) is the tradeoff between aspect 
ratio and Porosity. To better illustrate this, let us consider how to achieve an AR = 2.0. For 
practical fabrication purposes, the pore height will be limited to 6 µm. Thus, according to 
Equation 35, achieving an AR = 2.0 would require a pore radius of 1.5 µm. Given these 
design constraints, we can now consider how to achieve a Porosity = 0.5. Figure 30 shows 
the geometry of a simple pore pattern based on a square-layout. The Porosity of the pore 
layout shown in Figure 30 is, 
   
2
2
2
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Porosity
R S



.  (47)
Therefore, achieving a Porosity = 0.5, given the 1.5 µm pore radius necessary for AR = 2.0, 
requires a pore spacing of 0.76 µm. Figure 31 helps illustrate the challenge of fabricating 
porous surfaces with Porosity = 0.5 and AR = 2.0 by showing the relationship between pore   
height and pore spacing necessary to achieve Porosity = 0.5 and AR = 2.0. The practical 
region for achieving such a surface is circled in red.  
 
 
Figure 30: Square-based porous surface layout used to calculate Porosity. 
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A limitation of Equation 26 is that it assumes the ideal pore geometry shown in Figure 
23. However, as Porosity → 1, the ideal pore geometry breaks down because the pores 
begin to overlap, erasing segments of the pore sidewalls. The upper limit of Porosity can 
be determined by considering the specific arrangement of pores. Figure 32 shows the 
maximum valid porosity for two pore layout patterns of interest. From Equation 27, the 
porosity for the square layout (Figure 32a) is  
 
2
2
0.785
4
R
Porosity
R

  ,  (48)
 which leads to the defined range: 0 ≤ Porosity ≤ 0.785. The porosity for the close-packed 
layout (Figure 32b) is  
 
2
2
0.907
2 3
R
Porosity
R

  ,  (49)
 
Figure 31: Relationship between pore height and spacing for a square-based porous 
surface layout with Porosity = 0.5 and AR = 2.0 (practical fabrication region circled). 
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which leads to the defined range: 0 ≤ Porosity ≤ 0.907. These ranges must be considered 
when designing engineered surfaces. The following list provides a summary of noteworthy 
design rules taken from the preceding analysis for engineering porous surfaces. 
1) Maximize Porosity to minimize porous-surface. 
 
2) Porosity must be limited to values below 0.785 for square layouts and below 
0.907 for close-packed layouts to avoid overlapping pores. 
 
3) There is a “diminishing return” benefit to increasing aspect ratio to lower 
SEY.  
 
4) There are tradeoffs that accompany larger aspect ratios including fabrication 
difficulty and increased insertion losses for RF/microwave devices. 
Although these design rules are believed to be accurate for engineering the most effective 
surfaces for reducing SEY, they must be proven with experimental validation.  
 
Figure 32: Maximum porosity of pore layout patterns of interest: (a) square layout; (b) 
close-packed layout. 
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3.2.2 Microporous Surface Designs and Fabrication 
As previously discussed, the target porous surface designs (i.e. surfaces with a large 
Porosity and aspect ratio) are constrained by several practical fabrication realities. A 
fabrication decision that was made early on in this effort was to use an additive metal 
process instead of a subtractive metal process. An additive metal process would avoid the 
imperfect pore shapes demonstrated by Ye et al. using a metal etch process (see Figure 19). 
Additive metal processes include metal sputtering, evaporation, and electroplating (also 
known as electrodeposition). To achieve the larger pore sizes needed for microporous 
samples, an electroplating process was selected for its ability to deposit thick metal layers 
(~6 µm). By contrast, metal sputtering and evaporation are best suited for layer thicknesses 
less than 1.0 µm. Furthermore, electroplating provides smooth pore sidewalls by depositing 
gold around a pattern of photoresist pillars that act as a mold. The only requirement for an 
electroplating fabrication process is a photoresist layer that is thicker than the electroplated 
metal thickness. The AZ® 9260 photoresist, manufactured by MicroChemicals®, provides 
thicknesses ranging from 5 µm to 20 µm and was available for use in AFIT’s cleanroom. 
Appendix A-1 contains the steps to pattern a 9-µm thick layer of the AZ® 9260 photoresist. 
Figure 33 shows a matrix of six microporous designs that will be fabricated to validate 
the 3D porous surface SEY model (Equations 26, 28, and 46) using experimental methods. 
The range of sample porosity (0.13 to 0.91) provides a large contrast for the designed 
experiment. The range of aspect ratio for micron-sized pores is limited by the 6-µm gold 
thickness associated with electroplating. Although it is possible to achieve an aspect ratio 
of 2.0 with a 6-µm thick layer of gold, this would require shrinking the pore diameter to  
3 µm and the pore spacing to 0.76 µm. Such a pore spacing is smaller than the feature 
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resolution of the patterning equipment available at AFIT. Ultimately, a maximum aspect 
ratio of 0.75 was selected to balance fabrication difficulty and the ideal design parameters.  
Figure 34 illustrates the process for fabricating microporous gold surfaces using 
photolithography and electroplating. Gold was selected as the porous surface material for 
three reasons: (1) it is readily available for electroplating at AFIT and the Air Force 
Research Laboratory (AFRL), Sensors Directorate; (2) it has well-documented SEY 
curves; (3) it is considered a viable material for multipactor suppression treatments in RF 
Figure 33: Microporous surface designs to be fabricated using an electroplating process. 
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systems because of its resistance to oxidation [10]. However, future studies of other metals 
(silver, copper, nickel, stainless steel, etc.) are possible by acquiring different electroplating 
solutions or contracting with an outside electroplating agency.  
3.2.3 Nanoporous Surface Designs and Fabrication 
To help answer the first, second and fourth research questions posed in Section 1.5, 
samples of nanoporous surfaces are needed. Unfortunately, standard photolithography 
methods are not effective at nanometer scales. Thus, more innovative and modern 
fabrication methods are necessary to create these nanoporous surfaces. Ultimately, two 
fabrication methods were intensively explored for this research: extreme-optimized 
photolithography and electron-beam (e-beam) lithography.  
 
Figure 34: Process for fabricating gold microporous surfaces using electroplating. 
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Extreme-Optimized Photolithography (EOP) 
The mask-writing lithography systems available at AFIT are two Heidelberg model  
µPG 101 Tabletop Micro Pattern Generators. The more capable of AFIT’s two systems can 
laser-write feature sizes down to 1 µm with an alignment accuracy of 400 nm. This means 
the laser position is controllable down to 400 nm. Figure 35 shows a two-step exposure 
process that could use this system to pattern pillars of photoresist as small as 400 400 nm2. 
These pillars of photoresist could then be used as a mold around which a metal could be 
evaporated to create a porous surface. The size of the pillars can be controlled by varying 
the spacing of the laser-exposed paths (between 400 nm and 500 nm). For pores smaller 
than 400 nm, the pillars can be shrunk using reactive ion etching (RIE). Although the pillars 
would have a square shape (as shown on the right side of Figure 35), a pre-metallization 
clean of the surface using an oxygen plasma ash would provide some rounding of the pillars 
to provide a more cylindrical pore shape. Figure 36 illustrates the process for fabricating 
nanoporous surfaces using this form of extreme-optimized photolithography (EOP).  
Unfortunately, this process has a critical design limitation – pore spacing is fixed to the 
 Figure 35: Extreme-optimized photolithography process to pattern sub-micron features. 
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spot size of the laser (1000 nm). For example, the Porosity of a surface with 400 400 nm2 
pores would be (using Equation 27), 
 
 
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0.0816
400nm 1000nm
Porosity  

.  (50)
 
Figure 36: Process to fabricate nanoporous surfaces using extreme-optimized 
photolithography (useful for Porosity < 0.25). 
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In order to reach a Porosity of 0.5 the pore size would have to be 2.4 2.4 µm2, which is 
not ideal because this pore size is in the transition region between nanoporous and 
microporous surfaces. The challenge with this process will likely be performing the deep 
ultraviolet (DUV) exposure of the bottom resist layer (SF11). This is because the pillars of 
1818 photoresist will be extremely small which may result in complete exposure of the 
SF11 from diffraction of the DUV waves. Ultimately, this process may prove useful for 
fabricating nanoporous surfaces with aspect ratios as large as one, but only for designs with 
Porosity ≤ 0.25. Table 4 shows the range of porous surface design parameters that are 
possible using this process. 
 
E-beam Lithography 
An alternative to the previous, unproven approach is to use e-beam lithography, which 
uses a focused beam of electrons to expose an electron-sensitive resist for patterning.  
The AFRL Sensors Directorate has the capability to pattern features as small as tens of 
nanometers using e-beam lithography. Their system is a JEOL model JBX-6300FS e-beam 
Table 4. Range of achievable porous surface design parameters using extreme-
optimized photolithography (EOP). 
Process Type 
Pore Footprint 
(nm2)  Porosity 
Aspect Ratio 
(assume gold layer ≤ 500 nm) 
Original EOP with RIE  200 200  0.02  ≤ 2.50 
Original EOP with RIE  300 300  0.05  ≤ 1.67 
Original EOP  400 400  0.08  ≤ 1.25 
Original EOP  500 500  0.11  ≤ 1.00 
Original EOP  600 600  0.14  ≤ 0.83 
Original EOP  700 700  0.17  ≤ 0.71 
Original EOP  800 800  0.20  ≤ 0.63 
Original EOP  900 900  0.22  ≤ 0.56 
Original EOP  1000 1000  0.25  ≤ 0.50 
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lithography system capable of writing features as small as 5 nm. Figure 37 shows five 
nanoporous surface designs that would be realistic to pattern using the JBX-6300FS  
e-beam lithography system. The designs are based on a 200nm pore diameter with the pores 
written as octagons to reduce the size of the pattern file that must be loaded on the e-beam 
system. However, because of the electron backscattering that occurs during e-beam 
lithography which causes additional and undesired photoresist exposure, these octagons 
will ultimately round off to give the photoresist pillar a cylindrical shape after the e-beam 
exposure and development is complete. Because of the size and spacing of the pores 
combined with the use of a metal liftoff technique, a negative-tone photoresist, “ma-N 
2403,” will be used for e-beam lithography. Additionally, an e-beam exposure study is 
required to determine the optimal e-beam dose/intensity to make the patterns in Figure 37. 
Figure 38 illustrates the fabrication process that will be used to create the nanoporous 
 Figure 37: Nanoporous surface designs for electron-beam lithography. 
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surface designs shown in Figure 37 using e-beam lithography. The isolation layer was 
changed from silicon nitride to silicon dioxide because wavers were readily available that 
already contained a 1-μm SiO2 layer. The primary challenge to fabricating nanoporous 
surfaces using e-beam lithography will likely be patterning surfaces large enough to allow 
SEY measurements to be performed. This challenge relates back to the fourth research 
question posed in Section 1.5. Table 5 shows the total number of pores (200 nm diameter) 
that must be individually exposed to create surfaces large enough to test using an SEY 
 
 
Figure 38: Process to fabricate nanoporous surfaces using electron-beam lithography. 
Table 5. Total number of 200 nm diameter pores to be individually exposed by 
electron-beam lithography for various surface sizes. 
Design 
Pore Spacing 
(nm) 
Total Number of 200nm‐Diameter Pores 
5×5 mm2  7.5×7.5 mm2  10×10 mm2 
EBL‐1  200  156,250,000  351,562,500  625,000,000 
EBL‐2  125  236,686,390  532,544,378  946,745,562 
EBL‐3  80  318,877,551  717,474,489  1,275,510,204 
EBL‐4  50  400,000,000  900,000,000  1,600,000,000 
EBL‐5  25  493,827,160  1,111,111,111  1,975,308,642 
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measurement system. For example, if it takes 1 second to expose a pattern of 10 pores, 
exposing a surface area 5×5 mm2 of these pores, spaced 200 nm apart, would take 180 
days! Fortunately, a 100×100 μm2 test coupon of these pores spaced 200 nm apart was 
written in about 1 minute, which implies that a 5×5 mm2 surface could be written in less 
than 2 days. 
3.3 Surface Characterization 
Following the fabrication of the various engineered porous surfaces, a surface 
characterization must be performed. This characterization is important for two reasons:  
1) the topography of the fabricated surfaces will not perfectly match the initial 
designs and it will be essential to know the Porosity and aspect ratio of each 
sample prior to SEY testing; 
 
2) the chemistry of the gold surface will be altered by random surface processes 
(e.g. adsorption and oxidation) and these chemistries must be known to better 
interpret and explain the SEY data that will ultimately be measured. 
Various methods will be used to characterize the topography of the microporous and 
nanoporous surfaces including optical microscopy, profilometry and scanning electron 
microscopy. Optical microscopy will be used to confirm the overall size of the pattern and 
ensure a high degree of consistency and yield are achieved across the entire pattern. A 
profilometer, capable of measuring surface feature heights as small as ~200 nm, will be 
used to determine the average pore height associated with each microporous surface. The 
height of the nano-pores (designed to be 150 nm) will be determined by the precision 
equipment used in the metal evaporation process, which is accurate to within 10 angstroms 
(i.e. 150 nm ± 1 nm). Finally, the SEM located in AFIT’s cleanroom will be used to 
measure the pore diameter and spacing for both microporous and nanoporous samples. 
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Two methods will be used to characterize the chemistry of the gold samples. Energy 
Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) will be used to characterize the chemistry of the bulk 
gold material. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) will be used to characterize the 
chemistry of the gold surface.  
3.4 SEY Measurements 
The general approach for measuring SEY (as discussed in Section 2.2.2) is relatively 
simple; however, in practice, obtaining accurate SEY measurements can be quite difficult. 
A variety of factors can dramatically affect these measurements including sample 
conductivity, sample surface chemistry, vacuum chamber pressure, and numerous 
parameters related to the primary e-beam (beam current, total dose, spot size, working 
distance, angle of incidence, and energy spread). Further complicating SEY measurements 
is the fact that secondary emissions consist of true secondaries, elastically reflected 
primaries, and inelastically backscattered primaries. Most SEY measurements do not 
attempt to distinguish between these categories and therefore provide the total SEY (σ) 
previously defined in Equation 23 and Equation 24.  
Since Austin and Starke first discovered SEE in 1902, a variety of measurement 
approaches have been developed. Today, there are three widely accepted approaches for 
measuring the SEY of conductive samples. All three methods involve directing a beam of 
monoenergetic electrons at the sample of interest inside a UHV chamber. As implied in 
Equation 24, the general principle behind any SEY measurement is the determination of 
the number of electron emissions from the sample caused by a known number of primary 
electrons incident upon the sample.  
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The first SEY measurement method uses a shaped collector (sometimes referred to a 
Faraday cup) that surrounds the target and captures any secondaries emitted by the target 
(see Figure 39) [34], [71], [73], [74]. The collector is biased +10-50 volts (relative to the 
grounded sample) to help capture electrons emitted from the sample and ensure that any 
true secondary or backscattered electrons that might be emitted from the shaped collector 
are recaptured by the collector. The total electron emission current ( ) is then measured 
using an electrometer or picoammeter connected between the collector and ground. A 
second electrometer is used to measure the sample current ( ) flowing the sample and 
ground. Whereas  is always measured negative,  can be positive or negative depending 
on the SEY of the sample at the primary electron energy. When  is positive, the SEY > 
1; when  is negative the SEY < 1. The total SEY is then found by substituting 
 into Equation 24, which provides 
 
s
I
I I


 

.  (51)
  
 
Figure 39: Illustration of the spherical collector method for measuring total SEY. 
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The shaped collector method neglects SEE from the collector and captured by the sample, 
which is a reasonable approximation for a positively biased collector [34].  
 The second widely accepted SEY measurement method eliminates the need for a 
spherical collector by measuring the primary beam current with a Faraday cup or reference 
sample and the sample current [10], [34], [65]. Figure 40 illustrates this method using a 
retractable Faraday cup. Returning to Equation 24 and substituting , we get 
  1
p s s
p p
I I I
I I


   ,  (52)
where  is always negative. To ensure all emitted electrons are repelled from the sample, 
the sample is biased to -20 volts (relative to the vacuum chamber, which is grounded). 
Similar to the first method when  is positive, the total SEY < 1; when  is negative, the 
total SEY > 1.  
 
 
Figure 40: Illustration of the two-step method for measuring total SEY using a 
Faraday cup. 
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The third method eliminates the need for a spherical collector and a Faraday cup by 
measuring the sample current twice: first with the sample biased to +100-500 volts and 
again with the sample unbiased [68], [72], [103], [104]. Figure 41 illustrates the two steps 
of this method. With the sample biased +100-500 V, any backscattered or secondary 
electrons emitted from the sample are recaptured by the sample and accounted for in the 
sample-to-ground current measurement. Thus, the sample current provides an approximate 
measurement of the primary beam current ( ). Next, the sample bias is removed and 
the sample current is re-measured to determine the difference between the primary beam 
current and the electron emission current ( ). Using these two measurements 
the total SEY of the surface can be determined according to, 
 
 
1 2
1
p ps s
s p p
I I II I I
I I I
 
 
   .  (53)
The method that is most likely to produce the most accurate results is the shaped 
collector method [34]. This is for two primary reasons: (1) it is the only method where the 
 
Figure 41: Illustration of the two-step method for measuring total SEY without a 
collector or a Faraday cup. 
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secondary emission current is directly measured; (2) the sample is not biased (sample 
biasing can distort results by influencing the trajectory of incident electrons). Additionally, 
a properly positioned, spherically-shaped collector that is biased will provide neutral 
electric field conditions along the path of incident electrons minimizing the undesired 
effects of e-beam deflection [34]. The next preferred method is the retractable Faraday cup 
method because it directly measures the primary beam current using a Faraday cup. Least 
preferred is the two-step sample current measurement method because it requires large 
sample biases to provide an indirect measurement of the primary beam current. These large 
biases will also increase the electron beam energy, a change that must also be accounted 
for in the SEY calculations.  
There are several additional considerations for measuring SEY, all of which relate to 
the primary e-beam. Because multipactor involves low-energy electrons impacting the 
surfaces, most multipactor studies involving SEY use primary electron energies between 
zero and 2 keV [10], [36], [68], [70]. Another important factor is the primary e-beam 
current, which should be minimized (on the order of tens of nanoAmps) to avoid 
conditioning (i.e. measuring a reduced SEY due to the primary electrons altering the 
surface chemistry) [34], [36], [74]. Another critical factor is the distance the beam has to 
travel. This distance should be minimized to avert undesired beam deflections due to 
ambient magnetic fields present which can greatly influence low energy electrons (< 500 
eV). Finally, the vacuum chamber pressure will greatly influence SEY measurements and 
consequently, UHV is typically recommend [34].  
For this research effort, the two-step sample current measurement method shown in 
Figure 41 will be used because a measurement system based on this method is available at 
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the AFRL Materials and Manufacturing Directorate. However, a major contribution of this 
dissertation will include the design, equipment requisition, construction and testing of a 
new, AFIT SEY measurement chamber based on the retractable Faraday cup method 
shown in Figure 40. This system will provide numerous measurement advancements over 
the AFRL system, including the ability to perform temperature-dependent SEY studies, 
angle of incidence SEY studies, and crystallographic orientation SEY studies. The new 
system will also provide a much more accurate low-energy electron gun (1eV – 2keV) and 
provide a pulsed mode for the electron gun that will allow SEY measurements of insulators. 
Table 6 provides a list of the key pieces of equipment needed to construct the new AFIT 
SEY measurement system. At the onset of this research effort (summer 2015), only the 
UHV chamber was on-hand at AFIT, although it was in a non-operational status and 
location. 
 
Table 6. Equipment necessary for measuring total SEY using the Faraday cup method. 
Equipment  Purpose 
Ultra‐High Vacuum (UHV) chamber with 
sample exchange load lock and transfer 
arm 
Minimize undesired particle interactions; 
provide ability to load/unload samples 
without venting main chamber 
Sample Manipulator (5‐axis control plus 
sample heating/cooling) 
Control sample position and orientation 
with respect to primary beam; control 
temperature of sample during testing 
Low Energy Electron Gun (1 eV to 2 keV) 
Provide controlled source of 
monoenergetic primary electrons 
Faraday Cup 
Collects primary electrons to measure 
the beam current 
2x Electrometers 
Measure both the primary electron 
beam current and the sample current 
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3.5 AFRL Materials and Manufacturing Directorate SEY Measurement System 
The bulk of the SEY measurements will be made using the SEY measurement system 
located at the AFRL Materials and Manufacturing Directorate. Figure 42 shows a photo of 
the vacuum chamber system and a close-up image of the sample mount and electron gun.  
The AFRL system uses a UHV chamber with a base pressure around 10-10 Torr. The 
electron gun is contained in a STAIB Instruments DESA 150 energy analyzer and can 
provide electrons with energies up to 5 keV. The system is set up with a ~50 mm working 
distance between the electron gun and the sample (shown in Figure 42, right photo). The 
electron gun is in a horizontal configuration with the sample manipulator positioned 
vertically. The sample manipulator is capable of spinning 360° around the vertical axis 
allowing two samples to be loaded on opposite sides of the sample mount. This speeds up 
the testing process when multiple samples must be tested. The electron gun parameters 
(energy, current, and beam width) are controlled using rack mounted controllers. The 
sample bias is supplied by a Stanford Research Systems, model PS325 high voltage power 
supply. Sample currents are measured using a Keithley electrometer, Model 6517A 
 Figure 42: AFRL SEY measurement chamber (left); chamber interior with sample (right). 
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connected to a computer running a custom LabVIEW® program that saves the data to a text 
file. Testing one sample over the energy range of interest (0 to 2 keV) requires about 2 
hours after the sample is loaded and the chamber is pumped down to UHV overnight. 
A final experimental concern worth investigating regards the amount of magnetic field-
induced deflection that electrons will undergo between the time they exit the electron gun 
(e-gun) and arrive at the sample. The Earth’s magnetic field provides the primary magnetic 
field presence in the laboratory. Using the orientation and working distance of the AFRL 
SEY measurement system along with the magnetic field components at the latitude and 
longitude of the laboratory, a deflection distance can be determined. The magnitude of 
force on an electron moving in a magnetic field is given by, 
  sinBF qvB  ,  (54)
where q is the charge of one electron (1.6×10-19 C), v is the velocity of the electron in 
meters per second, B is the magnetic field intensity (in Tesla), and θ is the angle between 
the magnetic field lines and the electron’s velocity vector. The velocity of an electron can 
be determined from its kinetic energy (in Joules) using the equation 
 
 2 K.E.
 e
e
v
m
,  (55)
where the kinetic energy (K.E.) in Joules is determined by multiplying the e-gun energy 
(given in eV) by 1.6×10-19 J/eV and me is the rest mass of an electron (9.11×10-31 kg). The 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) provides a convenient web-
based magnetic field calculator. This calculator can use either the World Magnetic Model 
(WMM) or the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF). Using the US 
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Geological Survey Earth Explorer to estimate the laboratory’s latitude (39.78°N) and 
longitude (84.08°W), and the “mapcoordinates.net” website to estimate altitude (290 
meters), the magnetic field strength was determined to be 20,116.5 nT north, 2,211.3 nT 
west, and 48,409.2 nT down using the WMM [105]–[107]. Conveniently, the AFRL e-gun-
to-sample path is oriented along a north-south trajectory, which means that magnetic field 
component can be ignored. The remaining two components can be combined into a single 
magnetic field component that is perpendicular to the electron velocity vector: 
  2 22211.3 48409.2 48459.7 nT   B .  (56)
Finally, the angle θ = 90° because only the perpendicular magnetic field component was 
used. Applying this angle and substituting Equation 55 into Equation 54 provides, 
 
 2 K.E.

e
F qB
m
.  (57)
We can now apply Newton’s Second Law to Equation 57 and rearrange terms to arrive at, 
 
   3
2
2 K.E.
2 K.E.  
e e e
qB qB
a
m m m
,  (58)
where a is the acceleration of the electron. The magnetic deflection distance traveled by an 
electron (with no initial velocity in the direction of FB) is given by the kinematic equation, 
 
21
2
Bd at ,  (59)
where t is the period of time, during which acceleration occurs. The value of t can be 
determined from the equation, 
 
 
distance W.D.
W.D.
velocity 2 K.E.
   e
e
m
t
v
,  (60)
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where W.D. is the working distance between the e-gun tip and the sample. Substituting 
Equations 58 and 60 into Equation 59 provides, 
     
 
 
2 2
3
2
W.D.1
2 K.E. W.D.
2 2 K.E. 2 2 K.E.
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e
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ee
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mm
.  (61)
Table 7 provides electron deflection distances for various e-gun energies, calculated using 
Equation 61. These results emphasize the importance of minimizing working distance and 
maximizing sample area to ensure the e-beam does not deflect off the intended target. 
 
3.6 AFIT SEY Measurement System 
A significant contribution of this research has been the construction of a new dedicated 
SEY measurement system at AFIT. This system provides the first SEY measurement 
capability at AFIT, and the most accurate SEY measurement capability at Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Because of the lengthy process involved in constructing this system (writing 
proposals, purchasing expensive custom scientific equipment, installing equipment, and 
troubleshooting unanticipated equipment problems), this work was performed in parallel 
with the primary SEY modeling and experimental research efforts.  
Table 7. Magnitude of electron deflection in the AFRL SEY measurement system 
(assuming a 50 mm working distance) caused by the Earth’s magnetic field. 
Electron (E‐gun) Energy (eV)  Deflection Distance (mm) 
50  2.54 
70  2.15 
100  1.80 
150  1.47 
200  1.27 
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The UHV vacuum chamber, previously used for carbon nanotube (CNT) research, 
provided the cornerstone for this new SEY system. Figure 43 shows a photo of the UHV  
chamber before conversion to an SEY measurement apparatus. All structural vacuum 
components of the original system were purchased from the Kurt J. Lesker Company and 
rated for UHV. The chamber consists of a 12-inch diameter spherical main chamber with 
11 ConFlat (CF) ports (four 8” ports, two 6” ports, one 4.5” port, and four 2.75” ports). 
The sample transfer arm is a linear rack-and-pinion system, with 24-inch range, that is was 
outfitted with a new sample transfer fork, capable of transporting a molybdenum puck on 
which test samples are mounted. The sample transfer arm is connected to a planar load-
lock vessel with a horizontally hinged rectangular access door for loading and unloading 
samples. The door contains a rubber O-ring that self-seals under vacuum. The system uses 
two Pfeiffer turbomolecular pumps (models TMU262PN and TMH071YPN) each backed 
 
Figure 43: Ultra-High Vacuum chamber before conversion to a Secondary Electron Yield 
measurement system. 
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by a separate roughing pump. These four pumps allow the system to reach a base pressure 
of 6 10-8 Torr without performing a high-temperature bake-out. Following a 5-day 200°C 
bake-out, the base pressure drops to 5 10-9 Torr. Pressure is measured using two 
convection gauges for low vacuum (atmosphere to 10-3 Torr) and two ionization gauges 
for high vacuum (9.9 10-4 Torr to 10-9 Torr). The gauges are controlled by a rack-
mountable box that displays the pressure in units of Torr and is capable of remote operation 
using an RS-232 connection. The entire system is elevated above a standard optics table 
using three custom aluminum support brackets mounted directly to the table (see Figure 
43). Fabricated by the AFIT model shop, the support brackets provide 9.5 inches of 
clearance between the 8-inch bottom flange and the top of the support bracket.   
The sample manipulator is custom-made by UHV-Design and provides 5-axes of 
manipulation, sample heating to 800°C, sample cooling to -150°C, and an electrically 
isolated sample puck that allows sample currents to be measured [108]. Figure 44 shows a 
3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) rendering of the sample manipulator with a detailed  
drawing of the nest that will hold the sample puck. Using the center of the spherical vacuum 
chamber as a reference point, the sample manipulator will be manually adjustable in the  
X-direction (± 25 mm), Y-direction (± 12 mm), and Z-direction (± 12 mm) as well as 
rotation in azimuth (full 360°) and elevation (+/-180°). These features will allow the 
operator to have complete control over the e-beam-to-sample geometry. This precise 
positional control will allow for enhanced SEY studies that incorporate impact angle, 
crystallographic orientation, and other variables of interest. The manipulator will also be 
capable of flash heating a sample to 900°C, continuous sample heating to 800°C and 
continuous cooling to -150°C (cooling requires a liquid nitrogen supply). Controlled 
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heating is accomplished using a type-K thermocouple installed in the puck nest (see Detail 
D in Figure 44) and displayed on a rack-mountable power supply with programmable 
temperature controller. Samples will be mounted to a 35.6 mm diameter 99.95% pure 
molybdenum puck that can accommodate samples up to 25 mm in length and width.  
The electron gun is a Kimball Physics model ELG-2 with model EGPSS-1022E power 
supply and controller, shown in Figure 45. The model ELG-2 is ideal for SEY studies 
because it has the capability to provide low-energy electrons from 1 eV to 2 keV while 
maintaining a constant beam current of 1 nA to 10 µA. Because of this, it is the electron 
gun of choice for many SEY researchers [10], [71], [73], [103]. As previously stated in 
Section 3.4, it is imperative to minimize the working distance between the electron gun 
and the sample. This is because the low energy electrons involved in SEY measurements 
Figure 44: CAD model of the 5-axis sample manipulator made by UHV Design [108]. 
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are heavily influenced by ambient magnetic fields, including the Earth’s magnetic field. 
Kimball Physics recommends a 20 mm working distance between the e-gun tip and the 
sample for very low energy operation and can tailor the e-gun insertion length to the 
customer’s specification. Using the spherical vacuum chamber schematics, the insertion 
length for the electron gun was determined to be 191 mm. This length provides 33.5 mm 
+/-12 mm of working distance between the electron gun tip and the sample (Note: the tip-
mounted Faraday cup requires 21.5 mm of clearance from the gun tip in order to actuate). 
The e-gun system also includes a tip-mounted Faraday cup capable of measuring the 
primary electron beam current with the addition of an external electrometer or 
picoammeter. Because the sample transfer arm-manipulator system is arranged 
horizontally, the electron gun will be positioned vertically, using the 4.5-inch flange 
located at the top of the spherical vacuum chamber (refer to the right side of Figure 43). In 
this configuration, the primary e-beam will be directed down toward the sample supported 
by the 5-axis manipulator arm. The ELG-2 electron gun was also configured to allow for 
 
Figure 45: Kimball Physics model ELG-2 electron gun with 1 eV to 2 keV energy 
range (top), optional tip-mounted Faraday cup (top insert), and controller (bottom). 
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beam rastering and pulsing. The pulsed mode will allow future SEY studies to be 
performed on non-conductive samples. Figure 46 shows a close-up photo of the fully 
installed and tested SEY measurement chamber. 
When conducting SEY measurements, it is important to ensure the e-beam illuminates 
only the surface of interest; otherwise, the results will be skewed. There are two primary 
requirements to ensure only the target surface is illuminated: (1) shaping and focusing the 
e-beam so that the spot size is smaller than the target area; (2) detecting the invisible e-
beam during illumination. Fortunately, the ELG-2 e-gun and EGPS-1022 power supply are 
capable of fine-tuning the e-beam spot size by adjusting the grid voltage, 1st anode voltage, 
Figure 46: Close-up photo of the new AFIT secondary electron yield (SEY) measurement 
system’s sample manipulator and Faraday cup. 
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and focus voltage settings on the power supply. A phosphor screen provides a simple 
method to view the beam shape at the target. Figure 47 shows photos of commercially 
available phosphor screens and their appearance during e-beam illumination. The primary  
drawback to this method is that the phosphor screen requires electron energies great than 
~500 eV in order to provide sufficient illumination for the human eye to see. However, the 
beam shape for energies below ~500 eV, is of critical importance because lower energy 
electrons are subject to greater trajectory deflection caused by ambient magnetic fields and 
electrostatic repulsion. Thus, a method is needed to determine the e-beam spot size at 
energies below 500 eV. To help their customers with this problem, Kimball Physics has 
developed a model of the ELG-2 that runs on SIMION®, a field and particle trajectory 
simulator. Figure 48 shows a screenshot of this ELG-2 model in SIMION® which was used 
to determine the e-gun settings that minimize e-beam spot size. A helpful feature available 
in SIMION® is the ability to sweep the focus voltage over a defined range while holding 
the other e-gun settings constant. This provides the user with a quick assessment of the 
focus setting that minimize spot size. Figure 49 shows an example of a SIMION® output 
file used to determine the e-gun settings minimizing the e-beam spot size. Because the 
 
Figure 47: Kimball Physics phosphor screens (left); Kimball Physics photo of illuminated 
phosphor screen (right). 
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porous surface samples to be fabricated will likely be small as shown in Table 5 (between 
5 mm2 and 10 mm2), the objective is to determine e-gun settings that maintain a beam spot 
diameter  under 1 mm. This will ensure that the entire e-beam illuminates only the intended   
surface of a properly centered sample. Table 8 shows the ELG-2 e-gun settings that 
 
Figure 48: SIMION® screenshot showing the ELG-2 and a simulated beam shape for 
2000 eV electrons. 
 
Figure 49: SIMION® output file showing the e-gun settings that result in a minimum spot 
size (circled in red). 
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minimize spot size for each energy of interest. The grid voltages shown in Table 8 are 
specified to be 10% of the 1st anode voltage based on a recommendation from Kimball 
Physics. Table 8 gives high confidence that a properly configured e-beam will illuminate 
only a small portion of a properly centered sample with a porous surface area greater than 
0.5 mm2. Appendix F contains a SIMION® tutorial for simulating the ELG-2 electron gun.  
 
Table 8. ELG-2 settings that minimize beam spot size at a 20 mm working distance. 
Energy (eV)  Grid (V)  1st Anode (V)  Focus (V)  Beam Diameter (mm) 
2000  20  200  700  0.228 
1500  17.5  175  700  0.320 
1200  15  150  700  0.224 
1000  12.5  125  600  0.425 
900  12.5  125  600  0.284 
800  12.5  125  600  0.427 
700  12.5  125  650  0.358 
600  12.5  125  650  0.348 
500  12.5  125  650  0.361 
400  12.5  125  625  0.468 
350  12.5  125  625  0.388 
300  12.5  125  600  0.413 
275  12.5  125  575  0.541 
250  12.5  125  575  0.408 
225  12.5  125  550  0.451 
200  12.5  125  525  0.485 
180  12.5  125  500  0.541 
160  12.5  125  475  0.549 
140  12.5  125  450  0.498 
120  9.0  90  350  0.595 
100  8.0  80  300  0.703 
90  7.5  75  275  0.804 
80  7.5  75  250  0.896 
70  7.0  70  225  0.921 
60  6.0  60  190  1.045 
50  5.0  50  160  0.964 
40  4.0  40  130  0.960 
30  3.0  30  100  0.922 
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As previously discussed in Section 3.5, the amount of perpendicular deflection that 
electrons will undergo during transit from the e-gun tip to the sample should be determined 
based on the layout of the AFIT SEY measurement system. In this context, the AFIT SEY 
system demonstrates an improvement over the AFRL SEY system because the vertical 
orientation of the AFIT e-gun removes the largest magnetic field component from causing 
electron deflection. A re-determination of the perpendicular magnetic field component for 
the AFIT SEY system using Equation 56 yields, 
  2 220116.52211.3 20237.7 nT   B ,  (62)
which is only 42% of the equivalent magnetic field strength in the AFRL SEY system. 
With this perpendicular magnetic field component, we can apply Equation 61 to determine 
deflection distances for the AFIT SEY system. Table 9 provides a summary of these 
deflection distances for low energy electrons and further illustrates the improved (i.e. 
reduced) deflection distances achieved by AFIT’s new SEY system when compare to the 
AFRL SEY system.  
 
Table 9. Magnitude of electron deflection in the AFIT SEY measurement system 
(assuming a 20 mm working distance) caused by the Earth’s magnetic field. 
Electron Energy (eV)  Deflection Distance (mm) 
30  0.22 
40  0.19 
50  0.17 
100  0.12 
200  0.08 
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3.7 Thermomechanical Effects on Porous Surfaces 
Acquiring an answer to the fifth research question in Section 1.5 requires exploring the 
relationship between temperature and the topography of microporous and nanoporous 
surfaces. This question is important because multipactor is a problem for space-based 
systems that are susceptible to extreme changes in temperature. Ideally, this question 
should be answered with an experimental study using the new AFIT SEY measurement 
chamber and its ability to heat and cool samples. However, because all planned test samples 
will be fabricated using a silicon wafer as the mechanical substrate, an experimental 
thermomechanical study would likely provide unreliable results. While this experimental 
study should be performed in follow-on work, the question can still be answered using a 
thermomechanical simulation such as CoventorWare®. Figure 50 shows a 3D model of a 
single micro-pore that was created using CoventorWare®. This simulation allows 
temperature boundary conditions to be specified, from which material displacement 
vectors can be obtained based on the given material. Specific locations can be selected for 
 
 
Figure 50: CoventorWare® thermomechanical model of a 10μm deep, 10μm diameter 
gold micro-pore used to determine changes caused by thermal expansion and contraction. 
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which the displacement vectors are provided. The method of simulation will be to set the 
temperature boundary condition for the bottom surface of the model (as oriented in Figure 
50) and then select three displacement locations: (1) the center of the pore-bottom, (2) the 
sidewall of the pore-bottom, and (3) the sidewall of the top of the pore. Displacement data 
from these three locations will provide sufficient information to recalculate the pore 
diameter and pore height and determine the significance of the thermomechanical effects. 
The results from the thermomechanical simulations are provided in Chapter IV. 
3.8 Summary 
This chapter laid out the methodology used to answer the five research questions posed 
in Chapter I. Two mathematical models for determining the total SEY of a porous surface 
were derived and compared to select the best model. The selected model, based on a 3D 
pore geometry, was then used to predict total SEY values for porous surfaces and develop 
specific design considerations for studying how porous surfaces effect total SEY. The 
chosen designs of both microporous and nanoporous samples were presented along with 
the methods available to fabricate these surfaces. Methods for performing surface 
characterization, including both topography and chemistry, were presented. Three methods 
for measuring total SEY of conductive surfaces were detailed. The specifics and 
methodology of the AFRL Materials and Manufacturing Directorate SEY measurement 
system were discussed. The design, key pieces of equipment, and construction of the new 
AFIT SEY measurement system were provided along with methods to determine beam 
spot size. Finally, a method was provided to determine the dimensional effects that extreme 
temperature changes will have on an engineered surface.  
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IV. Results 
This chapter provides the results obtained by this research effort. A detailed analysis of 
these results will follow in Chapter V. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 present the results obtained 
during fabrication of the microporous and nanoporous surfaces respectively. Section 4.3 
provides the results of the materials characterization performed on different samples. 
Section 4.4 covers the results of the SEY measurements. Section 4.5 describes the newly 
completed AFIT SEY measurement chamber including preliminary results. Finally, 
Section 4.6 describes the results obtained from the thermomechanical simulations 
performed to assess the effects of extreme heating and cooling on pore size and shape. 
4.1 Fabrication Results: Microporous Surfaces 
The gold microporous surface designs shown in Figure 33 were laid out using the 
computer aided design software, L-Edit. Figure 51 shows the 3-inch photolithography 
 
Figure 51: Photolithography mask layout used to fabricate microporous surfaces (left) 
and individual sample dimensions (right). 
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mask layout used to provide adequate sample-to-sample spacing for patterning and dicing.  
Ideally, the entire mask layout shown in Figure 51 would have been written to a mask in 
one Heidelberg “session”. However, because the smallest feature size for samples 1-1,  
1-2, 1-3, and 2-3 is less than 3 μm, the mask for these samples must be patterned using the 
“1-μm Heidelberg”, which is not capable of writing the pattern for a 3-inch wafer in one 
session. Thus, the plan was altered to write samples 2-1, 2-2, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and the reference 
samples on the “3-μm Heidelberg” and then write the remaining four sample patterns with 
four individual sessions on the 1-μm Heidelberg. This plan was further complicated when 
it was discovered that the Heidelbergs were not capable of loading large pattern files (the 
limit was assessed to be ~60 MB). This was important because the “.cif” files for each 
individual sample get exponentially large as the pore spacing decreases (i.e. porosity 
increases). Table 10 shows the total number of pores in each sample and the corresponding 
“.cif” file size. Initially, the samples were designed to have 10×10 mm2 porous surface 
areas. However, because the file sizes were too large, the porous surface areas were reduced 
to 5.2×5.2 mm2. Even at that size, samples 1-2, 1-3 and 2-3 would not be achievable 
Table 10. Photolithography pattern-file sizes for microporous samples. 
Sample 
Required 
Heidelberg 
Resolution  
Pore 
Diameter 
(μm) 
Pore Spacing 
(μm) 
Number of Pores in  
5.2×5.2 mm2 
Pattern 
.cif File 
Size (MB) 
1‐1  1 μm  40  <1 (close packed)  20,328  14.8 
1‐2  1 μm  16  <1 (close packed)  123,984  73.4 
1‐3  1 μm  8  <1 (close packed)  491,808  223.9 
2‐1  3 μm  40  10  10,816  8.2 
2‐2  3 μm  16  4  67,600  41.4 
2‐3  1 μm  8  2  270,400  127.7 
3‐1  3 μm  40  60  2,704  2.1 
3‐2  3 μm  16  24  16,900  10.4 
3‐3  3 μm  8  12  67,600  32.0 
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because of the Heidelberg’s ~60MB file-size restriction. The plan was further refined to 
divide the Heidelberg pattern file for samples 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3 into two sub-patterns of the 
original pattern. These sub-patterns would reduce the “.cif” file size to allow each of these 
samples to be written as two individual sessions on the 1-μm Heidelberg and “stitched” 
together using the Heidelberg’s aligning accuracy. However, because the pattern-file size 
for sample 1-3 was so large, it was ultimately abandoned after several failed attempts to 
load its sub-patterns. Additionally, during mask fabrication, the pattern for sample 3-3 only 
partially transferred to the mask, causing sample 3-3 to be abandoned as a test article. 
Figure 52 shows the final photolithography mask fabricated on both the 1-μm and 3-μm 
Heidelberg machines over the course of a week. 
 
 
Figure 52: Photograph of the final microporous photolithography mask, which took eight 
individual mask-write “sessions” performed over the course of 7 days. 
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Upon completion of the mask, work began to complete the fabrication process outlined 
in Figure 34. The process was performed with minimal difficulty until the electroplating 
step. Numerous attempts were made to perform the electroplating using AFIT’s new and 
untested electroplating system. Figure 53 shows the recurring gold delamination problem 
that was encountered on each attempt. Microscope images of the microporous surfaces 
immediately after electroplating showed excellent pore formation and consistency across 
the sample. However, any attempt at a liftoff of the undesired photoresist-gold layer would 
result in delamination of both the electroplated and sputtered gold layer as shown in Figure 
53 (right). Ultimately, successful electroplating was performed at the AFRL, Sensors 
Directorate which has a more advanced and vetted electroplating system with experienced 
practitioners. Unfortunately, samples 2-2 and 2-3 delaminated during the electroplating 
process. The total electroplating layer thickness was measured 18 times using AFIT’s 
Figure 53: Photograph of the first attempt to electroplate the microporous samples: wafer 
patterned with “AZ 9260” photoresist (left); electroplated gold delamination (right). 
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profilometer and the average thickness determined to be 5.6 μm. Figure 54 shows a photo 
of the five microporous samples that were successfully fabricated using the electroplating 
process illustrated in Figure 34. 
All five samples were imaged using the SEM to assess pattern consistency and yield, 
along with pore size and spacing. Figure 55 shows SEM-images of the entire porous surface 
region for samples 1-1, 2-1, and 3-1 – these images show the high degree of pattern 
consistency and yield that was achieved during fabrication. Figure 56 shows close-up 
SEM-images of the close-packed pores patterned in sample 1-1. Unfortunately, the close-
packed pores of sample 1-1 experienced some minor pore sidewall breakdown that 
occurred during the photolithography pattern-transfer step in the fabrication process. 
 
Figure 54: Photograph of the five microporous samples successfully fabricated and ready 
for characterization. 
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Figure 55: Scanning electron microscope images of microporous samples 1-1 (top), 2-1 
(middle), and 3-1 (bottom) showing excellent pattern consistency and pore yield. 
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Despite this, the pore sidewalls are consistently smooth and vertical with a nearly perfect 
cylindrical pore shape. Figure 57 shows close-up SEM-images of the close-packed pores 
patterned in sample 1-2. As was the case in sample 1-1, the close-packed pores experienced 
Figure 56: Scanning electron microscope images of microporous sample 1-1 showing 
minor pore sidewall breakdown. 
Figure 57: Scanning electron microscope images of microporous sample 1-2 showing 
pore deformation and sidewall breakdown. 
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some pore sidewall breakdown as well as cylindrical deformation that occurred during 
photolithography. However, the pore sidewalls for sample 1-2 are also consistently smooth 
and vertical. Figure 58 shows SEM-images of the pores patterned in sample 2-1 and 
illustrates a perfectly fabricated microporous surface. Similarly, Figure 59 shows SEM-
images of the pores patterned in sample 3-1, illustrating another perfectly fabricated 
microporous surface. Finally, Figure 60 shows SEM-images of the pores patterned in 
sample 3-2, which also showed perfect pattern consistency and cylindrical pore shape. The 
dimensions shown in Figure 56 through Figure 60 were used in conjunction with the 
previously determined electroplating thickness (i.e. pore height) to determine aspect ratio 
and porosity for each of the five microporous samples. Table 11 provides a summary of 
the results compared to the original design parameters.  
 
 
 
Figure 58: Scanning electron microscope images of microporous sample 2-1 showing 
excellent pattern consistency and near-perfect cylindrical pore geometry. 
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Figure 59: Scanning electron microscope images of microporous sample 3-1 showing 
excellent pattern consistency and near-perfect cylindrical pore geometry. 
Figure 60: Scanning electron microscope images of microporous sample 3-2 showing 
excellent pattern consistency and near-perfect cylindrical pore geometry. 
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4.2 Fabrication Results: Nanoporous Surfaces 
Nanoporous fabrication began with a barrage of fabrication attempts based on the 
Extreme-Optimized Photolithography process laid out in Section 3.2.3. Significant time, 
process refinement, process experimentation, and porous surface redesign ultimately failed 
to achieve nanoporous surfaces that maintained pattern consistency and matched a 
cylindrical pore geometry. However, subsequent nanoporous surface fabrication attempts 
using e-beam lithography proved to be highly successful in both areas of pattern 
consistency and cylindrical pore geometry. The primary challenge with e-beam lithography 
was complete removal of the hundreds of millions of undesired gold plugs that were lifted 
off from the nano-sized gold pores for large porous surface areas (≥ 5×5 mm2).  
4.2.1 Extreme-Optimized Photolithography (EOP) 
Initial attempts to create the nanoporous surface designs outlined in Table 4 were 
simplified to understand better, the capability of the 1-μm Heidelberg. The initial designs 
consisted of patterning 1-μm wide horizontal and vertical intersecting lines (which become 
Table 11. Microporous surface fabrication results. 
Sample 
Designed  
Diameter  
(μm) 
Fabricated 
Diameter 
(μm) 
Designed 
Porosity 
Fabricated 
Porosity 
Designed 
Aspect 
Ratio 
Fabricated 
Aspect  
Ratio 
1‐1  40  37.2 (‐7%)  0.91  0.75 (‐18%)  0.15  0.15 (‐1%) 
1‐2  16  11.5 (‐28%)  0.91  0.44 (‐52%)  0.38  0.49 (+29%) 
1‐3*  8  N/A  0.91  N/A  0.75  N/A 
2‐1  40  34.8 (‐13%)  0.50  0.36 (‐28%)  0.15  0.16 (+5%) 
2‐2*  16  N/A  0.50  N/A  0.38  N/A 
2‐3*  8  N/A  0.50  N/A  0.75  N/A 
3‐1  40  33.5 (‐16%)  0.13  0.09 (‐31%)  0.15  0.17 (+12%) 
3‐2  16  10.4 (‐35%)  0.13  0.05 (‐62%)  0.38  0.54 (+43%) 
3‐3*  8  N/A  0.13  N/A  0.75  N/A 
 
*These samples were not fabricated successfully. 
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windows in the photolithography mask), spaced apart by 2, 3, 4, or 5 μm depending on the 
specific design. These 1-μm wide windows define the regions on the wafer where the 1818 
photoresist (and subsequently the SF11 photoresist) is exposed and developed. As shown 
in step 8 of Figure 36, when the metal liftoff is performed, the square-shaped plugs of the 
remaining photoresist (which become rounded due to diffraction during exposure) are 
removed along with the metal deposited on top of the plugs. The result is a pattern of metal 
pores ranging in diameter from 2 to 5 μm and spaced apart by 1 μm. Two important settings 
for the Heidelberg are the laser power and duty cycle. The laser power can be adjusted 
from 1 mW to 20 mW in 1 mW increments and the duty cycle from 5% to 100% in 5% 
increments. After four initial mask-writing efforts failed to produce a useable mask, it was 
determined that a Heidelberg exposure study was needed to determine optimal Heidelberg 
laser settings. Figure 61 shows the mask layout used to conduct this designed experiment.
 
 
Figure 61: Mask layout designed for the Heidelberg exposure study consisting of 40 
reticles of each of three designs (left); photo of the final mask (right). 
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The mask contained 40 replicated patterns (reticles) for each of the larger porous surface 
designs (5-μm, 4-μm, and 3-μm pores). Each of the 40 reticles was written at a unique laser 
power and duty cycle. The entire mask-writing session, involving 120 unique “pattern-
exposure” combinations, was automated using a novel computer program developed by 
Laurvick (see Appendix B). Table 12 provides the results of the exposure study. 
With the optimal laser settings determined, the 1-μm Heidelberg was used to write a 
final mask providing 6×6 mm2 porous surface patterns for each of the four designs shown 
in Table 12. Figure 62 shows the mask layout and a photo of the fabricated mask. An 
additional remark about the mask shown in Figure 62 is that it was made using only 
horizontal lines patterned in L-Edit. This is because during the iterative mask-writing 
process, it was determined that the Heidelberg’s laser accuracy was significantly better 
when writing horizontal lines vice vertical lines. Thus, the mask shown in Figure 62 
required two horizontal line-writing sessions in between which, the mask was physically 
rotated 90 degrees to ensure the second set of horizontal lines were patterned perpendicular 
to the first set. This is why there are small regions of horizontal and vertical lines offset 
from the porous surface pattern (see right side of Figure 62). These regions of non-
intersecting horizontal and vertical lines will be more clearly visible in Figure 63 through 
Figure 65. The left side of Figure 63 provides microscope images of the mask patterns and 
Table 12. Results of the Heidelberg mask-writing exspoure study. 
Design 
Pore Diameter 
(nm) 
Pore Spacing 
(nm) 
Optimum Laser 
Power (mW) 
Optimum Laser 
Duty Cycle 
EOP‐1  5000  1000  20  55% 
EOP‐2  4000  1000  20  55% 
EOP‐3  3000  1000  10  60% 
EOP‐4  2000  1000  10  60% 
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demonstrates excellent pattern uniformity and pore-spacing consistency across both 
horizontal and vertical directions. The right side of Figure 63 provides microscope images 
of a test exposure of 1818 photoresist to determine how well the mask pattern would 
transfer to a wafer coated in photoresist. Visible in the top three patterns shown in Figure 
63 is the desired effect that mask-diffraction has on converting the square mask features 
(Figure 63, left) to rounded pillars of photoresist (Figure 63, right). Unfortunately, the 
smallest pore-design pattern (bottom of Figure 63) was not successfully transferred to the 
photoresist because of the same mask-diffraction effects. These mask-diffraction effects 
are set up because the “pore-pattern” region of the mask creates an effective diffraction 
pattern for the 365 nm ultraviolet (UV) light that is used to expose the 1818 photoresist. 
Thus, when the photoresist is exposed, the ensuing diffraction pattern exposes regions of 
the photoresist that are obscured by the mask. Figure 64 shows SEM images of the final 
Figure 62: Mask layout designed for the Heidelberg exposure study consisting of 40 
reticles of each of three designs (left); photo of the final mask (right). 
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porous gold samples fabricated using EOP. An additional undesired mask-diffraction effect 
is visible in the images for samples EOP-2 and EOP-3 shown in Figure 64. In this case, the
Figure 63: Microscope images of the nanoporous mask created by the 1-μm Heidelberg 
(left) and corresponding 1818 photoresist patterns created using the nanoporous mask and 
AFIT’s EVG® UV photolithography exposure system. 
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Figure 64: Nanoporous surfaces fabricated with extreme-optimized photolithography. 
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mask-diffraction exposed small regions of photoresist in the centers of the pores, which 
resulted in tiny gold protrusions in the centers of the pores. These protrusions were not 
consistent throughout the 6×6 mm2 porous surface patterns because of minor variations in 
mask-to-sample gap during UV exposure. Additionally, these protrusions were never 
observed in the pores for sample EOP-1 because the feature sizes are large enough to 
prevent the mask diffraction pattern from exposing the photoresist pillars. Figure 65 further 
illustrate this diffraction effect by showing SEM images of samples that we patterned by 
both the EVG® UV exposure and the follow-on DUV exposure which patterns the 
underlying SF11 photoresist. Evident in Figure 65 is the increasing consistency of exposed 
photoresist in the center of the photoresist pillars as the pore size gets smaller (“black dots” 
on the left-side images for EOP-2 and EOP-3). Additionally, it is worth noting the existence 
of these “black dots” at the ends of the horizontal and vertical lines shown in the bottom 
right SEM image in Figure 65. This provides additional evidence that the gold protrusions 
forming in the pore centers are caused by a mask-diffraction pattern – because the 
diffraction pattern exposure areas (i.e. “black dots”) cease to exist for areas of the mask 
that do not contain intersection lines. Figure 66 provides another image that supports this 
conclusion. The two anomalies visible in Figure 66 are photoresist pillars that were not 
removed from the surface during the metal liftoff step. The photoresist pillar positioned 
toward the bottom of Figure 66 clearly shows a hole in its center which corresponds to the 
size of the gold protrusion. Table 13 provides a summary of the nanoporous surface 
fabrication results achieved using EOP. However, these results are imperfect because of 
the existence of the gold protrusions in many of the pores for samples EOP-2, EOP-3, and 
EOP-4.  
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Figure 65: SEM images of patterned 1818-SF11 photoresist layers showing undesired 
UV exposures in the center of the photoresist pillars caused by a diffraction pattern that is 
established by the mask windows (NOTE: these patterns have a 200Å cold-sputtered gold 
layer to facilitate SEM imaging). 
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Figure 66: SEM image of sample EOP-2 showing the undesired mask-diffraction effects 
that occur during UV exposure of the 1818 photoresist; the two small anomalies are gold-
covered photoresist plugs that remained following the metal liftoff. 
Table 13. Nanoporous surface fabrication results achieved with Extreme-Optimized 
Photolithography. 
Sample 
Designed  
Diameter  
(nm) 
Fabricated 
Diameter 
(nm) 
Designed 
Porosity 
Fabricated 
Porosity 
Designed 
Aspect 
Ratio 
Fabricated 
Aspect  
Ratio 
EOP‐1  5000  4400  0.55  0.42  0.10  0.14 
EOP‐2*  4000  3300  0.50  0.34  0.13  0.19 
EOP‐3*  3000  2800  0.44  0.39  0.17  0.22 
EOP‐4*  2000  2500  0.35  0.55  0.25  0.24 
 
*sample contains regions of significant pattern deformation caused by mask‐diffraction effects 
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4.2.2 Electron-Beam Lithography 
The gold nanoporous surfaces shown in Figure 37 were laid out in L-Edit for patterning 
with AFRL’s electron-beam lithography system. Because the e-beam patterning process 
involves using a negative-tone photoresist (“ma-N 2403”) that has not previously been used 
at AFRL, an e-beam exposure study was performed to determine optimal e-beam exposure 
settings. To perform this study, L-Edit was used to layout a test-coupon containing 
100×100 μm2 nanoporous patterns of each of the five designs shown in Figure 37. The  
e-beam system was used to pattern six copies of this test-coupon on a silicon wafer piece 
containing a 150 nm evaporated gold layer and a layer of “ma-N 2403” photoresist. Each 
of the six test coupon copies were written at unique e-beam settings to determine the 
optimal settings. Figure 67 shows images of the highest quality test-coupon that was 
fabricated during the e-beam exposure study. This test-coupon corresponded to an e-beam 
exposure of 150 μC/cm2. Unfortunately, the highest porosity nanoporous designs did not 
survive the gold-liftoff process as shown by the bottom two designs of the test-coupon 
shown in Figure 67. However, a detailed inspection of the nanoporous surfaces that did 
survive showed a remarkably high-quality pattern of 200 nm diameter pores. Figure 68 
shows SEM images of these patterns. Although the pattern for EBL-4 did not survive the 
gold-liftoff, regions of undisturbed nano-pores were visible and enabled the SEM image 
for EBL-4. Thus, it may be possible to fabricate a sample of EBL-4 by using a more delicate 
gold-liftoff procedure. Figure 69 further illustrates the quality of these nanoporous surfaces 
by showing near-perfect dimensions for pore diameter and pore spacing.  
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Figure 67: Microscope image of the highest quality test-coupon fabricated during the e-
beam exposure study (left); SEM images of the highest porosity samples that were 
destroyed during the gold-liftoff procedure. 
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Figure 68: SEM images of nanoporous gold surface regions – taken from the highest 
quality test-coupon fabricated during the e-beam exposure study. 
Figure 69: Key dimensions of nanoporous gold surface regions taken from the best  
e-beam lithography test-exposure coupon. 
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Having determined the optimal e-beam exposure settings and demonstrated successful 
fabrication of high quality nanoporous surfaces, the focus shifted to making nanoporous 
sample sizes large enough to allow SEY testing. To do this, design EBL-2 was used to 
create a 500×500 μm2 nanoporous pattern in L-Edit that was loaded in the e-beam 
lithography system. The e-beam system was then used to write the 500×500 μm2 pattern 
and repeat the process approximately 40 times to create a ~20×20 mm2 sample of design 
EBL-2. Because of the number of individual octagons (pores) that had to be patterned 
(nearly 2 billion), the e-beam exposure took several days to complete. Figure 70 shows a 
“before and after” photo of sample EBL-2. The upper left quadrant of the pattern that is 
missing from the post-liftoff photo was due to an over-exposure of the e-beam resist for 
that region. Figure 71 shows a close-up SEM image of the nano-pores in sample EBL-2, 
which match the high quality pores obtained during the test-coupon fabrication. Figure 72 
shows four SEM images captured from different regions of sample EBL-2. These images 
Figure 70: Large-area (~20×20 mm2) pattern of sample EBL-2 before performing the 
gold-liftoff (left) and after performing the gold-liftoff (right). 
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Figure 71: SEM image of the ~20×20 mm2 sized sample EBL-2 showing excellent pore 
shape, size, spacing, and pattern consistency. 
Figure 72: SEM images of various locations from the large-area sample EBL-2 showing 
the varying degree of pore-plug residue that remained after performing the gold liftoff. 
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illustrate a new fabrication challenge when making large-area patterns: it is very difficult 
to remove all of the gold nano-pore plugs that are created during gold-liftoff. This challenge 
was partially overcome by submerging the sample upside-down in acetone during 
additional ultrasonic cleaning attempts. However, some of the pore-plug residue remained 
and therefore must be accounted for during SEY measurements. Based on SEM images of 
sample EBL-2, it is estimated that less than 5% of the surface area is contaminated with 
pore-plug residue. Table 14 provides a summary of the fabrication results obtained using 
e-beam lithography in conjunction with gold evaporation and a gold-liftoff. 
 
4.3 Porous Surface Materials Characterization Results 
4.3.1 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
Due to the small size of pores involved in these surfaces (which could foster the 
trapping of contaminants) and the various fabrication chemicals and processes involved, 
an EDS study was performed to better characterize the samples. Figure 73 shows the EDS 
results for both the sputtered gold reference sample and the electroplated gold reference 
Table 14. Nanoporous surface fabrication results obtained with e-beam lithography. 
Sample 
Designed  
Diameter  
(nm) 
Fabricated 
Diameter 
(nm) 
Designed 
Porosity 
Fabricated 
Porosity 
Designed 
Aspect 
Ratio 
Fabricated 
Aspect  
Ratio 
EBL‐1*  200  201.5  0.20  0.20  0.75  0.74 
EBL‐2*  200  201.5  0.30  0.30  0.75  0.74 
EBL‐3*  200  194  0.40  0.36  0.75  0.77 
EBL‐4**  200  201.5  0.50  0.51  0.75  0.74 
EBL‐5***  200  Unknown  0.60  Unknown  0.75  Unknown 
 
*7x7 mm2 samples contain regions of pore‐plug residue 
**largest sample was 100×100 μm2 and was partially destroyed during gold liftoff 
***largest sample was 100×100 μm2 sample was completely destroyed during gold liftoff 
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sample. The EDS was performed using a 20-μA electron beam current of 20 keV electrons 
directed at the gold samples. These 20 keV electrons penetrate deep into the target where 
they interact with atoms in the bulk material. Some of these interactions will cause inner-
shell electrons to be ejected, creating an electron hole, which can be filled by an electron 
from an outer orbital. When such an electron fills the hole, the difference in electron energy 
 
 
Figure 73: Bulk composition analysis of the sputtered (top) and electroplated (bottom) 
reference samples obtained using Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy (EDS). 
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can be given off as an x-ray that is characteristic of the atomic structure of the emitting 
element. In this way, EDS allows the elemental composition of the bulk material to be 
determined. The only anomaly detected with EDS was the strong indication of a silicon 
presence in the sputtered gold reference sample (see top left of Figure 73). A secondary 
analysis of the penetration depth of the 20 keV EDS electrons determined that the silicon 
peak is present because the electrons are penetrating through the 150 nm gold layer and 
into the silicon substrate. This secondary analysis was done computationally using Win X-
Ray to perform 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations of 20 keV electrons penetrating into a gold 
surface. Figure 74 shows a cross-sectional view of the resulting electron paths determined 
by Win X-Ray (blue lines represent absorbed electrons; red lines represent back-scattered 
 
Figure 74: Win X-Ray Monte Carlo simulation performed 10,000 times using 20 keV 
electrons at a beam current of 20 μA directed towards a gold surface. 
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electrons). Figure 74 confirms the fact that numerous EDS electrons penetrated beyond the 
150 nm gold layer and into the silicon nitride layer and silicon substrate causing the silicon 
peak in the EDS plot for the sputtered gold. There is no corresponding silicon peak in the 
EDS plot for electroplated gold because the electroplating process deposited 5.6 μm of 
gold. An additional EDS was performed on microporous sample 2-1 to ensure there were 
no residual photoresist contaminants (i.e. carbon-containing organic compounds) in the 
pores. The EDS plots from this study showed no such contaminants and looked remarkably 
similar to the plots shown in Figure 73. 
4.3.2 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
A surface chemical analysis was performed on both the sputtered and electroplated 
reference samples using XPS. Incident x-rays were provided by a Magnesium Kα source 
emitting at 1253.6 eV. A “VG Scienta R3000” hemispherical analyzer was used to detect 
escaping electrons and characterize their energies. In this setup, the x-rays bombard the 
gold sample causing electrons to be ejected from different orbital shells. Because these 
electrons will have a small mean free path within the material, only electrons generated 
near the surface (~10 nm) will escape the material, allowing for detection by the analyzer. 
In this way, XPS is a surface characterization technique. Figure 75 shows the wide-scan 
XPS results for both the sputtered and electroplated gold reference samples. Both the 
sputtered and electroplated gold XPS results are in reasonable agreement with other 
published XPS results for sputtered and electroplated gold [109]–[111]. The primary 
difference shown by the XPS characterization is a change in the carbon-oxygen atomic 
concentrations at the surface, with the percentage of gold concentration relatively 
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unchanged. Although not predicted, this compositional difference is not unexpected when 
comparing the sputtering process (involving UHV conditions and a gold target that is 
99.999% pure) to the electroplating process (involving gold in aqueous solution containing 
other proprietary chemicals). The difference in topography of these gold depositions 
(visible in Figure 60) will also play a role in the type of and concentration of non-native 
species that adsorb to the surface. These differences in surface atomic concentration will 
also be evident in the SEY measurements shown in the next section.  
Figure 75: Surface elemental composition of the sputtered and electroplated reference 
samples obtained using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy with a Mg Kα x-ray source. 
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4.4 SEY Measurements 
SEY measurements were performed on two non-porous gold reference samples 
(sputtered and electroplated gold) and the five microporous gold surfaces presented in 
Section 4.1. These SEY measurements were performed over the course of three months 
(August – September 2016) at the AFRL Materials and Manufacturing Directorate. 
Numerous previous SEY measurement attempts were conducted to refine the techniques 
used during data collection. Specific attention was given to performing all measurements 
using identical methods to ensure parity between the measurements. Samples were loaded 
into the vacuum chamber load-lock one day and allowed to pump down for at least 4 hours 
before transferring to the main chamber. Once loaded in the main chamber, samples were 
pumped down at least 12 hours (overnight) before measurements were recorded – this 
ensured the measurements were conducted under UHV conditions (< 5×10-9 Torr). Prior 
to data recording, the STAIB Instruments DESA 150 energy analyzer was used to provide 
an image of the porous surface (equivalent to an SEM). This image was used to align the 
porous surface with the e-gun and to focus the e-gun to ensure that only the porous surface 
was exposed to the e-beam. The vertical sample manipulator shown in Figure 42 was used 
for alignment adjustments. The e-gun filament current was adjusted between 1.18 and 1.19 
amps to provide a ~20 nA sample current with the +100V bias applied. This ~20 nA sample 
current (corresponding to the e-beam current) was chosen to minimize electron 
conditioning of the sample surface (i.e. chemical alterations to the surface).  
Figure 76 shows the measured SEY for all microporous samples as well as the two gold 
reference samples. The error bars bound two standard deviations above and below the 
sample mean, providing a 95% confidence interval that the true mean is within the bars 
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(Note: error bars are not shown for the reference samples). When considering how to 
suppress multipactor by reducing SEY, there are two key parameters of interest on the SEY 
curves: (1) the first crossover energy, E1, and (2) the maximum total SEY, σmax (see Figure 
17). Any surface modification method that increases E1 will reduce the multipactor 
susceptibility region (see Figure 7) because lower-energy electrons will no longer 
contribute to SEE. Similarly, any surface modification method that lowers σmax will reduce 
the multipactor susceptibility region because fewer electrons will be generated by SEE 
events. Figure 77 provides a closer look at these SEY-curve regions. The effect modifying 
surface topography has on E1 is somewhat evident in Figure 77 (left) by the rightward 
Figure 76: Secondary electron yield (SEY) measurements of microporous gold surfaces 
obtained using the Air Force Research Laboratory SEY measurement chamber (Error 
bars show 2 standard deviations above and below the sample mean). 
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shifting of the curves with increasing porosity and aspect ratio. More impressively, the 
effect modifying surface topography has on lowering σmax is clearly visible in Figure 77 
(right) by the lowering of the curves with increasing Porosity and aspect ratio.  
Because these porous samples consist of two regions: mesas of electroplated gold and 
valleys of sputtered gold, the SEY curves for reference samples of those regions becomes 
important to understanding the results. Figure 78 provides a closer look at the exclusive 
SEY curves for these non-porous regions alongside an SEM image of both regions. For 
consistency, the error bars bound two standard deviations above and below the sample 
mean. A surprising result shown in Figure 78 is that the smoother sputtered gold surface 
has a lower σmax. This is attributed to the different chemistries these surfaces have, as 
previously identified by the XPS study discussed in Section 4.3.2. The differences in the 
reference sample SEY curves must be considered for when analyzing the results provided 
in Figure 76 because they will account for some of the changes to the SEY curves. 
Fortunately, the 2D and 3D porous surface SEY models, previously developed in Section 
Figure 77: Key regions of secondary electron yield (SEY) measurement curves: low-
energy region with first SEY crossover (left); SEY-maximum region (right). 
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3.1, account for these differences in the parameters non-pore and pore-bottom. Therefore, we 
can now use the data shown in Figure 78, along with the microporous surface fabrication 
data provided Table 11, to predict SEY curves for microporous gold samples.  
Figure 79 shows plots of SEY predictions for both the 2D and 3D models, alongside 
the relevant experimentally measured SEY curves from Figure 76. The data for all samples 
in Figure 79, over the range 400 eV to 1200 eV, shows the improved prediction capability 
provided by the 3D SEY model. For samples 1-1 and 1-2, the vertical separation between 
the predicted curves and the measured curves is attributed to the pore deformation that 
occurred for these close-packed samples (see Figure 56 and Figure 57). By contrast, the 
near-perfect overlap of the predicted and measured curves for samples 2-1, 3-1, and 3-2 
helps validate both the 2D and 3D models because these samples had near-perfect 
cylindrical pores (see Figure 58, Figure 59, and Figure 60).   
Figure 78: Secondary electron yield measurements of gold reference samples with error 
bars showing two standard deviations above and below the sample mean (left); SEM 
image showing differences between sputtered and electroplated gold topographies (right). 
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Figure 79: Comparison of 2D and 3D secondary electron yield (SEY) model predictions 
to SEY measurements of microporous gold surfaces (Error bars shows 2 standard 
deviations above and below the sample mean). 
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4.5 New SEY Measurement Chamber 
A major part of this research effort was the construction of AFIT’s first SEY 
measurement chamber, which was completed 1 December 2016. However, after 1 day of 
initial operation, the Faraday cup attached to the ELG-2 became inoperable because of 
mechanical binding in the manual rotator knob that prevented the Faraday cup to fully open 
and close. After consultation with Kimball Physics, the ELG-2 was removed and shipped 
to Kimball Physics for repair. The repaired e-gun was received 9 December and reinstalled 
but the same problem returned in February 2017, resulting in a second removal and return 
to Kimball Physics for further repairs. Since then, the Faraday cup has performed with no 
further problems. However, because this was now a recurring problem, an inquiry was 
made into the source of the problem and the repair. The technical representative from 
Kimball Physics stated that they, “found that the actuator was rubbing the end of the Cu 
block” and that this is this is “usually not a problem, but…maybe during the initial 
machining process the Cu got too hot and is now softer than usual.” The manufacture’s 
repair involved filing the copper block down and applying some Mo lubricant. When asked 
if the user could cause the problem, Kimball Physics insisted that scenario is unlikely. 
Furthermore, the Kimball Physics technical representative expressed great confidence in 
the reliability of the rotary-actuated Faraday cup design because they have performed 
extremely reliably in the past. The technical representative did reiterate the importance of 
limiting bakeout temperature to 200°C or below as a restriction provided by the 
manufacturer of the rotary feedthrough, Huntington Mechanical Labs, Inc. Figure 80 shows 
the mechanical drawings of the rotary feedthrough including the bakeout specification 
[112].  
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Figure 81 shows the final SEY measurement system. The system consisted of the 
original Kurt Lesker UHV chamber, Kimball Physics ELG-2 e-gun and EGPS-1022 power 
supply, UHV-Designs 5-axis sample manipulator, two Keithley model 6514 electrometers, 
a custom-made 27V battery enclosure, and a custom-made LabVIEW® data collection 
program. The custom LabVIEW® program was designed to control both Keithley 
electrometers and record their respective currents (one for the Faraday cup and one for the 
sample). The program allows the user to control the e-beam settings using the EGPS-1022 
power supply while manually entering the e-beam energy in a prompt provided by the 
LabVIEW® program.  
Figure 80: Mechanical drawings of the rotary feedthrough used to actuate the Faraday 
cup on the ELG-2 electron gun [112]. 
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Figure 82 shows the custom-made 27V battery enclosure that was incorporated instead 
of a programmable DC supply to minimize sample-to-ground current leakage. This 
technique was learned as a best practice from Professor I. Monterro during discussions at 
the 2017 International Workshop on Multipactor, Corona, and Passive Intermodulation. 
Unfortunately, subsequent testing of the SEY system consistently revealed a 3-nA leakage 
current measured between the sample and ground with no e-beam illumination. Evidence 
gathered from additional troubleshooting has revealed the existence of a low-resistance 
sample-to-ground path somewhere within the sample manipulator. This leakage current 
was determined to be extremely stable, with a total variation less than 0.1% over 62 sample 
current measurements recorded at different e-beam energies. Given the existence of this 
 
Figure 81: AFIT’s first dedicated secondary electron yield (SEY) measurement system. 
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leakage current, the SEY measurement methodology was modified by adding a step to 
measure the sample leakage current. The new procedure followed a 3-step process: 
1) measure the e-beam current using the Faraday cup; 
 
2) measure the sample leakage current by recording the sample current with the 
Faraday cup covering the e-gun (new); 
 
3) measure the sample current with the Faraday cup open and the e-beam 
illuminating the sample. 
The leakage current measured in step 2 would be subtracted from the sample current during 
post-measurement data processing.  
Using this procedure, SEY measurements were performed on both the sputtered gold 
and electroplated gold reference samples. Figure 83 shows the results from these 
measurements. The data shown in Figure 83 contains three noteworthy features: two of 
these add credibility to this measurement system while the third raises a concern about the 
Figure 82: Metallic battery enclosure designed to provide a -27 Volt DC bias to the 
sample with minimal current leakage. 
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accuracy of the system. First, the SEY of the electroplated gold is higher than the SEY of 
the sputtered gold, which is consistent with the AFRL SEY measurements (Figure 78) and 
adds credibility to the system. Second, the SEY curves for both samples “rebound” at 
extremely low primary energy, which is consistent with the shape of these curves as shown 
in Figure 17. This “rebound” effect results from the inability of extremely low-energy 
electrons to create true secondary electrons that have sufficient energy to overcome the 
material’s work function and escape. Thus, the only electron emissions from the surface 
are elastically backscattered electrons, which become the dominant electron-surface 
interaction as the primary energy decreases to zero. The observation of this SEY “rebound 
 
Figure 83: Secondary electron yield (SEY) measurements of the microporous gold 
reference samples obtained with the new AFIT SEY measurement chamber. 
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effect” adds additional credibility to the SEY measurement system. The third noteworthy 
feature is the unusually high SEY values that were measured for both gold reference 
samples. The SEY data compiled by D.C. Joy does not show gold SEY values above 1.8 
[102]. While it is possible that many of the measurements compiled by Joy were sputter-
cleaned prior to SEY measurements (a process that would lower the SEY), the fact that 
SEY measurements of these samples performed at AFRL showed values in line with the 
data compiled by Joy, raises a concern. One explanation is that the sample leakage currents 
change when the e-beam illuminates the sample, which would render the new measurement 
methodology invalid. Figure 84 shows the sample leakage currents recorded while 
performing the SEY measurements shown in Figure 83. Although the magnitude of the 
leakage current shifted between the measurements of the two samples, the consistency of 
the currents for each sample is remarkable. The shift in leakage current from 3 nA for the 
 
Figure 84: Plots of the sample leakage currents measured while performing SEY 
measurements of the two gold reference samples. 
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electroplated gold to 3.3 nA for the sputtered gold is attributed to the sample puck loading 
procedure. Because the sample manipulator was previously shown to have a low-resistance 
path between the sample and ground, the process of transferring the puck into the 
manipulator basket is believed to have caused enough physical jarring to change the low-
resistance path.  Unfortunately, subsequent SEY measurements, which involved additional 
sample loading and unloading, demonstrated an ever-increasing and inconsistent leakage 
current (over 10 nA) from measurement to measurement. This indicates the need to have 
the sample manipulator examined for repair. Eliminating the sample-to-ground leakage 
current should be considered a high priority because it would increase confidence in the 
accuracy of the system. Finally, the ability of the sample manipulator to heat and cool 
samples provides an exciting capability for future research. The ability to conduct 
temperature-dependent SEY studies is extremely rare in the SEY research community and 
makes the new AFIT SEY measurement system stand out as a unique experimental 
measurement capability.  
4.6 Thermomechanical Simulation Results 
Table 15 shows the results from the thermomechanical simulations that were performed 
using CoventorWare®. Because the second research question in Chapter I was concerned 
with examining the differences between microporous and nanoporous surfaces, the 
simulations were performed for two pore sizes: a 10-μm diameter pore with an aspect ratio 
of 1.0 and a 200 nm diameter pore with an aspect ratio of 1.0. Positional displacement 
measurements were made of each simulated pore during steady state high and low 
temperature exposures of 400°C and -200°C. As Table 15 shows, the amount of pore 
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expansion and contraction is extremely small relative to the pore’s dimensions. 
Furthermore, these changes result in negligible effects to the aspect ratio, Porosity, and the 
overall SEY of an equivalent engineered surface. Additionally, this data indicates that 
equivalent thermomechanical effects can be expected for porous surfaces made from other 
multipactor suppression metals of interest (e.g. Ag, Cu, stainless steel). This is because the 
linear thermal expansion coefficients are similar for all of these metals (αL = 14.2 ppm/°C 
for Au; αL = 19.68 ppm/°C for Ag, αL = 16.5 ppm/°C for Cu, and αL ranges 9.9 – 17.3 
ppm/°C for stainless steel). 
 
4.7 Summary 
This chapter provided the results obtained by this research effort. These results included 
the successful fabrication of five of the nine microporous surface designs and successful 
fabrication of three of the five nanoporous surface designs. Optical lithography in 
conjunction with electroplating was shown to provide high quality microporous surfaces. 
However, the fabrication of nanoporous surfaces using optical lithography was proven to 
be extremely challenging and ultimately, unsuccessful. However, e-beam lithography 
Table 15. Thermomechanical effects of extreme temperatures on a gold micro/nano-pore. 
  Temp. 
(°C) 
Height 
(μm) 
Diameter 
(μm)  RA   escape-3DP  
Change to 
Porosity 
Change to 
σporous‐surface* 
Micro‐
Pore 
23  10.000  10.000  1.000  0.366  0.00%  0.00% 
400  10.052  10.068  0.998  0.367  1.37%  ‐0.67% 
‐200  9.976  9.969  0.001  0.366  ‐0.62%  0.30% 
Nano‐
Pore 
23  0.200  0.200  1.000  0.366  0.00%  0.00% 
400  0.201  0.201  0.999  0.367  1.38%  ‐0.67% 
‐200  0.199  0.199  1.000  0.366  ‐0.62%  0.31% 
*Assumes Porosity = 0.5; σnon-pore = 1.7; σpore-bottom = 1.6 
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combined with metal evaporation provided high quality nanoporous surfaces. The results 
from two different materials characterization studies (EDS and XPS) were presented 
showing high purity gold samples in both the bulk material and at the surface. Surface 
contamination consisted of carbon and oxygen, which was expected. SEY measurement 
data for the microporous surfaces was presented showing the dramatic effect that surface 
topography can have on SEY. Preliminary SEY data measured using the new AFIT SEY 
measurement system was presented to demonstrate a functional system. Finally, the results 
of the thermomechanical analysis were presented which showed the negligible effect that 
extreme temperatures would have on a microporous or nanoporous surface and its ability 
to control SEY. 
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V. Analysis 
 
This chapter provides an in-depth analysis of the results obtained during this research 
effort. Section 5.1 revisits the semi-empirical porous surface SEY models that were 
presented in Section 3.1 in order to develop a more generalized semi-empirical SEY model 
for a roughened surface. Section 5.2 provides a detailed analysis of the experimentally 
measured SEY data for the microporous samples along with a comparison of this data to 
the semi-empirical SEY model predictions. Finally, Section 5.3 provides an overarching 
analysis of this effort resulting in the proposal of specific engineered surface topographies 
for multipactor suppression.  
5.1 Generalized SEY Model for Roughened Surfaces 
Section 3.1 developed two semi-empirical SEY models for a porous surface. However, 
there are limitless non-porous patterns that could be used for SEY control. Returning to the 
general equations for the porous surface SEY model (Equations 26 and 28), they can be 
combined to provide, 
      porous-surface pore-bottom escape non-pore 1  P Porosity Porosity   .  (63)
Let us now consider a periodically patterned surface containing unspecified features such 
as the one shown in Figure 85. For such a surface, Equation 63 now becomes, 
      rough-surface bottom-surface escape top-surface 1  P FD FD   ,  (64)
where FD is the surface density of unspecified features (similar to Porosity) defined, 
  Surface Area of Features
Total Surface Area
FD . 
(65)
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Equation 64 provides a generalized model for the SEY of a periodically patterned surface 
of unspecified features. The Pescape term depends on the specific geometry of the features 
while the FD term depends on the feature-to-feature spacing. Considering FD as the 
independent variable, Equation 64 can be rearranged into a general “y = mx + b” format: 
   rough-surface bottom-surface escape top-surface top-surface    P FD    .  (66)
Equation 66 indicates the importance of selecting a low-SEY material for the top surface 
because it is the y-intercept of the model. Because σbottom-surface will always be less than or 
equal to σtop-surface the slope of Equation 66 will always be negative (ignoring the case of an 
unpatterned surface). Consequently, in order to minimize σrough-surface, both the feature 
density and aspect ratio should be maximized.  
A more specific periodically patterned rough surface that shows promise for 
multipactor suppression is a grooved or trenched surface. Figure 86 shows an illustration 
of a grooved surface. These surfaces are advantageous for multipactor suppression for two 
 
Figure 85: Periodically patterned surface based on unspecified features used for 
developing a general SEY model for engineered surfaces. 
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reasons: (1) grooves can be orientated in the direction of electromagnetic wave propagation 
to minimize insertion loss in a microwave or RF device; (2) grooved surfaces can be 
fabricated using a laser ablation process that would be significantly easier to implement in 
a production-scale manufacturing process [73]. Equation 64 could be used to develop a 
semi-empirical model for a grooved surface. The only term that would need to be derived 
is Pescape, which would require a 3D trench model to account for the lack of symmetry in 
the plane of the surface (unlike the case of a cylindrical pore, which has this symmetry). 
The obvious drawback to using a grooved surface for secondary electron recapture (instead 
of a porous surface) is the inability of the grooves to recapture electrons emitted parallel to 
the grooves. Thus, we would expect a grooved surface to be slightly less efficient than a 
porous surface for the purpose of recapturing electrons. Fully developing this SEY model 
and experimentally verifying are considered top priorities for follow-on work.  
 
Figure 86: Grooved surface topography for multipactor suppression, feasible with a laser 
ablation process. 
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5.2 Analysis of Measured vs. Modeled SEY Data 
The data shown in Figure 76 contains several noteworthy features to analyze more 
closely. First, the error bars, indicating two 2 standard deviations above and below the 
mean, provide high confidence that the experimentally-observed trend of reducing σmax 
values as Porosity and AR are increased is real. This trend was also observed through 
modeling as shown in Figure 87, which provides SEY-modeled curves that correspond to 
the experimental curves shown in Figure 76. The curve for a proposed design was 
generated using the 3D model (Equations 26, 28, and 46) and illustrates the predicted SEY 
curve of a porous sample with Porosity = 0.5 and AR = 2.  
 
 
Figure 87: Plot of semi-empirical 3D SEY model predictions based on the gold reference 
SEY data collected and the specific dimensions of the microporous samples fabricated in 
this effort (Note: the proposed design has Porosity = 0.5 and AR = 2.0. 
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Another noteworthy feature of the curves in Figure 76 is the small degree of upward 
concavity in the range 200 – 600 eV for the sputtered reference, sample 1-1 and sample  
1-2 curves. This concavity has previously been observed and reported by Nistor et al. for 
gold surfaces, referring to the anomaly as a “shoulder” [10]. Nistor proposes that this 
shoulder is a transitioning of the gold SEY curve to a modified SEY curve that represents 
the SEY of the chemically altered surface, which contains both carbon-based adsorbates 
and oxygen-based condensates. The shoulder fades with increasing primary energy 
because higher energy electrons penetrate through the layer of non-native adsorbates and 
condensates and into the pure bulk gold. Thus, at higher primary energies, the measured 
SEY curve reflects the SEY of pure gold, while at lower primary energies the measured 
SEY curve reflects the SEY of a chemical mixture of the non-native species at the surface. 
Figure 78 shows this shouldering in the sputtered gold reference but not the electroplated 
gold reference. This is likely attributable to the increase in atomic concentration of carbon 
in the sputtered gold, detected using XPS and shown in Figure 75. Interestingly, the 
predicted curves for the close-packed samples (1-1 and 1-2) do not accurately predict the 
SEY shoulder that was measured for these samples (see top of Figure 79). It is likely that 
the pore sidewall breakdown observed in both of these samples combined with the pore 
deformation observed in sample 1-2 is responsible for this curve mismatch. For example, 
the measured curve for sample 1-2 contains a larger influence from the sputtered gold 
region because the pores were deformed with sidewall breakdown. However, the predicted 
results for sample 1-2 do not account for this increased influence. Since the sputtered gold 
reference showed an increase in the shoulder effect, this explains the failure of the predicted 
curves to account for this phenomenon accurately in samples 1-1 and 1-2. 
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Another way to analyze the measured and predicted data is to consider only the 
maximum value of the SEY curves (σmax). Figure 88 shows predicted σmax curves 
(determined using the semi-empirical 3D porous surface SEY model) plotted against 
Porosity for a variety of aspect ratios of interest. Overlaid on this plot are the measured 
values of σmax for each microporous sample, to provide perspective on how accurately the 
model predicts the σmax values. The failure of the model to predict the SEY for samples 1-
1 and 1-2 (attributed to their pore sidewall breakdown and imperfect cylindrical shape) is 
evident in the rightmost two data points. The construct of the graph in Figure 88 is helpful 
to determine the design of future porous surface test samples for the purpose of model 
validation. For example, a future porous surface design should have Porosity = 0.5 and  
AR = 2. Two additional porous surface designs that would help validate the model would 
have Porosity = 0.65 and AR = 1 and Porosity = 0.7 and AR = 0.5. 
 
 
Figure 88: Plot of 3D SEY model predictions with experimentally measured maximum 
SEY values overlaid. 
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5.3 Engineered Surface Designs for Multipactor Suppression 
As stated in Section 1.5, the goal of this dissertation is to determine optimal surface 
topographies to control the secondary electron yield for the purpose of multipactor 
suppression. However, because the scope of this research was limited to modeling and 
testing cylindrical porous surfaces, the explicit achievement of this goal is limited to these 
cylindrically porous topographies. Fortunately, the model developed and experimentally 
validated, provides the capability to consider other types of patterned surfaces (i.e. grooved 
surfaces) in addition to other types of materials such as silver, copper, or stainless steel.  
According to the semi-empirical SEY modeled data shown in Figure 87, the topography 
that would achieve a multipactor-free gold surface based on cylindrical pores must have 
Porosity ≥ 0.5 and AR ≥ 2.0. According to the semi-empirical 3D SEY model (Equations 
26, 28, and 46) and measured values of σnon-pore = 1.7 and σpore-bottom = 1.65, an engineered 
surface based on that topography will constrain the entire SEY curve to values at or below 
unity. However, it is vital to recognize the role played by the empirically measured 
parameters, σnon-pore and σpore-bottom (i.e. the SEY of the two gold reference samples), in this 
multipactor-free surface. To illustrate the point, we can use the semi-empirical 3D SEY 
model to recalculate the σmax value of the proposed design curve shown in Figure 87 using 
10% larger values of σnon-pore and σpore-bottom. Such an increase in these parameters would 
cause the same engineered surface (i.e. Porosity ≥ 0.5 and AR ≥ 2.0) to have σmax = 1.125, 
a 10% increase that jeopardizes the ability of the surface to fully suppress a multipactor. 
This caveat becomes more significant when considering the large range of SEY data that 
has been measured for different elements. In 2005, Lin and Joy studied this SEY-
measurement-variation problem by examining over 80 years of published SEY data from 
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more than one hundred different groups of authors [113]. The following quote from their 
paper provides a useful summary of the situation: 
“An examination of this data is discouraging, because it is evident that even for 
common elements (such as Al or Au) for which there are often a dozen or more independent 
sets of data available, the level of agreement is rarely better than 25% and often shows 
relative divergences of 100% or more. The result of this situation is that anyone seeking 
yield data to explain an observation or to validate a model can usually find multiple values 
spanning a large enough range to support or disprove any assertion” [113]. 
In their paper, Lin and Joy propose a Monte Carlo simulation method for generating “…an 
optimized SE yield profile for each element for which an adequate supply of experimental 
results is available [113].” Using this method Lin and Joy determined δmax(Au) = 1.28, 
which is reasonably lower value than the σmax gold reference values measured in this 
research: σmax(electroplated Au) = 1.7 and σmax(sputtered Au) = 1.65). This difference is 
reasonable because the Lin and Joy value is the true SEY (no backscattered electrons), 
while the values measured in this effort are the total SEY which includes backscattered 
electrons. However, referring to the general shape of the SEE distribution (Figure 16a) and 
the general shape of the SEY curves (Figure 17) we note that δmax is a fraction of σmax. 
Thus, we can create a simple correction factor and expression for estimating σmax of 
different metals according to the following,  
 
max-gold
max-metal max-metal
max-gold


 
 , 
(67)
where σmax-gold = 1.7 (the measured SEY of electroplated gold in this research) and δmax-gold 
= 1.28 (the value determined by Lin and Joy) and δmax-metal is the true SEY listed in the Lin 
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and Joy database [113].  Equation 67 allows us to calculate estimates of the porous surface 
design parameters needed to suppress multipactor. Table 16 provides a summary of these 
design parameters for a multipactor-free porous surface based on cylindrical pores. If we 
consider the Table 16 data in reference to a grooved surface (which would have a lower 
Pescape than a surface of cylindrical pores because electron-emission trajectories that parallel 
the grooves would have an escape probability close to 1), we would expect grooved 
surfaces for multipactor suppression to have AR > 2. It should be re-emphasized that Table 
16 is providing estimates to guide future SEY control studies using porous surfaces. The 
SEY database published by Joy provides a reasonable cross-check and validation of the 
“Estimate of σmax” data provided in Table 16 [102]. 
 
5.4 Summary 
This chapter provided a detailed analysis of the results obtained by this research effort. 
The semi-empirical SEY model for a porous surface that was proposed in Section 3.1 was 
revisited, analyzed, and generalized for use with any periodically patterned rough surface. 
 
Table 16. Design estimates for multipactor-free porous surfaces of various metals. 
Material 
δmax from Lin 
and Joy [113] 
max-gold
max-gold


  Estimate 
of σmax  
Porous Surface Design Parameter 
Estimates that Reduce σmax ≈ 1* 
AR  Porosity 
Al  2.00  1.328  2.66  2.0  0.78 
Cr  1.80  1.328  2.39  2.0  0.73 
Ni  1.19  1.328  1.58  2.0  0.46 
Cu  1.53  1.328  2.03  2.0  0.63 
Ag  1.43  1.328  1.90  2.0  0.59 
Au  1.28  1.328  1.70  2.0  0.51 
*Assumes σnon-pore = σpore-bottom = estimate of σmax 
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A semi-empirical SEY model framework for a grooved surface was proposed and analyzed 
for its ability to recapture secondary electron emissions. The advantages of using grooved 
surfaces for multipactor suppression were also provided. The experimentally measured 
SEY data for microporous surfaces was revisited and explored in detail to explain various 
noteworthy features in the data. A related analysis was provided, which examined the semi-
empirical SEY model predictions and how they compared to measurement. Finally, the 
critical topography parameters necessary for controlling SEY were summarized and used 
to propose engineered surface designs for multipactor suppression.  
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations 
This chapter summarizes the results and impact of this research effort by providing 
conclusions and making recommendations for future work. Section 6.1 recaps the five 
research questions presented in Section 1.5, providing the answers obtained by this effort. 
Section 6.2 lays out the specific contributions realized through this dissertation. Finally, 
Section 6.3 provides specific recommendations for future work that should be performed 
to make further advances by building on the contributions of this effort. 
6.1 Answers to Research Questions 
Any scientific endeavor begins with questions aimed at understanding the unknown. 
This dissertation began with five research questions that guided the approach and methods 
used throughout this effort. Revisiting these questions provides a succinct method to 
summarize the results of this effort.  
1) What is the relationship between total SEY and the surface topography 
parameters of aspect ratio and spacing (i.e. porosity)? 
For a surface of patterned cylindrical pores, there is an inverse nonlinear relationship 
between total SEY (σporous-surface) and aspect ratio (AR) as defined by the combination of 
Equations 26, 28, and 46 and shown graphically in Figure 26. The relationship is driven by 
the inverse nonlinear relationship between Pescape and AR in Equation 46 and shown 
graphically in Figure 27. The same surface has an inverse linear relationship between 
σporous-surface and Porosity as defined in Equation 26 and shown graphically in Figure 28. 
Extrapolating these results to the generalized SEY model for a roughened surface 
(Equation 64) provides the same inverse linear relationship between σporous-surface and FD 
(feature density). Defining the specific relationship between σporous-surface and AR requires 
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knowing the formula for Pescape, which requires a specific feature geometry (i.e. cylindrical 
pores, rectangular cuboid pores, cylindrical protrusions, trenches, etc.).  However, this 
relationship can confidently be assessed as an inverse one because larger aspect ratios (i.e. 
taller surface features) will decrease the range of electron emission elevation angles that 
allow electron escape to occur. 
2) Does the absolute feature size of a patterned surface play a critical role in 
controlling SEY (i.e. how do microporous surfaces compare to nanoporous 
surfaces with regard to total SEY when they have equivalent feature aspect ratio 
and spacing)? 
For an engineered surface of cylinders, the absolute feature size plays no direct role in 
controlling SEY. This is evident in both the 2D and 3D semi-empirical SEY models by the 
absence of a term representing the cylinder diameter or height. This is logical because the 
range of polar emission angles that allow electrons to escape is the same for both a small 
pore and a large pore if those pores have the same aspect ratio. However, the answer to this 
question was only theoretically proven with the 2D and 3D SEY models. Consequently, 
experimental measurements of nanoporous surfaces are still necessary in order to have 
complete confidence in this answer. Extrapolating these results to the generalized SEY 
model for a roughened surface (Equation 64) will yield the same answer. This is because a 
regular pattern of surface features of any size and shape, will limit the polar emission angles 
that allow electrons to escape based exclusively on the ratio of feature height to feature 
width.  
3) What are the research community recognized (i.e. published) SEY 
measurement methods and what are their tradeoffs? 
Section 3.4 laid out the three widely accepted SEY measurement methods in detail and 
explained why the shaped collector method is recognized as the best practice. This is 
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because a shaped collector captures all secondary electron emissions, which are directly 
measured as a current. Additionally, the shaped collector can be positively biased to draw 
electron emissions away from the sample, eliminating the need negatively bias the sample 
to achieve the same effect [34]. This is a significant improvement for two reasons: (1) an 
applied sample bias modifies the impact energy of the primary electrons; (2) an applied 
sample bias would create strong electric field potentials around surface features causing 
unintended electrodynamic effects on both the primary and secondary electrons.  
4) Can existing micro- and nano-fabrication techniques create large-scale 
topographies of consistently spaced and sized pores or other features and if so, 
what are these techniques? 
The fabrication results presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 confirmed that both 
photolithography and e-beam lithography can be used to create surfaces of consistently 
spaced and sized pores. However, neither method was able to create large-scale samples 
containing these patterns – both methods were limited to surface patterns of 7×7 mm2 or 
smaller. Although not explored in this dissertation, the use of wet and dry chemical etches 
or the use of lasers to modify surfaces are clearly understood to be the viable fabrication 
techniques capable of creating large-scale topographies of roughened surfaces. However, 
for performing basic research to understand the mathematical relationship between σporous-
surface and surface feature shape/size/density, lithographic techniques provide an 
outstanding method for fabricating near-perfect cylindrical pore structures.  
5) How do extreme changes in temperature modify the topography of a gold porous 
surface and affect the ability of the porous surface to control SEY? 
Extreme temperature changes were shown to have an insignificant effect on the ability 
of a porous surface to control SEY. However, this conclusion was only supported with 
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modeling and simulation that considered thermomechanical effects. Therefore, an 
experimental study is warranted to confirm this conclusion. Such a study is important 
because SEY is affected by surface chemistry, crystal structure, and quantum mechanical 
band structure – all of which are altered by temperature changes (see Table 3). 
6.2 Contributions 
This research effort has resulted in several important contributions to the field of 
engineered surfaces for SEY control and multipactor suppression.  
6.2.1 Geometrically Perfect Microporous Surfaces 
Previously published research on microporous surfaces for SEY control relied on 
subtractive metal etch processes to pattern the cylindrical pores. However, the chaotic 
nature of the wet etch process resulted in pore geometries that were inconsistent with the 
cylindrical shape used to develop an SEY model of the surface. This dissertation applied 
an additive metal deposition process (electroplating) to create perfectly-shaped cylindrical 
pores that match the cylindrical shape used to develop an SEY model of the surface [114]. 
These perfectly shaped cylindrical micro-pores ensure both the modeling results and the 
experimental SEY measurements are based on the same pore geometry. 
6.2.2 Applying Nanosphere Lithography to SEY Control 
In collaboration with another AFIT PhD student who studied the application of 
nanospheres to create improved micro-contacts, we explored the application of 
nanospheres to pattern surfaces for SEY control. This work is believed to be the first time 
nanosphere lithography has been considered and explored as a surface engineering method 
for controlling SEY [115]. 
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6.2.3 New 2D Semi-Empirical SEY Model for Porous Surfaces 
A new semi-empirical SEY model for an engineered surface of cylindrical pores was 
developed based on a 2D pore model (Equations 26, 28, and 36). Predictions from this 
model were compared to experimental measurements of microporous surfaces containing 
near-perfect cylindrical pores showing reasonable agreement. This is the first known SEY 
model that accounts for both the top and bottom surface SEY using empirical 
measurements [116]. 
6.2.4 New 3D Semi-Empirical SEY Model for Porous Surfaces 
A new semi-empirical SEY model for an engineered surface of cylindrical pores was 
developed based on a 3D pore model (Equations 26, 28, and 46). A comparative analysis 
was performed on the results obtained by both the 2D and 3D pore SEY models, which 
demonstrated the improved accuracy of the 3D model. Scenarios were identified for which 
the 2D and 3D model differences are insignificant resulting in a preference for the closed-
form 2D model over the more complicated 3D model that must be solved using numerical 
integration methods. Predictions using both the 2D and 3D models were compared to 
experimental measurements of microporous surfaces containing near-perfect cylindrical 
pores. These comparisons illustrated the improved accuracy of the 3D SEY model over the 
2D SEY model. Additionally, the 3D model was used to determine an optimal topography 
for multipactor suppression using gold porous surfaces (AR = 2.0, Porosity = 0.5) [117]. 
6.2.5 Geometrically Perfect Nanoporous Surfaces 
A fabrication process was developed using electron beam lithography to produce a 
patterned surface of near-perfect gold cylindrical pores 200 nm in diameter. This effort also 
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explored and rejected the use of UV lithography for patterning engineered surfaces 
consisting of pore diameters on the order of a micron or less because of pattern diffraction 
effects associated with the UV exposure [118]. 
6.2.6 Extreme Temperature Effects on Micro- and Nano-Pores  
A thermomechanical simulation study was performed to explore the effect extreme 
temperature changes would have on the physical size and shape of a gold micro-pore and 
nano-pore. The study, believed to be the first of its kind, demonstrated the insignificant 
effect extreme temperatures have on the shape and dimensions of gold micro-pores and 
nano-pores. The study also examined how the minor thermomechanical changes to pore 
size and shape would affect the ability of the porous surface to recapture SEE and 
concluded the effect to be insignificant [118]. 
6.2.7 New SEY Measurement System 
A new, dedicated $120K SEY measurement system was constructed from scratch, 
providing a first-of-kind measurement capability for AFIT. The system was designed to 
provide a wide range of SEY measurement capabilities including sample heating, cooling, 
azimuthal rotation, and elevation rotation. The system was also designed to be able to 
perform SEY measurements on both conductive and non-conductive samples by using the 
electron gun in a pulsed mode of operation. 
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
The experimental nature of this research provides numerous opportunities for 
meaningful follow-on studies. These opportunities are further amplified by the fact that 
this was a new field of research for AFIT and consequently, required significant time and 
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resources to establish the new measurement capability. However, now that the capability 
exists, there are nearly limitless opportunities for future studies to be performed that would 
bear great impact on the field of multipactor suppression. 
6.3.1 Sample Manipulator Repair and SEY System Calibration 
Before attempting SEY studies using the new system, the proper time and attention 
should be paid to eliminating the sample leakage current that is intrinsic to the sample 
manipulator. Additionally, a system calibration should be performed by acquiring and 
measuring the SEY of a calibration sample for which the total SEY is well known. This 
will be an important step to reference in future publications involving results from 
experimental AFIT SEY studies. 
6.3.2 SEY Study: Microporous/Nanoporous Surfaces  
Once the SEY system has been calibrated, SEY measurements should be performed on 
the gold nanoporous samples and re-performed on the gold microporous samples to ensure 
parity between the results. Those results should be analyzed, compared to the SEY models 
provided in this dissertation and the results should be published.  
6.3.3 SEY Study: Grooved Surfaces on Silicon Wafer 
Design and fabricate a variety of grooved surfaces (vary aspect ratio and feature 
density) using internal AFIT capabilities (i.e. L-Edit, Heidelberg Mask Writer, silicon 
wafers, UV lithography, RIE, and gold sputtering). The grooves could be patterned into a 
3-inch silicon wafer using the EVG® UV lithography system and etched with an RIE 
process. A gold sputtering process could then be used to coat the grooves with a 500Å layer 
of gold that conforms to the groove surfaces. These surfaces could then be tested for SEY 
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control and results compared to unmodified gold surfaces to validate an SEY model for 
grooved surfaces. This work could be expanded to include an angle of incidence SEY study 
using the grooved surfaces and the elevation angle variability of the AFIT SEY system. 
6.3.4 SEY Studies: Laser-Patterned Grooved Surfaces  
Work with a laser research lab or laser ablation company to determine the feasibility of 
patterning grooved surfaces with large aspect ratios (i.e. AR ≥ 2). Use a laser patterning 
process to create grooved surfaces of pure metallic samples of specific RF device materials 
of interest. Perform an experimental study to compare SEY measurements of unmodified 
metal samples with laser-modified metal samples. This work could be expanded by 
conducting a temperature-dependent SEY study of the unmodified and laser-modified 
surfaces using the heating and cooling capability of the AFIT SEY system. An angle of 
incidence SEY study could also be performed using the unmodified and laser-modified 
surfaces using the elevation angle variability of the AFIT SEY system. 
6.3.5 Grooved Surface Waveguide Simulation Study 
Perform a simulation study on the electromagnetic effects of grooved surfaces 
implemented in a waveguide. Consider factors such as groove aspect ratio, density, and 
orientation as well as transmission frequency/wavelength and analyze how these factors 
effect waveguide operation.  
6.4 Summary 
This chapter provided a summary of the overarching results of this research effort as 
well as concluding remarks about the direction in which future work should proceed. The 
original research questions that fueled this dissertation were revisited and answered. A 
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summary of this effort’s key research contributions was provided. Finally, a detailed list 
was provided, outlining future research questions and studies that should be performed to 
build on the foundation laid by this dissertation…AFIT’s first experimental research effort 
studying multipactor suppression.  
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Appendix A. Process Followers 
 
A-1 Microporous Gold Fabrication Process Follower 
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A-2 Nanoporous Gold Fabrication Process Follower – Extreme Optimized Lithography 
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A-3 Nanoporous Gold Fabrication Process Follower – Electron Beam Lithography 
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A-4 Photolithography Mask Fabrication Process Follower 
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Appendix B. Automated Heidelberg Mask-Writing Program 
 
The need to pattern large areas of closely-space micro- and nano-pores drove the use 
of a previously developed Automated Heidelberg Mask-Writing program. This program 
was developed by Tod Laurvick and is discussed in Appendix E of his dissertation [119]. 
The following description is intended to provide the reader with an overview of how to use 
this program. 
The first step is to lay out the individual pattern files so that the coordinate location of 
each pattern file can be determined. These coordinate locations are then entered into an 
Excel® file that contains the specific Heidelberg laser settings to be used during mask 
writing. Figure B-1 shows the layout of this Excel® file and how it maps to the layout of a 
3-inch mask. Figure B-2 provides additional details on the specific input parameters of the 
Excel® file.  
 Figure B-1: Automated Heidelberg Mask-Writing Program Excel
® file macro-layout. 
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Once the Excel® file has been created, it must be saved as a “.csv” file for use in a 
MATLAB® script that ultimately generates the Automated Heidelberg Mask-Writing 
program execution file. Once saved as a “.csv” file, the file should (1) be opened, (2) any 
commas that appear at the end of a line of text should be deleted, and (3) the file resaved. 
The MATLAB® script “ScriptBuild_From_file_v01.m” should then be run which will 
produce the input window shown in Figure B-3. The file locations should be set according 
to the appropriate locations on either the local computer running the MATLAB® script or 
the Heidelberg computer (see Figure B-3). After the MATLAB® script is run a new “.mcr” 
file is generated which is the command file that executes the Automated Heidelberg Mask-
Writing program. The “.mcr” file and all of the “.cif” design files should be transferred to 
Figure B-2: Automated Heidelberg Mask-Writing Program Excel® file micro-layout. 
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the Heidelberg computer and saved in the appropriate file folder. The Heidelberg software 
should then be opened and one of the design “.cif” files loaded. A blank mask should then 
be placed on the vacuum chuck. The mask-writing process is initiated by double-clicking 
the “.mcr” file.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B-3: Automated Heidelberg Mask-Writing Program MATLAB® input window. 
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Appendix C. SEY Vacuum Chamber Procedures 
 
NOTE: This chamber is best suited to remain under vacuum during non-use periods 
 
Day-to-Day Configuration: 
  
- Vacuum Pumps: 
o Sample Exchange Roughing Pump: ON 
o Main Chamber Roughing Pump: ON 
o Sample Exchange Turbo Pump: ON 
o Main Chamber Turbo Pump: ON 
 
- Gate Valves: 
o Main Chamber Turbo Pump Gate Valve: OPEN 
o Sample Exchange Turbo Pump Gate Valve: OPEN 
o Sample Exchange/Main Chamber Gate Valve: CLOSED 
 
- Roughing and Turbo-Backing Valves: 
o Sample Exchange Roughing Valve: CLOSED 
o Sample Exchange Turbo-Backing Valve: OPEN 
o Main Chamber Turbo-Backing Valve: OPEN 
 
- Instrumentation: 
o Ion Gauges: ON 
o Electrometers: OFF 
o Electron Gun: OFF 
o Sample Manipulator Thermal Controller: OFF 
o Laptop/USB Camera: OFF 
o Vacuum Chamber LED Light: OFF 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
Sample Loading Procedures: 
 
1. Isolate Sample Exchange Chamber: 
a. Retract sample transfer arm from main chamber 
b. Close sample exchange/main chamber gate valve 
c. Close sample exchange turbo pump gate valve 
i. Leave sample exchange turbo-backing valve open 
ii. Leave sample exchange roughing valve closed 
 
DO NOT PROCEED UNLESS SAMPLE EXCHANGE TURBO PUMP GATE IS 
CLOSED 
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2. Vent Sample Exchange Chamber: 
a. Turn off IG1 ion gauge 
b. Turn on main N2 supply line located on the wall opposite SEY 
measurement stand 
c. Slowly open green N2 knob connected to sample exchange chamber 
d. Wait 10-20 seconds until sample exchange chamber lid is rattling 
e. Reduce N2 to a trickle 
 
3. Load Sample: 
a. Remove sample puck from sample transfer arm fork using a CLEAN 
gloved hand 
b. Place sample on puck and secure using tabs 
c. Re-load sample puck into transfer arm fork using a CLEAN gloved hand 
d. Close sample exchange chamber lid 
e. Turn off main N2 supply line located on the wall opposite SEY 
measurement stand 
f. Close green N2 knob 
 
4. Pump Down Sample Exchange Chamber: 
a. Close sample exchange turbo-backing valve 
b. Open sample exchange roughing valve 
c. Wait for sample exchange to pump down to 1x10-3 Torr (IG1 readout will 
go blank because the pressure dropped below the convection gauge’s 
capability) 
d. Close sample exchange roughing valve 
e. Open sample exchange turbo-backing valve 
f. Wait 2-3 minutes 
g. Open sample exchange turbo pump gate valve 
h. Turn on IG1 ion gauge 
i. Wait for sample exchange chamber pressure to be within an order of 
magnitude of the main chamber (~30 min) 
 
5. Transfer Sample Puck to Main Chamber Sample Manipulator: 
a. Open sample exchange/main chamber gate valve 
b. Carefully extend transfer arm into main chamber and align directly over 
sample manipulator basket 
c. Slowly raise the sample manipulator basket until puck is seated in basket 
(see photos on next page) 
d. Slowly retract transfer arm/fork making sure sample puck remains seated 
in manipulator basket 
e. Close sample exchange/main chamber gate valve 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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Sample Unloading Procedures: 
 
1. Retract Sample Puck: 
a. Ensure sample exchange chamber pressure is within an order of magnitude 
of the main chamber  
b. Open sample exchange/main chamber gate valve 
c. Carefully extend transfer arm into main chamber to capture the sample 
puck in the manipulator basket 
d. Slowly lower the sample manipulator basket until the puck is no longer 
seated in basket 
e. Carefully retract sample transfer arm/fork/puck from main chamber 
 
2. Isolate Sample Exchange Chamber: 
a. Close sample exchange/main chamber gate valve 
b. Close sample exchange turbo pump gate valve 
i. Leave sample exchange turbo-backing valve open 
ii. Leave sample exchange roughing valve closed 
 
DO NOT PROCEED UNLESS SAMPLE EXCHANGE TURBO PUMP GATE IS 
CLOSED 
 
3. Vent Sample Exchange Chamber: 
a. Turn off IG1 ion gauge 
b. Turn on main N2 supply line located on the wall opposite SEY 
measurement stand 
c. Slowly open green N2 knob connected to sample exchange chamber 
d. Wait 10-20 seconds until sample exchange chamber lid is rattling 
e. Reduce N2 to a trickle 
 
4. Unload Sample: 
a. Remove sample puck from sample transfer arm fork using a CLEAN 
gloved hand 
b. If not loading a new sample, return empty puck to transfer fork using a 
CLEAN gloved hand 
c. Close sample exchange chamber lid 
d. Turn off main N2 supply line located on the wall opposite SEY 
measurement stand 
e. Close green N2 knob 
 
5. Pump Down Sample Exchange Chamber: 
a. Close sample exchange turbo-backing valve 
b. Open sample exchange roughing valve 
c. Wait for sample exchange to pump down to 1x10-3 Torr (IG1 readout will 
go blank because the pressure drops below the convection gauge’s 
capability) 
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d. Close sample exchange roughing valve 
e. Open sample exchange turbo-backing valve 
f. Wait 2-3 minutes 
g. Open sample exchange turbo pump gate valve 
h. Turn on IG1 ion gauge 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
Vacuum Chamber Shutdown Procedures (for maintenance or long-term storage): 
 
1. Turn Off All Gauges and Instrumentation: 
a. Ion Gauges: OFF 
b. Electrometers: OFF 
c. Electron Gun: OFF 
d. Sample Manipulator Thermal Controller: OFF 
e. Laptop/USB Camera: OFF 
f. Vacuum Chamber LED Light: OFF 
 
2. Isolate All Vacuum Chambers: 
a. Close sample exchange/main chamber gate valve 
b. Close sample exchange turbo pump gate valve 
c. Close main chamber turbo pump gate valve 
d. Ensure sample exchange roughing valve is closed 
 
3. Shut Down Vacuum Pumps: 
a. Unplug sample exchange turbo pump 
b. Unplug main chamber turbo pump 
c. Close sample exchange turbo-backing valve 
d. Turn off sample exchange roughing pump 
e. Close main chamber turbo-backing valve 
f. Turn off main chamber roughing pump 
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Appendix D. SEY Measurement Procedures 
 
NOTE: These procedures assume that the main chamber pressure is < 1.0×10-8 Torr and a 
sample has already been loaded onto the sample manipulator and centered under the e-gun. 
1. Turn on both electrometers to let them warm up. Set the electrometers to read current 
with auto range enabled. NOTE: ideally, both electrometers should be turned on at least 
1 hour prior to data collection. 
2. Turn on the electron gun (e-gun). NOTE: ideally, the e-gun power supply should be 
turned on at least 1 hour prior to data collection. 
a. Check all the e-gun cables, ensuring that they are connected securely to the 
appropriate location. 
b. Turn on the main power to the e-gun power supply (green switch). 
c. Turn on the high voltage to the e-gun power supply (red switch). 
d. Wait to program the e-gun settings. 
3. Minimize the sample working distance by raising the sample to the highest possible 
position using the vertical micrometer on the sample manipulator. 
4. Connect the sample bias battery box (see Figure 78). 
a. Test the batteries to ensure the bias is -27V. Use a 360Ω resistor connected in 
series between a multimeter lead and a terminal of the battery box. Connect the 
other multimeter lead to the other terminal on the battery box. The multimeter, 
set to read current in mA, should read 7.5mA for fully charged batteries.  
b. Connect the battery box terminals to the sample manipulator and the sample 
current electrometer. 
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5. Record the main chamber pressure then turn off the main chamber ion gauge to prevent 
it from emitting electrons that could skew the SEY measurements. 
6. On the laptop, double-click the LabVIEW® file, “Keithley 6514 SEY Program” located 
on the desktop. This will open up the interface shown in Figure D-1. Select the I/O 
address for the Faraday cup and Sample Current electrometers and set the “Data Log 
Path” to the desired file folder location where the output text files will be saved. Then 
click the “Run” button at the top of the LabVIEW® window to execute the program. 
The program will begin by prompting the user to input the electron beam energy. Enter 
the e-beam energy and hit “enter.” The program will then instruct the user to rotate the 
Faraday cup in-line with the e-beam. After ensuring the Faraday cup is rotated in-line 
with the e-gun tip, the user should lock the Faraday cup in position and then proceed to 
step 7. DO NOT hit “enter” a second time.  
 
 
Figure D-1: Screenshot of the SEY measurement LabVIEW® data collection interface. 
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7. Set the remaining e-gun settings: 
a. Set the e-gun to provide low beam current. 
b. Set the e-gun “ENERGY” to 2keV 
c. Set the e-gun “GRID” to 20V, the “1st ANODE” to 200V, and the “FOCUS” 
to 700V (see Table 8). 
d. Set the e-gun “SOURCE” to 0.5V and observe the cathode voltage slowly rise 
to 0.5V. Once the cathode has reached 0.5V, set the “SOURCE” to 0.9V and 
observe the cathode voltage rise to 0.9V. Once the cathode has reached 0.9V, 
set the “SOURCE” to 0.95V and observe the Faraday cup Current on the 
appropriate electrometer. Adjust the “SOURCE” voltage so that the Faraday 
cup current is ~20nA. 
e. Record the e-gun settings and start time in the user’s logbook. 
8. With the e-beam on and the Faraday cup electrometer reading the e-beam current, the 
user should return to the LabVIEW® program and click on the button “Measure e-beam 
current!” 
9. Once LabVIEW® has recorded the e-beam (Faraday cup) current, the program will 
prompt the user to rotate the Faraday cup out of the e-beam. Once completed, the user 
should click the LabVIEW® button “Measure sample current!” 
10. Once LabVIEW® has recorded the sample current, the program will ask the user 
“Would you like to take another SEY measurement?” The user should quickly rotate 
the Faraday cup back in-line with the e-gun tip to minimize sample irradiation. The 
user should then click “Yes” to continue recording SEY measurements.  
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11. The user should now adjust the e-gun settings according to the values supplied in Table 
8 and repeat the procedure for the new energy.  
12. Once the measurements are complete, the Faraday cup should be rotated in-line with 
the e-gun tip and the user should press the button labeled “SHUTDOWN” on the e-gun 
power supply. Once all the display values on the e-gun power supply read zero, the 
user should turn off the high voltage switch and then the power switch on the e-gun 
power supply.  
13. Record the e-gun stop time in the user’s logbook. 
14. Isolate the battery box by disconnecting it from the sample manipulator. 
15. Turn on the main chamber vacuum ion gauge. 
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Appendix E. SEY Chamber Bakeout Procedures 
 
Any time the main UHV chamber on SEY measurement system is vented, a 180-
190°C bakeout becomes necessary to remove the condensates that become deposited 
on the inner walls of the main vacuum chamber. This bakeout should be performed 
continuously for 5-7 days to allow the chamber enough time to “bake out” the 
condensates so they can be removed by the main chamber’s turbopump. This process 
should be performed with great care because of the fire hazard it poses when not 
attended (i.e. at nighttime). Additionally, the user should take precautions to ensure that 
the bakeout temperature does not exceed 200°C (the limit for both the sample 
manipulator and the e-gun). Figures E-1 through E-3 provide a photographic example 
of how the heater tapes can be wrapped around the chamber to provide the most 
 
 
Figure E-1: Vacuum bakeout heater tape arrangement for the sample manipulator. 
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Figure E-2: Vacuum bakeout heater tape arrangement for the main UHV chamber. 
 
Figure E-3: Final vacuum bakeout setup using two thermocouple sensors (one on the 
manipulator bellows and one on the main chamber) and three voltage duty cycle 
controllers connected to three surge protectors. 
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uniform heat distribution possible with these heater tapes. Uniform heating is important 
because condensates that a “baked off” from a high temperature surface will tend to 
migrate to any local cooler surfaces where they will become redeposited and remain 
until that cooler surface temperature is raised (which generally will not happen during 
a bakeout). Uniform surface heating helps ensure that the condensates do not redeposit 
on an interior chamber surface before being swept out of the chamber by the main 
turbopump.  
A total of 8 heater tapes were used in the bakeout. Because these tapes draw a large 
amount of current, care must be taken to avoid exceeding the current-rating of the 
laboratory’s outlets. The heater tapes were divided into 3 groups corresponding to the 
3 voltage duty cycle controllers that limited the amount of time the heater tapes were 
energized. The multimeter shown in Figure E-3 was used in conjunction with two 
thermocouples to monitor the UHV chamber surface temperature in two locations: the 
sample manipulator bellows and the main chamber. The voltage duty cycle controllers 
were manually adjusted to maintain a chamber surface temperature of 180-190°C. 
Finally, the user should ensure that the sample exchange/main chamber gate valve is 
closed throughout the bakeout process.  
During the first day of the bakeout, the user should perform frequent checks to “dial 
in” the voltage duty cycle controllers so that the chamber temperature reaches 180-
190°C. Before allowing the bakeout setup to operate overnight, the user should have 
already been performing the bakeout for 8-10 hours to ensure correct operation. The 
user should also turn down the voltage duty cycle controllers a few percent before 
leaving for the evening to ensure the temperature does not “run-away” overnight.  
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Appendix F. SIMION® Tutorial 
 
SIMION® is particle trajectory simulator that can incorporate electric fields. Kimball 
Physics, the manufacturer of the electron gun incorporated in the new AFIT SEY 
measurement system, has provided a SIMION® model of their ELG-2 electron gun. This 
model allows the user to specify the ELG-2 settings (electron energy, grid voltage, anode 
voltage, focus, and beam current) and the gun-sample working distance. The user can 
perform a single e-gun trajectory simulation or specify a series of simulations where the 
focus is adjusted incrementally. AFIT has purchased a single computer license of 
SIMION® 8.1 that was installed on the HP Elitebook® 8560w used for SEY measurement 
data recording (See Figure F-1). 
 
 
Figure F-1: Photo of SIMION® 8.1 software install disc, user manual, and laptop of 
installation. 
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The following procedure is intended to help a new user be able to perform basic 
simulations of the AFIT SEY measurement system electron gun using the SIMION®  
ELG-2 model provided by Kimball Physics.  
1. Double-click the “SIMION® 8.1” icon located on the desktop of the HP laptop. This 
will bring up a welcome screen – click “OK”. The user should now see the SIMION® 
window shown in Figure F-2.  
 
2. In the upper left of this window under the title “Ion Optics Workbench (IOB)” click on 
“View/Load Workbench” and select the file “ELG2.iob” that resides in “SIMION 
8.1\ELG2_SIMION” folder. The user should now see the SIMION® window shown in 
Figure F-3, which is a view of the e-gun model in the x-y plane where x is the horizontal 
axis and y is the vertical axis. 
 
Figure F-2: Screenshot of initial SIMION® 8.1 command window. 
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3. Adjust the “D.Qual” setting to 9 as shown in Figure F-4. 
 
Figure F-3: Screenshot of SIMION® 8.1 window after loading the ELG2.iob file. 
Figure F-4: Location of “D.Qual” (display quality) setting. 
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4. Under the “Particles” tab, check the box for “Grouped” particles and select “Beam” for 
the “Repulsion” setting as shown in Figure F-5. 
 
5. Under the “Variables” tab set the parameters for “Cathode” (electron energy), “Grid”, 
“Anode”, “Focus”, and “Beam Current” (see Figure F-6). 
 
 
Figure F-5: Location of “Grouped” particles checkbox and “Repulsion” setting. 
 
Figure F-6: Location of e-gun settings (cathode, grid, anode, focus, and beam current). 
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6. Note the location of the mouse curser, when it is located in the main model window, 
provides coordinates that are displayed at the bottom left of the SIMION® window (see 
Figure F-7). These coordinates are needed to determine the position of the gun-tip (i.e. 
the location where the electrons are free of the e-gun’s influence). For this model, the 
position of the e-gun tip is at x = 44 mm.  
 
 
 
Figure F-7: Location of model coordinates based on curser position. 
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7. Set the working distance by setting the “Target” parameter to be the sum of the e-gun 
tip location (44 mm) and the desired working distance (20 mm for the AFIT SEY 
measurement system). Thus, for the AFIT SEY measurement system, “Target” should 
be set to 64 as shown in Figure F-8. 
 
8. Once the desired e-gun settings have been specified, click “Fly’m at the bottom left of 
the screen to initiate the simulation. 
 
 
Figure F-8: Location of “Target” setting used to define the working distance. 
Figure F-9: Location of “Fly’m” button to initiate the simulation. 
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9. An output file with filename “ELG2data.txt” is generated when the simulation is 
completed. The file contains the e-gun settings and the beam spot diameter at the 
working distance specified. NOTE: a quirk with this software is that the output file is 
only updated after a subsequent simulation run. In other words, you have to click on 
“Fly’m” twice in order to see the results from the first simulation. 
10. To determine optimal ELG-2 settings that minimize spot diameter, an automated series 
of simulations is possible for various values of beam focus. This is enabled by 
performing the following actions under the “Variables” tab (see Figure F-10): 
a. Setting the “request_rerun” parameter to a non-zero value. 
b. Setting the “deltafocus” parameter to the desired focus increment 
c. Setting the “focusruns” parameter to the number of simulations to perform (i.e. 
the number of different focus values to simulate) 
 
 
Figure F-10: Location of settings to provide an automated series of simulations over a 
variety of different e-gun focus values. 
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Appendix G. MATLAB® Code 
 
This appendix contains the MATLAB® code that was used to study the 2D and 3D 
porous surface SEY models and provide the plots for Figures 26, 27, 28, and 29.  
 
% Description: MATLAB scipts used to study the 2D and 3D Porous Surface 
Secondary Electron Yield Models 
% Author: James Sattler 
% Dates: Developed over 2016 and 2017 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot Pescape_2D vs. Porosity 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
SEY_nonpore = 1.7; 
SEY_porebottom = 1.6; 
AR1 = 0; 
AR2 = 0.1; 
AR3 = 1; 
AR4 = 10; 
AR5 = 100; 
Porosity = linspace(0,1,101); %Indpt Variable 
  
Pescape_2D_1 = (1/2)*sin(atan(3./(4*AR1))) + 
(1/2)*sin(atan(1./(4*AR1))); 
Pescape_2D_2 = (1/2)*sin(atan(3./(4*AR2))) + 
(1/2)*sin(atan(1./(4*AR2))); 
Pescape_2D_3 = (1/2)*sin(atan(3./(4*AR3))) + 
(1/2)*sin(atan(1./(4*AR3))); 
Pescape_2D_4 = (1/2)*sin(atan(3./(4*AR4))) + 
(1/2)*sin(atan(1./(4*AR4))); 
Pescape_2D_5 = (1/2)*sin(atan(3./(4*AR5))) + 
(1/2)*sin(atan(1./(4*AR5))); 
  
SEY_surface1 = SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity) + 
SEY_porebottom*Pescape_2D_1*Porosity; 
SEY_surface2 = SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity) + 
SEY_porebottom*Pescape_2D_2*Porosity; 
SEY_surface3 = SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity) + 
SEY_porebottom*Pescape_2D_3*Porosity; 
SEY_surface4 = SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity) + 
SEY_porebottom*Pescape_2D_4*Porosity; 
SEY_surface5 = SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity) + 
SEY_porebottom*Pescape_2D_5*Porosity; 
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figure 
plot(Porosity,SEY_surface1,'k-','LineWidth',2)  
ylim([0 2]) 
grid on 
hold on 
plot(Porosity,SEY_surface2,'c-','LineWidth',2)  
plot(Porosity,SEY_surface3,'g-','LineWidth',2)  
plot(Porosity,SEY_surface4,'b-','LineWidth',2)  
plot(Porosity,SEY_surface5,'r-','LineWidth',2)  
xlabel('Porosity','fontweight','bold','FontSize',16)  
set(gca,'FontWeight','bold') 
ylabel('\sigma_{porous-surface}','fontweight','bold','FontSize',16)  
set(gca,'FontWeight','bold') 
legend('Aspect Ratio = 0','Aspect Ratio = 0.1','Aspect Ratio = 
1','Aspect Ratio = 10','Aspect Ratio = 
100','fontweight','bold','Location','southwest') 
set(gca,'XTick',0:0.2:1) 
set(gca,'YTick',0:0.5:2) 
  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot Pescape_2D vs. Aspect Ratio 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
SEY_nonpore = 1.7; 
SEY_porebottom = 1.6; 
AR = linspace(0,10,101); %Indpt Variable 
Porosity1 = 0; 
Porosity2 = 0.1; 
Porosity3 = 0.5; 
Porosity4 = 0.785; 
  
Pescape_2D = (1/2)*sin(atan(3./(4*AR))) + (1/2)*sin(atan(1./(4*AR))); 
  
SEY_surface1 = SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity1) + 
SEY_porebottom*Pescape_2D*Porosity1; 
SEY_surface2 = SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity2) + 
SEY_porebottom*Pescape_2D*Porosity2; 
SEY_surface3 = SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity3) + 
SEY_porebottom*Pescape_2D*Porosity3; 
SEY_surface4 = SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity4) + 
SEY_porebottom*Pescape_2D*Porosity4; 
  
figure 
plot(AR,SEY_surface1,'k-','LineWidth',2)  
ylim([0 2]) 
grid on 
hold on 
plot(AR,SEY_surface2,'r-','LineWidth',2)  
plot(AR,SEY_surface3,'g-','LineWidth',2)  
plot(AR,SEY_surface4,'b-','LineWidth',2)  
xlabel('Aspect Ratio','fontweight','bold','FontSize',16)  
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set(gca,'FontWeight','bold') 
ylabel('\sigma_{porous-surface}','fontweight','bold','FontSize',16)  
set(gca,'FontWeight','bold') 
legend('Porosity = 0','Porosity = 0.1','Porosity = 0.5','Porosity = 
0.785','fontweight','bold','Location','southwest') 
set(gca,'XTick',0:2:10) 
set(gca,'YTick',0:0.5:2) 
  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Surface Plot of Pescape_2D vs. Porosity and Aspect Ratio 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
SEY_nonpore = 1.7; 
SEY_porebottom = 1.6; 
NumPts = 101; 
Half_Num_Pts = (NumPts-1)/2 + 1; 
ARmax = 10; 
AR = linspace(0.01,ARmax,NumPts); %Indpt Variable 
Porosity = linspace(0,1,NumPts); %Indpt Variable 
  
%Compute Pescape_2D 
Pescape_2D = (1/2)*sin(atan(3./(4.*AR))) + (1/2)*sin(atan(1./(4.*AR))); 
  
%Compute Pescape_2D 
for i = 1:NumPts 
    for j = 1:NumPts 
        SEY_surface(i,j) = SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity(j)) + 
SEY_porebottom*Pescape_2D(i)*Porosity(j); 
    end 
end 
  
surf(Porosity, AR, SEY_surface); 
xlabel('Porosity') 
ylabel('Aspect Ratio') 
zlabel('\sigma_{porous-surface}','fontweight','bold','FontSize',16) 
set(gca,'XLim', [0 1]) 
set(gca,'YLim', [0 ARmax]) 
set(gca,'ZLim', [0 2]) 
set(gca,'XTick',0:0.2:1) 
set(gca,'YTick',0:2:ARmax) 
set(gca,'ZTick',0:0.25:2) 
  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot the distribution of r for the 3D pore model 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
R = 1; 
r = linspace(0,R,101); %Indpt Variable 
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r_distribution = (2*r)/(R^2); 
  
figure 
plot(r,r_distribution,'k-','LineWidth',2) 
set(gca,'YLim', [0 2*R]) 
xlabel('r') 
ylabel('distribution of r') 
  
Integral_r_distribution = (trapz(r,r_distribution)) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot Pescape_3D vs phi for a given Aspect Ratio, assume r = R/sqrt(2) 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
AR = 5; 
phi = linspace(0,2*pi,101); %Indpt Variable 
  
Pescape_3D = sin(atan((sqrt(1+(cos(phi)).^2) - 
cos(phi))/(2*AR*sqrt(2)))); 
  
%Compute the upper/lower bounds and average of Pescape_3D 
Pescape_min = Pescape_3D(1) 
Pescape_max = Pescape_3D(51) 
Pescape_3D_Avg = mean(Pescape_3D) 
  
%Compute Pescape_2D for comparison 
Pescape_2D = (1/2)*sin(atan((2+sqrt(2))/(4*AR))) + (1/2)*sin(atan((2-
sqrt(2))/(4*AR))) 
  
figure 
plot(phi,Pescape_3D,'k-','LineWidth',2)  
xlabel('\phi') 
ylabel('Probability of Escape') 
set(gca,'XLim', [0 2*pi]) 
set(gca,'YLim', [0 1]) 
set(gca,'XTick',0:pi/2:2*pi) 
set(gca,'XTickLabel',{'0','p/2','p','3p/2','p'}, 'fontname','symbol') 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot Pescape vs Aspect Ratio for 2-D & 3-D models, assume r=R/sqrt(2) 
% Plot Total SEY for both 2D and 3D Models, assume r = R/sqrt(2) 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
NumPts = 101; 
Half_Num_Pts = (NumPts-1)/2 + 1; 
phi = linspace(0,2*pi,NumPts); %Indpt Variable 
SEY_nonpore = 1.7;  
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SEY_porebottom = 1.6; 
ARmax = 10; 
AR = linspace(0.01,ARmax,NumPts); %Indpt Variable 
P1 = 0.15; 
P2 = 0.25; 
P3 = 0.5; 
P4 = 0.75; 
  
%Compute Pescape_2D...for r = R/2 
Pescape_2D_rmedian = (1/2)*sin(atan(1./(4.*AR))) + 
(1/2)*sin(atan(3./(4.*AR))); 
  
%Compute Pescape_3D using MATLAB mean method...for r = R/sqrt(2) 
for i = 1:NumPts 
    for j = 1:NumPts 
        Pescape_3D_rmedian(i,j) = sin(atan((sqrt(1+(cos(phi(j))).^2) - 
cos(phi(j)))/(2*AR(i)*sqrt(2)))); 
    end 
end 
Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean = mean(Pescape_3D_rmedian,2); 
  
%Calculate the difference between the 2D and 3D models 
Model_Diff = Pescape_2D_rmedian - Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean' 
  
%Plot the 2D and 3D Pescape curves 
figure; 
plot(AR,Pescape_2D_rmedian,'b-','LineWidth',2)  
hold on; 
plot(AR,Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean,'r:','LineWidth',2) 
plot(AR,Model_Diff,'k--','LineWidth',2)  
set(gca,'YLim', [0 1]) 
set(gca,'XLim', [0 10]) 
xlabel('Aspect Ratio') 
ylabel('Mean Probability of Escape') 
legend('2D Model','3D Model','2D-3D Model 
Difference','Location','Northeast') 
  
%Determine Total Surface SEY for 2D Model 
SEY_surf_2D_P1 = SEY_porebottom.*Pescape_2D_rmedian.*P1 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P1); 
SEY_surf_2D_P2 = SEY_porebottom.*Pescape_2D_rmedian.*P2 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P2); 
SEY_surf_2D_P3 = SEY_porebottom.*Pescape_2D_rmedian.*P3 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P3); 
SEY_surf_2D_P4 = SEY_porebottom.*Pescape_2D_rmedian.*P4 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P4); 
  
%Determine Total Surface SEY for 3D Model 
SEY_surf_3D_P1 = SEY_porebottom.*Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean.*P1 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P1); 
SEY_surf_3D_P2 = SEY_porebottom.*Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean.*P2 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P2); 
SEY_surf_3D_P3 = SEY_porebottom.*Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean.*P3 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P3); 
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SEY_surf_3D_P4 = SEY_porebottom.*Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean.*P4 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P4); 
  
figure; 
plot(AR,SEY_surf_2D_P1,'g:','LineWidth',2.5) 
hold on; 
plot(AR,SEY_surf_3D_P1,'go-','LineWidth',2)  
plot(AR,SEY_surf_2D_P2,'b--','LineWidth',2.5) 
plot(AR,SEY_surf_3D_P2,'bs-','LineWidth',2)  
plot(AR,SEY_surf_2D_P3,'r-.','LineWidth',2.5) 
plot(AR,SEY_surf_3D_P3,'rd-','LineWidth',2)  
plot(AR,SEY_surf_2D_P4,'k','LineWidth',2.5)  
plot(AR,SEY_surf_3D_P4,'k^:','LineWidth',2)  
hline = refline([0 1]); 
set(hline,'LineStyle',':')  
set(gca,'YLim', [0 SEY_nonpore]) 
set(gca,'XLim', [0 5]) 
xlabel('Aspect Ratio') 
ylabel('Total Secondary Electron Yield') 
legend('2D Model: Porosity = 0.2','3D Model: Porosity = 0.2','2D Model: 
Porosity = 0.3','3D Model: Porosity = 0.3','2D Model: Porosity = 
0.4','3D Model: Porosity = 0.4','2D Model: Porosity = 0.6','3D Model: 
Porosity = 0.6','Location','Southwest') 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot Total SEY vs. Aspect Ratio for 3D Model, assume r = R/sqrt(2) 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
NumPts = 101; 
Half_Num_Pts = (NumPts-1)/2 + 1; 
ARmax = 5.0; 
AR = linspace(0,ARmax,NumPts); %Indpt Variable 
phi = linspace(0,2*pi,NumPts); %Indpt Variable 
SEY_nonpore = 1.7;  
SEY_porebottom = 1.6; 
P1 = 0.15; 
P2 = 0.25; 
P3 = 0.5; 
P4 = 0.75; 
  
for i = 1:NumPts 
    for j = 1:NumPts 
        Pescape_3D_rmedian(i,j) = sin(atan((sqrt(1+(cos(phi(j))).^2) - 
cos(phi(j)))/(2*AR(i)*sqrt(2)))); 
    end 
end 
Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean = mean(Pescape_3D_rmedian,2); 
  
SEY_surf_3D_P1 = SEY_porebottom.*Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean.*P1 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P1); 
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SEY_surf_3D_P2 = SEY_porebottom.*Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean.*P2 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P2); 
SEY_surf_3D_P3 = SEY_porebottom.*Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean.*P3 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P3); 
SEY_surf_3D_P4 = SEY_porebottom.*Avg_Pescape_3D_rmedian_mean.*P4 + 
SEY_nonpore.*(1-P4); 
  
figure; 
plot(AR,SEY_surf_3D_P1,'k-','LineWidth',2.5)  
hold on; 
plot(AR,SEY_surf_3D_P2,'r-.','LineWidth',2)  
plot(AR,SEY_surf_3D_P3,'g--','LineWidth',2.5) 
plot(AR,SEY_surf_3D_P4,'b:','LineWidth',2)  
hline = refline([0 1]); 
set(hline,'LineStyle',':')  
set(gca,'YLim', [0 1.8]) 
set(gca,'XLim', [0 ARmax]) 
xlabel('Aspect Ratio') 
ylabel('Total Secondary Electron Yield') 
legend('Porosity = 0.1','Porosity = 0.3','Porosity = 0.5','Porosity = 
0.7','Location','Southwest') 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot Total Surface SEY vs Porosity for 3D Model, assume r = R/sqrt(2) 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
NumPts = 101; 
Half_Num_Pts = (NumPts-1)/2 + 1; 
Pmax = 0.785; 
Porosity = linspace(0.01,Pmax,NumPts); %Indpt Variable 
phi = linspace(0,2*pi,NumPts); %Indpt Variable 
SEY_nonpore = 1.7;  
SEY_porebottom = 1.6; 
AR1 = 0.1; 
AR2 = 0.5; 
AR3 = 1; 
AR4 = 2; 
AR5 = 5; 
  
for i = 1:NumPts 
    for j = 1:NumPts 
        Pescape_3D_AR1_rmedian(i,j) = 
sin(atan((sqrt(1+(cos(phi(j))).^2) - cos(phi(j)))/(2*AR1*sqrt(2)))); 
        Pescape_3D_AR2_rmedian(i,j) = 
sin(atan((sqrt(1+(cos(phi(j))).^2) - cos(phi(j)))/(2*AR2*sqrt(2)))); 
        Pescape_3D_AR3_rmedian(i,j) = 
sin(atan((sqrt(1+(cos(phi(j))).^2) - cos(phi(j)))/(2*AR3*sqrt(2)))); 
        Pescape_3D_AR4_rmedian(i,j) = 
sin(atan((sqrt(1+(cos(phi(j))).^2) - cos(phi(j)))/(2*AR4*sqrt(2)))); 
        Pescape_3D_AR5_rmedian(i,j) = 
sin(atan((sqrt(1+(cos(phi(j))).^2) - cos(phi(j)))/(2*AR5*sqrt(2)))); 
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    end 
end 
Avg_Pescape_3D_AR1_rmedian_mean = mean(Pescape_3D_AR1_rmedian,2); 
Avg_Pescape_3D_AR2_rmedian_mean = mean(Pescape_3D_AR2_rmedian,2); 
Avg_Pescape_3D_AR3_rmedian_mean = mean(Pescape_3D_AR3_rmedian,2); 
Avg_Pescape_3D_AR4_rmedian_mean = mean(Pescape_3D_AR4_rmedian,2); 
Avg_Pescape_3D_AR5_rmedian_mean = mean(Pescape_3D_AR5_rmedian,2); 
  
SEY_surf_3D_AR1 = 
(SEY_porebottom*Avg_Pescape_3D_AR1_rmedian_mean.*Porosity')' + 
SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity); 
SEY_surf_3D_AR2 = 
(SEY_porebottom*Avg_Pescape_3D_AR2_rmedian_mean.*Porosity')' + 
SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity); 
SEY_surf_3D_AR3 = 
(SEY_porebottom*Avg_Pescape_3D_AR3_rmedian_mean.*Porosity')' + 
SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity); 
SEY_surf_3D_AR4 = 
(SEY_porebottom*Avg_Pescape_3D_AR4_rmedian_mean.*Porosity')' + 
SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity); 
SEY_surf_3D_AR5 = 
(SEY_porebottom*Avg_Pescape_3D_AR5_rmedian_mean.*Porosity')' + 
SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity); 
  
figure; 
plot(Porosity,SEY_surf_3D_AR1,'k-','LineWidth',2.5)  
hold on; 
plot(Porosity,SEY_surf_3D_AR2,'b--','LineWidth',2)  
plot(Porosity,SEY_surf_3D_AR3,'g-.','LineWidth',2.5) 
plot(Porosity,SEY_surf_3D_AR4,'r:','LineWidth',2)  
plot(Porosity,SEY_surf_3D_AR5,'mo-','LineWidth',2) 
hline = refline([0 1]); 
set(hline,'LineStyle',':')  
set(gca,'YLim', [0 2]) 
set(gca,'XLim', [0 1]) 
xlabel('Porosity') 
ylabel('Total Secondary Electron Yield') 
legend('Aspect Ratio = 0.1','Aspect Ratio = 0.5','Aspect Ratio = 
1.0','Aspect Ratio = 2.0','Aspect Ratio = 5.0','Location','Southwest') 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Surface Plot of Pescape_3D vs. r and phi 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
R = 1; 
H = 10; 
phi = linspace(0,2*pi,101); %Indpt Variable 
r = linspace(0,R,101); %Indpt Variable 
Pescape = zeros(101); 
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for i = 1:101 
    for j = 1:101 
        Pescape(i,j) = sin(atan((sqrt(R^2 - (r(i)*sin(phi(j)))^2) - 
r(i)*cos(phi(j)))/(H))); 
    end 
end 
  
Avg_Pescape = mean(Pescape,2); 
Avg_Pescape_phi = Avg_Pescape(72) 
  
figure; 
surf(phi, r, Pescape); 
xlabel('\phi') 
ylabel('r') 
zlabel('Probability of Escape') 
set(gca,'XLim', [0 2*pi]) 
set(gca,'YLim', [0 R]) 
set(gca,'ZLim', [0 1]) 
set(gca,'XTick',0:pi/2:2*pi) 
set(gca,'XTickLabel',{'0','p/2','p','3p/2','2p'}, 'fontname','symbol') 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot D (from the 3D model) vs. phi (given r and R) 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
R = 1; 
r = 0.5*R; 
phi = linspace(0,2*pi,101); %Indpt Variable 
  
D = sqrt(R^2 - (r*sin(phi)).^2) - r*cos(phi); 
  
figure 
plot(phi,D,'k-','LineWidth',2) 
set(gca,'YLim', [0 2*R]) 
set(gca,'XLim', [0 2*pi]) 
xlabel('Azimuthal Angle (phi)') 
ylabel('Distance from Emission Site to Pore Circumference') 
set(gca,'XTick',0:pi/2:2*pi) 
set(gca,'XTickLabel',{'0','p/2','p','3p/2','2p'}, 'fontname','symbol') 
grid ON; 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Find Pescape_3-D model for a given Aspect Ratio, assume r = R/sqrt(2) 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
NumPts = 1001; 
Half_Num_Pts = (NumPts-1)/2 + 1; 
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AR = 2; 
phi = linspace(0,2*pi,NumPts); %Indpt Variable 
  
%Compute Pescape_3D using MATLAB mean method r = 2R/3 
for i = 1:NumPts 
    Pescape_3D_rexpected(i) = sin(atan((sqrt(1+(cos(phi(i))).^2) - 
cos(phi(i)))/(2*AR*sqrt(2)))); 
end 
format long; 
Avg_Pescape_3D_rexpected_mean = mean(Pescape_3D_rexpected) 
  
% Determine SEY_porous-surface for the above Pescape_3-D given Porosity 
and  
%SEY_nonpore and SEY_porebottom 
SEY_nonpore = 1.70; 
SEY_porebottom = 1.70; 
Porosity = 0.52; 
  
SEY_surf_3D = 
(SEY_porebottom*Avg_Pescape_3D_rexpected_mean.*Porosity')' + 
SEY_nonpore*(1-Porosity) 
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